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The situation, at an angle, commanding i impassable?
chosen.

FAMILY..

mound, rest all the

remains of the

victims

of the 21st of June, that could be collected.

Office, 39 Washington 8., Dover, N.H,

:

A little further on you pass the

ruins of the Fremch Consulate.
To the
east of the Cathedral, beneath a high
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motion, and we passed the time very pleas-

premiums, fio percentage
1s allowed in addition.
to be sold on commisprivilege of returning

FEBRUARY ,

antly, in conv ersation, reading, writing or
strolling along the bank, sometimes diverting ourselves by helping the hoatmen. We
were always glad when the time for our
meals returned, enjoying food—especially
the abundance of rich ripe fruits—as we
never did before.” The weather
was fine,

tant parts of the Empire,

but

1872.

Xx1v:

16.

—

’

Alas! our eyes are holden;
Too late we know
The worth of moments golden,

That come and go,~

would

Like blessed angels winging

Their viewless flight,

And o'er our future flinging

Darkness or light.

For in each hour lies hidden
The seed of years,—
. Seed that shall spring unbidden

pairing this road, and, the pavement in the
gates of the city of Peking, which are as

In joy or tears.

Doth bush of flame
The ever-present glory
And love. proclaim.
-

By holiest inspirations
Its presence known.
Be ours to heed each blevsing
God’s love has crowned,

With unshod footsteps pressing
The holy ground,~

-

good road; but mounting one in Toong-

Where ’mid Jife’s lowliest duty
God walketh still,
Transforming toil to beauty
By his dear will.

chow you find yourself bumped unmercifully as the cart is drawn over the rough
pavement of the street to the city gate.
This, however,is nothing compared with
what awaits you on the Emperor's highway
—a stone-paved road leading from Toongchow to Peking, 13 miles long; It is about
80 feet wide, paved with large blocks or

— Religious Hagasive,

Chinese Correspondence.
TIENTSIN TO PEKING.

:

.

Almost every one we met tried to dissuade us from attempting to reach

persops

from

Peking,

the country was so flooded, and the

slabs

of

stone,

which

must

have

been

brought from a great distance in the mountains. Some of these stones are 10 feet

long by 8 or 4 wide, and, must be very

river so swollen.

WRANGLES,

After all, Senators are but men and so
they ought to he expected to quarrel. Even
the gods of Greece used to disgrace some
of their meetings by unseemly squabbles, |
Why should American mortals be expected
to do better? Besides, Senator Sehurz ‘is
extremely caustic and provoking upon occasion, and Senator Sumner enjoys pushing
bitter doses down the throats of unwilling
members, just to see them haggle and
choke. The resolution of inquiry into the
sale of arms to the French was just one of
these doses. To be sure it no need to haye
been

given,

as the case now stands, but it

six-

and regular income for the purchase of new | of 111

stitution, and to consult

such

a

literature,

and good understanding, and thus cultivates the greatest scriptural grace,—Charity. The institution needs to be constantly
aided in the future, as it has been in the
past, by the friends of education, of culture,

the cart is about the size of a sedan-chair.
.| From the door a sort of curtain or awning
extends over the horse's back, shielding
from the sun’s rays passenger and horse,
The two wheels of this vehicle, though not
large in diameter, are very strong, resembling dray wheels. Each cart is drawn by
one mule. They are quite tolerable on a

By unseen ministrations

SENATORIAL

Temperance convention on the day foliowing. Both parties were pretty well repretgen States of our Union,—from Canada,
sented, but only two of the Southern stafes,
and England,— have used the Library in its
Ark. and Miss., sent delegates to the labor
halls. The use of "the Library constantly convention. The platform of the latter faincregsesas its books multiply. The Li- vors universal amnesty. There was sharp
brary is incorporated, whereby it can hold discussion over the tariff and financial ques$105,000, exclusive of books and furniture, tions, without very definite results. Their
butit is not* endowed.
It needs a large candidate for President is David H. Davis,
ing the past year; and

directly promotes a mutual acquaintance,

The top of

of Christian knowledge and charity.

Per-

sons may aid it by presenting books, by becoming members, or by subscribing for a

year or a quarter to use the library.
ishes

may

assist it through

Par

The temperance convention seemed
to add in zeal what it lacked in members.
It upbraided political parties for their intemperate management, saw safety only in
its own control of affairs, and named James
Black, of Pa., to be its standard bearer.

THE PHILADELPHIA

COLLECTORSHIP.

That little matter in Philadelphia is being
quietly fixed up. The President is a little
bothered indeed to find the right man who
will accept the office, but at the same time
he has been to dinner with Mr. Forney, so
that the worst feature of the case is smoothed down.
And then Mr. Forney is acting
kindly in various ways, and doesn’t seem as:
though he would fight very hard against
the plans of the faithful. At any rate it is
astonishing to note what significance politicians attach to a dinner. So long as Mr.
Forney kept aloof from the White House
they were afraid of him. But now that he

by becoming perpetual members,

whereby

their whole succession of pastors may have
the free use of the Library, and draw books.

heart through his throat, and by so simple
a means as veal cutlets made herself a sort

Spurgeon

and guarantied. Ge: eral Butler champions
their cause, but thus far legislation has not
and with pleased the fishermen overmuch. But they

says: If you come to the Holy

Scripture with growth in grace

we sectred three fine boats, for the moder- he braces himself, holding on to the sides soul grows and knows more of Christ, he likely that there will be much of a war
ate sum of $12 each. Having put on board of the cart with both hands, The strain on will confess: Thy commandment is exceed- either.
BONAPARTIST CONSPIRACY.
plenty of stores, fruits, ice, bedding, &c., the muscles of the arms is terrible; but ingly broad—I have only begun. to under“we started about ten o'clock Tuesday morn- woe to the passenger if he relaxes his "hold stand it.
A good portion of the reports that the
in the least, for the next moment, and with-

From the foreign settlement to the native out the least warning, he finds liimself
city the river is full of junks, and along the knocked about in the same way,
narrow, erooked channel, through which the
boats were “poled,” the water ran with fear-

ful. rapidity. . The . city"is on the left bank,
as you ascend, and on the opposite side are
large heaps of salt, covered with matting
. and at first sight resembling rows of hous-

- es, They extend for several miles along
the river's ,bapk,

The "Emperor

stores

it

up here, ‘Allowing. none, but, his agents to

deal in ity. and sels only at-a handsome

ad-

vance on the cost. Protected by revenue’
a
he hat # safe little business, extend-

‘ingall over

the

ire.

One;

a

good

view of the ruins o Ma
dd
y
on the left bank as you ascend, just before
reathe
bridge ng
of boats, The ruins of
chi
the Cathedral, still very imposing, appear

i

and paid for her, and have a right to beat and
kill her if I choose.” The father or oldest brother sells the daughter or

pay

for her

sister

to him

who

can

the greatest number of cattle, thus

often connecting her for life with a person whom
she abhors. She has no light or joy in this world,
no thought or knowledge of any in the world to
come. Her dress isan ox-skin, softened by rub-

bing, and tied just above the hips. A dress of this
kind lasts from one to two years, and is never
washed.

The

child

is also fastened to the back

by a skin. The arm ornaments are strips of
skin with the hair on. The head-dress is a
wreath

made

of the

The hair of the
and

rolled

skin and

woman

hair of the goat.

is filled with red clay

in strings which hang over the eyes.

Combing," of ¢ purse, is an impossibility, neithéi
is the head ever washed. She digs in the field
with

a hoe of immense weight while the child is

borne upon the back. She plants, does the harvesting and carries the grain home upon her
head. She brings wood from the bush, water
from the river, cooks the food, and when. it is
.ready the man eats and is filled. If any remaing
the women eat, and then the children; but if
there is but little, the man

may

finish

all while

wife and children go hun
/
DAMASCUS,
Damascus has beenfitly called the eternal city.
She has looked down from her towers and palaces upon the rise and fall of every town, city and
empire

known

to

credible

history.

She. was

heavy with age when Romulus founded Rome,
and she rounds off with a continuous history
of forty centuries to-day,

with

a population

800.000 souls and a vast commerce.
has long been a Mohammedan
standing the terrible massacre

city. Notwithof Christians in

1860, missionaries labor on ‘and are
cess

crown

their

efforts,

Mr.

of

Damascus
seeing

suc-

Waldmein,

one

of the Abyssinian missionaries, imprisoned by
king Theodore,writing from Damascus last July,

gays:
“ You

will be more astonished

and sure

prised when I tell you that here in Damascus is a

wondexfyl movement among the Mohammedans,
so that not less than 3,000 of them desire to become

Chnstians.

They

have

regular

prayer-

meetings,and they pray to our Lord Jesus Christ,
that he might reveal himself to them as their
Saviour, and lead them out of darkness into
light.”
Capt. Burton, British Consul at Damascus, says: ‘“ A movement which can not but be
characterized as a revival of Christianity in the
land of its birth, seems to have resulted from the

measures adopted by the authorities and from the
spirit of inquiry which missions have awakened
in the hearts of the people. The new converts
are now numbered by thousands; men of.rank
are enrolling themselves on the list, and prose-

lyting

has extended

even

to the Turkey

sol-

diery. The future only can show how far this
movement is the fruit of true religious convie-

tion.
INDIA=-MADRAS

PRESIDENCY.

Ramapatane, the site of the Seminary now being built for the training of native laborers for
the Teleogoo inission, is situated on the seacoast, 33 miles from Ongole,and has a population

of 8,000.

It is favored with daily mails.

With-

Shmething to Hold"on ‘By.

Bonapartists ave just ready to seize the
throne are gly scares. But here seems to

be a report that is authentic.

It cam to

Those of the party who had not the good

AN INDIAN PRINCE'S GIFT.

From all quarters,glowing accounts are received of Woman’s Boards in thc Mission Societies.
This branch of the American Board has under

_its.care
36 missionaries, 11 schools and seminaries, and 30 Bible women. In India a young
‘Mohammedan
prince, Ali Khan, sovereign of
‘| Rempore, on making a visit to the Female Orphanage, :under the care of Miss Swain of the

Woman’s

Board

of the Am. Methodist Mission,

was 80 charmed by her labors among the women of his province, that he not only gave her

1,000 rupees down, but soon after added the magnificent present of his extensive grounds at Bareilly adjoining the mission, to be used as a Christian hospital for the native women of the land.
This was more than the whole conference of
men missionaries ever could have done, and
is bright with encouragement
for women
-to |
work.

CHINA.
The

within

city

of

Foochow (i. ¢.,

its walls

Huppy

in

China, than this magnifi-

themselves, as if desperately.

struggling poleon’s return

to the throne wouldn't be

©. insight about the same time, iki ahead. cent road, leading to the capital, so utterly against poverty, at the same time that they the strangest thing that ever happened. -

inhabitants, and, being within the

center

of thé

intense-

ly interesting in the Senate chamber. On Monday, Senator Conkling delivered his bitter and

elaborate speech in reply to Carl Schurz. The
audience wits large and attentive. Mr. Conkling
is an able man, and

has

a wonderful

command

of the English language, especially those words
that are most useful in attack and abuse. He is
tall, well-formed,
of large frame, and of rather
imposing appearance, und has an intellectual
face, which is not, I take it, ‘agreeable fo every-

body who sees it.

It denotes pride, supercilious-

ness, and self-admiration.

So, at least,

it seems

to me, and I have watched it in action and repose many times, On this occasion, he wis
ready and unsparing. As almost everybody
knows, the subject of his speech was the sale of
arms

and

ammunition

by

our Government,

to

French “agents, during the late war between
France and Germany. He tried to prove that the
War Department had not exceeded their lawful
authority, and that the United States had mot
violated the laws of neutrality. Whether he sueceeded in his endeavor or not is a matter about

which people differ. It is very certain, however,
that his speech was very able, and that he proved himself a ready and powerful debater. I
doubt if any Senator, who thought as he did on

the merits of the question, could have done bet-

ter. The speech was a very long one, occupying
more than eleven columns of The Daily Globe.
On Tuesday, Schurz
replied. The Senate
galleries were crowded, and the ladies occupied
the cloak-rocms in their eagerness to hear the
orator. And Schurz is an orator. I may be accused of undue enthusiasm, but 1 can not refrain
from saying that this speech was the most logical and eloquent that has been delivered in the
Senate for many years. The only one that I can
recollect nearly approaching it was that deliv-

ered by the same orator on affairs in Missouri,
in reply to Senator Drake, a year ago, or more.
The Senate listened intently. The sympathies
of the spectators in the galleries were all on his
side, and, although the rules of the Senate forbid
it, there were several manifestations of heart;

applause.

Sumner was delighted, and bin fife

face showed how

sincere

was

Mr. Schurz has not a deep

his

gratification.

voice.

He

owes

his

effectiveness as a speaker to his self-control, his
clear enunciation, his evident sincerity, his pure
life, and, above all, to the exquisite purity of his

language, and the perfection of his logic. There
is a slight foréign accent in his speech, but it is
rather agreeable than otherwise. The concluding portion of the Speedy was very Slogue: 1t
was as follows: :
“ Bir, the crack of the party whip

has lost its

Jower In these days of ours.
Mcre party cant
ies stale and nauseating upon the stomach of the
opie, If you think that the movement which

noy

groviing all over this land is a mere

of politicians, you
take. It is a new
science. It is the
litical morals and

have

plot

will soon discover your misawakening of the pyblic conreaction against the “easy
the spirit of jobbery, ug 2% xo

grown and been developed in times of war

andof great political excitement.
It is an earnest uprising for an honest and pure government.
You can not Jebel
re
that with party disci
Spine;

ou can not bafile

it with

penal statutes.

a mere commotion
y ; undertake to —
it,and you will find it a great moral political revolution to-morrow.
Whatever others may do,
I have taken my lot. It is to this cause that my

heart is earnestly

devoted, and with this cause I

will stand or, fall.”

.

Yesterday, Senator Morton replied
His speech was mainly a Mbored

to Schurz.
defense of

hl

Then there will be three candidates in the field,
the Republican, the Reform Republican and the
Democratic.
Seme think that the Democrats
will not nominate a candidate of their own, but

will support the nominee of the Reform Republican§. Perhaps so. One thing is certain, and
that is, the Democrats are keeping remarkably
quiet,
This stillness is in accordance with a
preconcerted plan, well digested by
the Demo-

cratic leaders in Congress.amd elsewhere,
“ lie low,” and watch

with

They

intensest gagerticss

the fight now going on among Republic can Senators. Readers of newspapers have not failed to

notice how silent Thurman, Casserly, Bif#ir and
the other Democratic Senators have been of late.
They know too much to interfere with the quarrel of the Republican lead:rs,” They also know,
what everybody capable of reading aright the

signs ‘of the tines in

Washington knows,

the breach is widening

every

day,

that

and

there is

a

¥

no Prospect of its being healed.
RELIGIOU 8.

Froia politics to religion is « long step,’ but yet
I am

tempted

to

take

it.

The

Catholics ure a

‘black tea district; is a place of great commercial

numerous and influential body in Maryland

importance.
Twenty-five years ago, the first
missionary of the American Board entered this

the District of Columbia.
Many of the oldest
and ‘wealthiest families beloug tp this church.
Workmen are now engaged in P
ling down one
of the old land-marks of Washington, known as
St. Patrick’s church, and situated on F. street,

cify. The Methodists soon followed, and then
the English Church Mission Society. The three
societies have worked together im harmony.
During the past year, the Chureh Mission Society has had two men in the field, the Methodist
five, and the American Board three.
More than:
a thousand communicants are connected with the
different churches; an efficient body of native

helpers is alres#®.in the field, and more

are in

preparation. The press is ja power. It issued,
the past year, over twenty different publications,

thick darkness on the steppes of Russia
plains of Thibet.

and
r

?{HE

THY. SENATORIAL CoNTRSY.
The first three days of this week were

city) has

and suburbs about a million of

he ears-of the Assembly that the friends of numbering 2,000,000 pages. The work among
A woman who had been. a prominent lec}!
fortune to take donkeys, were soon satisfied
Napoleon
were just on the point of an up- women is fullof promise.
turer on infidelity came to her dying pillow.
with their experience of cart riding, and |
rising
;
that
they had thousands of rifles, |
TURKEY,
Being much disturbed in her mind, her
took to their feet, walking the greater part
friends gathered about her and exhorted thirty cannon and tons of ammunition hid | According to Dr. Humlin, President of Robert
of the distance.
in Paris; and that if Thier twasn’t-careful College, Constantinople, the mission work in the
her'to. “hold on to the last.”
he
would be ordered to step aside im ashux- Ottoman Empire has reached that stage of progThe carts are a delusion as far as riding
“Yes, 1 have no objections to holding
on the Emperor's stone-paved road is con- on,” said the dying woman, ‘but will you ry. : That there was some ground of fea is | ress that gives the highest hopes for the future.
shown by the active preparations of the Nearly 100 churches have been formed, and from
cerned. They do f§ the baggage, though tell me what I am to hold on by ?”
twenty to thirty thousand persons have abanour trinks were nearly knocked to pieces by | : These words so deeply impressed an ine} present government. The police force in doned the faith of their fathers for Protestantism,
‘the time we reached Peking. A lady of fidel standing by that he was led to re- Paris and all the northern cities has been and the Word of God is devoutly studied by
doubled, soldiers .are held in readiness to many thousands who make no change in’ their
our party who liad often heard such descrip nounee the delusion.
1
tions of this road, and the hardships of
False dootrine may satisfy the heart when march at a moment's warning, and every- ecclesiastical relations. The native pastors are
those who attemptedto pass over it in carts, in health and vigor, but it will not’ do “to ‘body is watching his neighbor to see that men of sterling qualities—luborious, faithful and
‘his pockets are not full of hand. grenades, devoted.’ No object on the Bosphorus more rivdeclared she could say with the Queen of hold on by” in the solemn hour of death.
ete the gaze of visitors than Robeit College,
Sheba, * ‘The, half. had not been told her.” |
The French are “tiervous; dnd imagine a and when the Bible house, now rising in beauty,
. What better proof that there is'no longer _. How many’ toil on, “disquiet, and harass good many evils, but at the same time Na~ | shall be completed, its light will stream into the
a government

——

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 22, 1872.

of France.
There in a distance of five miles are villages which con- President Grant’s Administration. As a camseems to be a good deal of feeding for sim- tain, in the aggregate, from 15 to 20,000 souls. paign speech on gencral issues, it was good.
Permanent Fund, and held under the name
But Morton is not the equal of Schurz in intelilar purposes now-a-days.
3
Mr. Timpany, the station missionary, says: “We
of the donor. The: Library and Readinglectual or moral” character.
‘As an orator, he
arediving in the midst of a constant revival and
:
THE FISHERMEN.
does not approach him.
Conkling is his superiroom are open daily, at 12 West street,
the
work
it
brings
is
not
small.”
Oct.
1,
nine
The Massachusetts fishermen have been
or in this respect, and can think more quickly.
Boston, for the inspection and use of all,
making considerable business for Congress were baptized. Under date of Oct. 14, Mr. Morton’s style is like that of a western stump
wherg, additional details can be obtained as
Clough, of Ongole, writes that since Jan. 1, he
during the session.
They complain that had baptized 318, and ‘ before another New orator, and does not harmonize with our ideas
to its objects and use. --Donations may be
they do not have a fair chance; that high Year’s day,” he says, “we expect that number to of Senatorial eloquence.
sent to the Secretary, Rev. Luther Farn1t is charged that the chief’ object. which Sumduties make outfits too expensive; that be increased by the coming of hundreds of othham, at the Library, or to either of the “Diner and Schurz have in view, during this controlimitations as to fishing grounds prevent a ers. Our work was never more prosperous. . . versy,
is the defeat of (ieneral Grant at the Philrectors, and they will be immediately acprofitable catch; and that their other griev- Before a class of preachers can be properly edu- adelphia Convention.
If so, they will strain
knowledged.
ances are too numerous to mention. So cated, the missionaries here, will, God willing, every nerve to effect it. But the indications are
number 10,000 baptized Christians; and as many
that they will not be successful. Grant will be
they claim that in enforcing the treaty of
more nomjnal ones.”
|- : The Bible Grows with One. |
renominated.
The real battle begins after that.
Washington their rights shall be considered

Gifts of $500 or upwards are added

to the of left-handed. Queen

3

daughters, ‘ They are my cattle, my money, my
merchandize.
My wives are my cattle, my
horse, my plow and my wagon.
I bought her

hab invited the President to dinner, they

consider him
safe enough.
Scarron’s
collections, or
widow used to find the way to Louis XIV.’s

aspirations for yet higher attainments, the are courageous and hopeful, and mean to
“The cart roads are many feet under thick, as scarcely one seems to have been book grows with you." It is ever beyond test the virtue of brave and Persistent, lobwager,” théy would say, * and the banks of disturbed—even the curbstones at the side. you, and cheerily cries, ‘* Higher yet; Ex- bying.
the river are.so covered with water that the are for the most part in good repair. When celsior!” Many books in my library are
IS THERE A SECRET TREATY?
boatmen can not ‘track’; the current, al- first built, probably hundreds of years ago, . now behind and beneath me; I read them
Three
or four weeks ago a leading paper
ways rg, will be greatly increased, and it was without doubt the greatest work of years ago with considerable pleasure; I
it wilFbe
ible to make any headway.” the kind ip the world, and as fine a road as have read them since with ‘disappointment ; in the Provinces stated that a secret treaty
Said one friend, * You will be all one day you can well imagine. But now itis, I I shall never read them again, for they are existed between Canada and England, by
getting round the point near the ruins of have no "hesitancy in saying, the ‘worst road of no service to me. * They were good in which Canada might at any time be absolvthe French Cathedral, a distance of three in the world. ‘The“traffic on the road is, their way once, and so were the clothes 1 ed from dependence upon the British crown.
or four miles. All this seemed very dis- even in its pitiable plight, very great. "The wore when I was ten yearsold; but 1 have It was also stated that in the event of a
couraging.. To go by land in carts,
as is abrasion of these thousands of iron-bound outgrown them—1I know more than these war over the Alabama claims the treaty
usual, was evidently impossible. The land wheels for so many years has completely books know, and I know wherein they are would be promulgated, thus leaving Canacommunication was entirely cut off” It is worn away the ends of many of the stones, faulty. - Nobody ever outgrows Scripture; da to take care of hersel(, and freeing Engonly 80 miles and only two days’ jowney in letting the wheels fall into deep gutters, to the book widens and deepens with our land from the duty of protecting her, Now
a cart. By water to Toongchow ‘(andin be ‘‘ brought up standing the next mo- years. It is true, it can not really grow, for the statement is revived again, the journal
carts ‘the Sam 18 'miles) the trip ht be ment, by contact with solid rock. ‘¢ Stand- it is perfect; but it does so. to our appre- that publishes it affirming that there is no
o | ing” is: not the word to be applied to the hension. The deeper you dig into Script- mistake about it, But such a treaty hardly
made, ‘itl ordinary times, , in fromt
i: Hays. A boat, for the accomm Mion poor traveler at this moment; he is sudden- ure, the more you find that itis a great seems probable. To be sure Canada talks
fwo persons, could usually be had for ly and most violently jerked forward, back- abyss of truth. The beginers Wiis ‘four a little of annexation, and she has also
wh in a way to have his flesh or five points of orthodoxy, and says, “1 quite a large territory to be protected in
$6 or $8, but now the boatmen were asking wards, or
‘“‘
black
and
blue”
if it does not break his understand the Gospel, I have ginaped all ease of war, ‘but for all this England will
$16 or $18. Through the kindness of a
frisnd speaking the dialect of this place, bones. Recovered: from one sueh thump of the Bible.” Wait a bit, and when his hardly give her-up yet. And then it isn't

ing,

:

:

Massachusetts, Maine, and New York; dur-

The shafts are large and strong, extending back from the cart a couple of feet. furnishing a place for baggage. The shafts

or extend your legs in front.

Fl

‘Wadingeen Correspondence. «
¥

SOUTH AFRICA—NATAY,
In heathendom, woman somehow is always
lower in the scale of degradation than man. A
lady missionary thus describes her condition in
Natal, South Africa: * The native says of his

has had the effect to work the Administra
tion clear of any suspicious “connection
with the sale. And then the speeches of
Schurz and Summer, &e., however heated
they may have been, or however much
Reading-room for all who desire to study or they served to kindle the ireof other Senaread religious works, or those upon kindred tors, have shown political managers that
subjects.
‘The Library
now
contains sharp eyes are upon them, and that they
nearly 11,000 volumes, including books not can not afford to manage too loosely.
yet received; and the Reading-room re-| LABOR AND TEMPERANCE CONVENTIONS.
ceives nearly 100 periodicals. Books have
The National labor convention met in
been taken to 51 towns and villages of Columbus, O., last Wednesday,xand the

will hazard a description.

rest upon the axis and the cart upon the
shafts, and the victim to be toriured is seated upon the floor nailed across these shafts.
There is always a sort of cushion, but no
seat. You can sit cross legged like a Turk

Not as in ancient story

That love is shown;

be a curiosity in Shanghai, and I

’

for not re-

books and .periodicals—for the binding of
books, for the printing of catalogues—for
the air cool and bracing, except in the the salaries of its officers, and for other curmiddle of the day, when it was too hot to rent expenses ;—and at no distant day it
walk in the sun corafortably. Our party will need a fire-proof building. The Libraconsisted of nine, all told, and every one ry,formed for the benefit of all the religious
seemed to really enjoy the trip. In about denominations, and managed by all, has
four days we reached Toongchow, the head been supportedhy congregations: and perof navigation, and engaging carts and don- sons connected with each. The meeting |
keys, started for Peking the same afternoon. of members of the various religious
These Peking carts, as they are called, denominations to conduct such am in-

“« Theif*Byes Were "Holden. »
LUKE

half of the..way the country is

void of interest; we scarcely saw any con~
siderable village, and not one walled town.
Towing or poling the boats produced no

The Morning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

first

flat, sparsely inhabited and exceedingly de-

uncalied for , is prima

a

when

to

4

Wiothor the paperis taken from the

and leaving A

|

seems

ters the Peiho just above Tientsim. . After
pasging this point, we found the water had
op Whether he has subscribeder not—is |
so far subsided that the boatmen could walk
a
he Sy ent: Serer discontinued, he | on the bank and tow the boats.
~
rey

atid
have decided that refusingto take
8 aod
icals from the Jast-omce or

on

water

‘| largely . through the grand canal, whch en-

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
person
takes
om ony person who takes .
op

Mission Field.

put down the coolie and opium traffic,” pira- move; #8 fact, than they actually enjoy.
cy, &c. There may be some apology for
Events of the Week.
not keeping in repair similar works, in dis-

‘business, rémittances of
&ent. All ’ communications

Teminder from this efce,

further

Number

The goverihiont ie been ex- are furrounded with abundance; hive net,

It has long
tween “these ruins, commanding a view of bad,’ there can be no excuse.
“both. It is constantly thronged. The coun- ‘been “known that there wag no circulation
publication ‘should bg addressed to the trymen and peddlers hawk their vegetables| in the ‘extremities, but here is a complete
evidence that the vitals have ceased to perat $3.00 POF Jour; or If pid strictly IN AD and wares, the boatmen glide past, the
form their functions.
their
in
on
move
mandarins
and
VA
merchasdts
MEMETTANCES must be made in money or sedans, all careless and thoughtless of the
Peking, China, Sept® 15, 1871.
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible, When
dreadful deed so recently perpetrated. But
weither of these can be procured, send the money in a
General Theological Library.
" registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to those towers and blackened walls still stand
whenever requested to do so.
heavenpointing
God!
thank
untouched,
letters
register
\
The following facts are farnished by an
The regular charges for money orders, bank, Lward, and calling for vengeance for the
Post Office money orders may be deands,
check
officer of this beneficent institution of Boscast
they
graves
whose
over
those
of
blood
Quéted from the amount due, when thus sent, Agents
Already, I fancy, tlie sons ton, which honors the good {* City of Noare partioalarly requested to make their remittances a dark shadow.
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
of Gaul are marshaling for battie; and tions” and offers such needed and valuable!
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is soon their tramp may be heard upon the
aid to her clergy and other Christian stureceivedby the Publisher for their discomtinwamce,
dents :
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as rer bund, their steel bristle in our streets.
This institution iis about closing its tenth
Placing the iron point of their boat hook
witty inv,
becriber 18 particularly reguestedte note
year. Its object is to furnish a .complete
boatmen
our
junks,
and
boats
the
against
Wer on the label for the expiration of his sub.
Theological and Religious Library and
n,
ptio
what is due for the ensiing pushed on with a speed truly marvelous.
to forwdd
scriand
letters on
m ul I should
be

2s.

FEBRUARY

view of the river for many miles, was well oused for inability to protect its subjects, {to only enough, but mere than enough—far
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FOR THE

DOVER,

a

STAR.

MORNING

THE

1872.

—

near the Patent Office.
churches

built

in

and

This was one of the first

Washington.

The

bricks

of

which it was made, were brought from/fngland,
and it was a substantial and durable edifice. 1f
let alone, it would have stood a hundred years

longer, to say the least.
erected

one

of the

Near

its site, will be

finest churches in the coup

try, costing not less than one hundred

thousand dollars.

and

fifty

The Catholics have shown

their wisdom in Washington, as in all

the

other

large Armerican cities, by baying manyof the
most eligible tracts of land attainable, upon
which they have built, or are to build,

churches.

While Protestants have been sleeping, they have
been up and doloug.. ‘We native Americans need
to awake.
Already, Patrick
gotting the better of Jonathan

and
and

Bridget are
Jerusha.
TF ;

am afraid the reason is that they are in earnesty.

while we are not.

PRESCOTT.

It is not what people eat, but what they digest,
that makes them strong.
It is not what they
gain, but what they save, that makes them rich,
1t is not what they read,but w bat they remember,
that makes them learned.
It iy mot what they
profess, but what they practice, that makes them
holy.
:

a

Communica
"

That

rie

roca :

with

the

Fa-

=

L0

§

The.members of a large pleasure pargy
were just leaving the place of Summer re- '
sort where they had $een spending some
delightful hours, when they were stopped
by a voice, calling,
+* Please wait a moment, I would like to

Cy

the

same

)

Elijah Cook.
died
)

|

work-shopof nature, There wepe

hill and

valley, stream and “forest+in” rapid

sucees-

sion,and rocks piled one upon the other,
as if

were

sprinkled

the

and see if they teach us anything.

That

want
an
old
ages,
Upon

seeds

of

of deeartheéarth,
' here
these

beauty,

and

‘rocked by the gentle touch of fears, warmed by the sunlight and moistened by the

No!

just that moment's look is fixed there,

and so long as a bit’ of that picture

with

that face on if remains, so long that expression will remain unchanged.—There is a
man who looks as though he wonders

is coming next.

what

You may look and look,

and still he wonders on.—There is a woman who lgoks'tired and worried. You may
watch her as long as you please, but no
Jook of repose steals over that countenance.

—There is 2 man whom we know as among

the fine looking ones of our acquaintance.
But does he always scowl so? Oh, no; the
»sun shone brightly in hi¢ face, and unthinkingly he partly shut his eyes; this, with the
effortto look up toward the camera, caused
that scowl. It was just a moment that he

looked so.

The

friend whom

he greeted

the instant after, saw no trace

of it. . Bat

the picture caught it, and there

it

is

fixed.

the sky.

Among the objects of my childish

veneration, 1 know this

mountain,

with its

dued was its melody in midsummer.
There
is to this day, lingering in my heart a sort
of veneration for its waters.
dozen mates, I learned the

ming: here
angling.
joiced more
than did I,

Here, with a
art of swim-

plunge at

my tempting, impatient hook. What if the
rocks
lay piled in rugged confusion?
were there not beauty and grandeur. in
the ““ silver

lake,” in

the

chorus

of mini-

ature waterfalls, and in the

verdure

and

winters

yalley ?

What

if the

of hill
were

You may put those stereoscopic views away stinging and snowy, wete not the Junes
and not look at them ih five years,but when green and glorious? What if the ponyou do look, that face will scowl] at you as derous drifts, piled in the valley in Decemamusingly as it does now. And yet, it was ber, were not verdure and freshness always
| springing in the foot-prints of May?
I
an expression worn just for a moment.
mountain peaks
But all this would signify little if it had | somehow fancied those
no meaning beyond this little incident. were nearer the deep azure of what I callFrom their hights, the God
There is a meaning
deeper, broader. ed heaven.
nearer.
These souls of ours are stamping the mo- of my. childhood hours seemed
ments as they pass, with an impress which Sometimes I could see the smoke of the
busy, growing

they will carry to the end of time.
We are apt, when we do not think

close-

ly of the matter, to look at time as a continued possession: and the man who is
conscious that he is living very badly now,
thinks that he is dealing with time that is

his own, when he decides that he will begin

town, in

the

distance,

that was upon the very verge of

hood world.

Later, I stood

of that town,

early

ing.

one

my

but

boy-

in the streets

September

That was an event in my

morn-

life.

The

houses were higher and thicker.
The people—where could they all stay - when night
came ? Before the sun had reached the
western hill, I was weary.
The bare
thought of stopping over’ night in such a
place, was sickening to me.’
Iam almost
ashamed to confess that I sighed, more

lecting

the

oddest

and most uncommon

| The mountain songs,

the

choruses

of

the

valley, the ten thousand voices of naturé,
be favorably situated to observe what. passall seemed to unite in one grand symphony
es,
Now let us make the best possible use | of liberty and freedom.
,
of our eyes during the next moment, and |
And now, from those far away retreats,
then try*to estimate the record carried up
I seem to hear voices calling.
The bustle,
to Heaven, from this busy street.

What a panaroma is unrolling!

3

the tinsel, the style of the town

That lit. | substitute for the

quiet, the

real

isa poor
grandeur

out

in more

| Prairie church

The teaching of the Holy

Spirit always

accords with the Bible, but the

customs

many such names in the newspapers during
the last twenty years. Thus a few years
ago, Rev. Supply Chase was an agent in
Michigan, of the American Baptist Publication Society; Rev. Pardon Tillinghast

Bible permits its exercise,

as a means

whom he has lived 57 years, to mourn with |

of

the children;

grace to the giver and of comfort and encouragement to the receiver. But smooth
tongued fashion says, ** Do not support

your minister by charity as you would a
cester County Agricultural Society, Mrs. beggar, but pay him a liberal salary and
Freelove Crossman lived in Foster, R, I., let him buy in the market what he needs.”
A liberal salary is all right, but when
Deacon Comfort Barnes in West Brookfashion forbids the farmer who slaughters a
field, Mass., and Deacon Liberty Sampson
| fat ox to send the minister a few pounds of
in some other town which 1 do not now remember, Mrs. Relief Drew died it Strat- steak, or a few bushels of nice apples at
harvest, or choice clusters of grapes at the
ham, N. H., in 1856, and Mrs. Mindwell
vintagé, or a fine trout from his artificial |
Brown, in Wilmot, N, H., in 1867.
|
Besides the above names which I have pond, a wrong is done both to the farmer's |

personally

acquainted

ible token of the goodwill and interest of
some one whom he had feared was backsliding. Often a real-want is met by a timely
giftprompted by the Lord who watches over
all, Let no one fear then to give to the
faithful minister even ‘a cup of cold water”
for the name of a disciple, and the reward is

with the following persons, Asia Ricker,

America Benson, Comfort Chandler, Desire
Drake, Hope Merrill, Hopestill Bisbee,
Ichabod
member

Wentworth, Kizzie Glover, Re<
Bosworth, Selah Lovell, Silence

Hubbard, Submit
Drown and many

Woodbury,
Welcome
others of similar char-

sure.

acter,

Of course a name is a
parents have a right to
they please to designate
only call attention to the

designation, and |
use what names |
their children. I |
matter, as one of

interest, in connection with

the

subject

of

faction.

W.

H.
l

. .

JOSEPH

-

self, :nd

cedere,

to

slay, to

8.C.K.

and seems oblivious to all around him.
We

know

the

man,

and knowing

that

Ep

enue

Ln

TI

ag

Herero

Joveto God and his fellowmen is the rock
on which his character is built,we feel sure
that, * Faithfol in business” is the imprint left by him.
That little urchin, who takes the apple so

slyly from the old woman's stand, may

den meaning.

throne

of God.

And then there was my Jor-

dan. When first I read that Christ *‘ Came up
out of the water,” and of the descent of that
heavenly messenger upon its green borders,

ishable

marks

Have made.

For

‘and anguish hung himself. Matt. 27: 5.

| History gives many cases of suicide.

Let

a few be named :—Pilate, who had the Savjour before him and sat in judgment on his

those crystal lakes,. nestled among

the by suicide.

Maximanus,

ing Emperor,
Cassius helped
Cesar in the

another persecut-

hung himself.

Bratus

and

assassination of Julius
Roman Senate, and both after-

‘wards terminated their own lives by the
swords they had used in that assassination,
Hannibal, the famous Carthaginian gener-

al, took poison
and died. Antonyof Egypt

stabbed ‘himself with a dagger, and Cleopatra, his queen, held an asp

to her arm,

which stung her to déath.
Ga
Man 4s not the proprietor of himself.
verdure of the wood, the melody of the
waves, the songof the birds and the bloom

"Life is valuable beyond estimation.

No one

of the flowers, all seemed to unite with ‘has a rightto take it but He who gave it.
I and althe chorus of many voices in the anthem ¢ Thou shalt not kill” has s
- of praise floating in the very ear of Heaven,

rise
up to

applaud, selfishness is the only

in that great day all

these Witnesses will appear to tell the true

most exclusive reference to murder in tak-

The oldenpicture seemed liftéd upon the ing the life
glowing mirage, and that * green spotin ready said
the wilderness, touched by the river Jor- ‘necordilig
dan,” appeared fair and fresh as of yore.
murder,

of a feHow

being.

Yet

as al-

in the definition of suicide, this,
to Blackstone, is a ‘species of

«an

ati

never

Dr. Smallétt in his History of Rogland,in

imperfeet rpsord is read, bas for friend and "gsaled that baptisi, approvingly. = It is a

country in 1782, says that despaifis a com-

__.story
of our real lives:

The

Happy will it be for him, who, when ‘his
Bel

;

vv

song

of

* free’ salvation”

seemed quiteso free,

+I know ' the

P SL

Tes

Spirit eommiehting on" a strange suicide ‘in’ that
§

PE
.

/

1s

Aad

LEY

Pi

oF

i

them,

and

thereby

many

:

Philip Gilkey

died

in

Gerrish,

7:2

is better to go to the house of

“It

of Homer.

Text,

Eccl.

Com.

y

Ephraim

Winslow.

he was a

were in the

he

town of Eden,

was

rather

that

of

This

little,

i A

a settled pastor and after the first year or
two, confined his preaching to occasional
work here and there as opportunity offered,

last

‘the ear of

improper may fall
little one
net w,
not to

we. are

N

A
loving
the
ness and value of our holy religion.
Business will be done with an eye Sigh

to the glory of God, and with care that
influence be to teach honesty and charity.

Men love to see the example of those
who make straight
“for their feet.
They realize that their hopes depend much
on the condition of the people of God and
the fidelity of their lives to the standard of

his"'Word.
~
lie.
a
Childhood watches and imitates, and d
both with a surprising accuracy,
roa
Happy is he who leaves a precious memfollow and his reward be great,

There would seldom be
teachers, if these sugges-

tions of the Rev. T. L. Cuyler were laid to
heart:

A place for every man, and every maf in
his place! This motto is as good for Christ's

church as it was for the army
war. But what is every Christian's
place?

the
right

.

We answer, that it is the one for which
made

kim,

and

for

which

~

the Holy

To mistake itis a

sad blunder; to desert it is aliggtatn;
What our
most
is the de-

velopment of all the me
.-S0 much is
thrown upon the ministry, that sume of us
can hardly catch a spare” hour for our own
family and fireside. The Spui
and
John Halls and Guthries, are
being
ground
to death by overwork.
A city pastor is
often expected to
three sermons or
lectures,

to

visit the flock, to see the sick,

to bury the dead; and to acton.a dozen
committees,
and to make twe or three
speeches, all in a single week! The church
becomes Dr. Tyng's church, or Mr. Beecher's

church,

6r

Dr.

Crosby's

church,

or

for-him, orto cook

or

some other man's church—instedd of being
the people’s church, with some gifted man
as its overseer and pastor.
Now, I love to work exceedingly, but not
one whit more than I love to see my conregation work. And no man in my flock
as any more right to turn his spiritual
work over upon me than he has a right to
send

me to market

Dr. Tyng says he should, Rey.

as much as I need mine. In revival times
the whole church is alivé and busy. Bat

where and when did the Master ever give a

“ furlough” to three-fourths of our people;
to quit. the
“Justas soon
as a veviyal campaign is over?

i

SHX WAS A STRANGER.
A missionary
was requested to go out to a new settle-

ment to address a Sabbath-school. He had
preached in the morning, and was wearied
and felt quite
or the task, but re-

Question.

Thomas K,

luctantly consented

to go.

i

When he found himself at the spothe
looked round the assembly with great misvings, not knowing whatto say to them.
e noticed

and

a little,

girl, shabb!

, shri

\

g in a corner, her

little sunburnt face buried in her bands, the

Tyng, Jr., and Rev. Henry Ward Beecher tears trickling between her small brown:
are of the op)
mind,
and not a few fingers, and sobbing as if her heart would
:
agree with
in theory and practice. break. Soon, however, another
nt bo
oubtless, it
would be unwise
to answer about eleven years old, got Lap

gically sod with pos- her, whispered

such a question cate
itiveness.

this matter.

The same
Each

his iC cas of Scripture were very good, and himselfas to daty

his memory singularly tenacious.
Physically he was a man of great powers

Be
e pastor

rule is not for all in

pastor must Judge for
and
ney in

i,

ons thingr fp
is

ought to

8 un-

certain,

day-school, whoever is its superintendent.
The Sunday-school is a de
ents of the

two years a cancer, the

cause of his death, had been eating away
who bad tried in vain to cure it.. At

His

Beecher's practice accords with this idea,
and many othér excellent pastors think the
same.
On the other hand, Rev. 8. H.

was of a sharp, clear kind

For

‘any.

The question, should a pastor superintend his Sunday-school? is answered
rently by equally competent Judges. Good

and though his educatien was very limited,

of endurance.

if

S$. S. Dejutuent,

than of

preaching. He then applied to the F. Baptists, who received and ordained him. He
continued to preach at Eden for a little time
but never made it his home.
He was never

His intellect

but

died in great peace. Rev. James Morrill,
of Pittsfield, preached at his funeral.
JOSEPH FULLONTON.

that his gift

exhortation

t

‘by the Saviour in whom be trusted, and. eat his dinner for him. -. He needs his work

Mt. Desert, and were attended with some
conversions.
As some. of these desired
Bro. Gilkey to baptize them, he applied to
was refused him on the ground

preached

years -were passed in Barnstead. His disease was lingering, but he was sustained

Church.

nothing
these

Spirit converted him.

Searsport,

At that time

be

of the way, and the young too,
Conversation is to be kept pure, that

God

Maine, Jan., 1872.
He was born in Islesboro’, Maine, Jan. 25, 1788, and was there-

of the Calvinist Baptist

Ob, let them

Your Prace.
a lack of good

" This humble man and good brother departed this life in Barnstead, N. H., Jan.
23, aged 66 years. He was a native of
fore near[y 84 years old at the time of his Nottingham, near the mountains called
He experienced a hope,
death. The first forty years of his life he Pawtuckaway.
passed in Islesboro, the last forty-four in but did not commence preaching till about
Searsport.
He had been married three 40 years of age. He was licensed in 1844
times and had eight childven by each of the and ordained at a Quarterly Meeting in
first. two wives. There have been sixty- Nottingham in 1846. He soon took up his
seven grand children and twenty-eight residence in the south part of Candia. A
great-grand children, making the sum total { congregation was gathered and a glorious
of his progeny one hundred and eleven, of | work of grace took place, which spread in| to other neighborhoods.
He next moved
of whom the greater part are still living.
While quite a young man Bro. Gilkey to Northwood, but soon a nervous affection
was converted, but not till he-was more attended him, which for atime depressed
than half a century old did he decide to at- not only his body but his mind, After this
Rev,

mark to follow.

paths, lest that which is lame be turned out

The sermon was preached by the pastor of
the Cook's Prairie church, assisted by the
Rev. Mr.

chureh, if it fills its Dropés lage;

pastor ought to be at the

as a whole,
ments.

times

He

und the

head of the church

and thus over all its de,
ought

to

feel
a responsibitity

, and, taking

er by the hand, ‘led
en
side her,

net, and

her toward
a brook,

her
on a log, and kneeling 'beshe took off her
sun-bon-

dipping her hand

bathed her

in the

eyes and tear-stained

A

and simpothed the angling hair, talkingtu

a

went, and smiles
ros

face,

‘manner
all the

The Tite.
mouth,

brightened up; the tears all
came creeping around the

i

“fhe (missionary

for his Sunday-school—a responsibility for:
its proper conduct and its best efficiency ; hi 4 Is that

the suffering could have been little less than.

.

stepped

’

i

forward, *add

little sister, my dear2

and his authority over it ought to be olear-- - ** No, sir,” answered the noble child, with
Ly and always recognized, Bat it does not tender,earnest eyes; * I have no sister, sir.”

agony, but he endured it like a hero.

He died peacefully at last, the pain seem-

“Oh! one of the neighbor's children,"
ollow thata Jucior, as the head of the
hours before his .| church,
a. little schoo,
shoul
have immediate charge of replied the Te
‘| each subordinate department of chure h | mate, perhaps
‘*Blessed are the dead which die in the work, The service of 8songis one of the
“No sir, she is a stranger. Ido not
Lord. Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may departments of church worship; but not know where she came from; I never saw
the choir or her before.”
rest from their labors; and their works do every ‘pastor feels called to lead
‘Then how came you to take her out and
‘the
Congregation
in
singing,
or
to
train his
follow. them."
=
people for their part in the
of the pave such a care for her, if you do not know
er
!
:
pH
,
miiad ry
| sanctuary, although there are pastors who
Neither God nor man expects a wife to always Sai; the Sitios or leave the pulpit : ‘‘Because she was a stranger, sir, and
to
pla
seemed all alone, and needed somebody to, melodeon or ¢
submit ‘to brutality, but a woman ‘who, the vel lar seryices of the Lord's a in be kind to her.”
finding herself outgrowing her husband, There is certainly an advantage, where the
or
mionary to himself,
r- me to preach from
or disappointed in ‘him, yet takes up her thing is possisle, in having each church decross and, fitting her shoulders to it, bears partment in charge of a competent leader, ‘Because she Wisuatinper, and seemed
to be all alone, and
somebody
to be it in silence to her life's end, hag joys that the pastor being over the whole.
kind fo hor: The words came to him}
where
there
isa
lack
of
material
for
the
the world knows’ not of, ‘and reaches the subordinate places is it obviously, best for thos
** Inasmuch
as yeYe lu have
in as
ne itit unto
unto one
one oc
highest type of womunhood.—Elizabeth K. the
pastor to superintend his Sandi -8chool,
en, yo have done ibunto
Churchill,
e.
J
lead his people in the service of gong. or
™~ 3
attend personally to the warming atid
light"The work that has been dono by dull and ing
of the house of worship eB he offiAs ‘daylight can ‘be seen through very
plodding people Mi this world: can never he ciates.
Morever, if a pastor has. 4. super- small. holes, so little things will Illustrate a.
|
ing to leave
death. ’

estimated.
ry

him
;

+

tracks for heaven,”

Every teacher makes paths which a class

gry, true instruction and a straight path as
bis legacy to his class; for his works shall

——

there gathered around Jordan and the dove case, died by his own hands. Nero, called
the side of his head. He had suffered much
a sacred charm. Time has never broken Caesar in the book of Acts, was Empecor of
the spell. It was upon the shoreof one of Rome, a persecutor of ‘the church, and died both by the cancer, and by the physicians

es- ‘granite hills, and the time was the Lord's
cape the police, but a surer detective re- day. = A crowd of worshipers pressed
ports him ** Thief,” and it becomes Ppart toward: the water.
The midsumfner air
of his life record. 4
came fresh and free from the west, and
And so each one in that busy throng is ‘threw the waters ofthe lake into tiny ripleavingan unchangeable record for good or ples.
Along its green border, flowers
ill, daring just this passing moment.
stooped to catch the beatingof the minia- And so we leave our impress upon mo- ture waves. Ikpew then why the birds
ment after moment. as they come to us so sang, and why the wild, free wind touched,
The
silently
and then are gone, bearing the iniper- so musically, the cords of natare.

corps

were carried out as he wished. The services were at the honse of his youngest son,
where he had lived and where he died, A

Rev.

bleeding and

so he hasted home and hung himself. 2
_Then first I was made to understand its hid- Sam. 17: 2,8. Judas in desperate remorse
the pure

to help

feeble churches were kept alive, The funeral
arrangements were all made by him and

|

So his own denomination for ordination.

It is the act of killing oce’s self,

at once

| are again broken.

Rev. Philip Gilkey.

His first labors

FULLONTON.

"The Latin of this word is suicidium,{rom

kill.

:

I'll make

church suffering for want of help he started

|

member

——.——

‘sui, of one’s

:

tempt preaching.

Suicide.
BY

will so live that they will all be together
in the mansions of rest. Bro. Cook was
thoroughly engaged in all the enterprises
of the denomination.
Where there was a

mourning than the house of feasting,”
&ec.
Thus another watchman has left the walls
of Zion, and the ranks of Zion's ministers

The last sermon ever preached by hina was
abuse his body, if they found him alive. 1 at a Quarterly Meeting in Prospect about
* fellows pfikpose to do right, and have a singick. It was amid ‘‘ God's first tem- Sam. 81: 4. The armor-bearer of Saul fell two years ago.
' powerful influence upon his whole life.
‘He was a man of quick sympathies,
ples.” The pure breath of heaven seemed upon his sword and died with his master.
There is a strong, healthy looking young
to
fan
the
sacrificial
flame,
and
the
very!’
Ahithaphel, a counselor of David, went thoughtful of the poor, .and mindful of
man lounging: against a post. ‘‘ Wasted
mountains lifted heavenward ny soul's sin- over to Absalom when he rebelled, but the command to give in secret, not letting
time,” Wasted time,” is his inscription upon
‘cere offering. Then first T knew the wealth soon saw, as the advice he gave was not the left hand know what the right hand
the passing mements.
=
J
of the music-swelling from the great heart followed, ruin was coming upon Absalom, doeth.
of nature around

the

je for their corps

Ny

to the house of prayer to seek God that
evening, thinking, * If I lead my sons thus,

they all will soon

heart and the minister's table, Often the
pastor's heart is cheered by receiving a vis- | large assembly gathered to honor one of
| the first settlers and bid him a last adieu.

culled from the newspapers, I have in vabeen

yet she and

meet him again. He saw all of his children
converted to God, and it is hoped that they

ton was announced as chairman of the Wor-

places

remained a member until

of

The Holy Spirit prompts this desire and the

lived in Providence, R. I.; Rev. Parson
Crosby in Thompson, Conn.; Rev. Con-

rious

and united with the Gerard

church, where he

he removed his standing from the church
ou earth to one above. Bro. Cook has
society are often at variance with both,
raised a family of eight children, only one
There is a desire in the hearts of Christians"
of whom went before him to the church
and even of the unconverted, especially
above,
children, to give something to the minister,
He leaves the wife of his youth, with

recent, times, for I have seen

worry of life in the busy, careless town, rest sword voluntarily and died. He was a bad
look, which seems to say, ‘‘ Where did you,
my head amid those quiet retreats, I.could- man, but this%ees not a very bad case o(
get my bundle, you little rascal?” leaves
get near and«fresh’ glimpses of the land of suicide as he had just been mortally woundfor her record, ¢ Lost opportunity,” ‘‘Ingrat- rest. Norigitallideal.
Tn the midst of ed in battle, and wished his death hastened
itnde.”
One kind word, spoken by that those rural retreats, there, upon the very
lest the Philistines should come and terr:bly
woman now, would strengthen that little

That. fine looking man, in whose gait and
every movement you can read business energy,is completely absorbed in his plan,

holds

the age of fourte

all the Wits by land and driving a span of and prevents his growth in fitness for his

all, Posthumus Dutchfield, Honour Mahone,
Wilson, Satisfaction Belcher,
New-grace

tle boot black, when he gives the lady: her | and garniture of that country home.
Night
bundle, after following her so eagerly, that | never comes unattended with visions of its far as the legal idea is concerned, it is when
one of the age of discretion and of a sound
he may not lose sight of her, leaves a noble
purity and pleasure. - I sometimes think mind takes his own life, Then Blackstone
record on his passing moment; for ‘‘honthat if T could turn back the wheel of the says it is self-murder.
:
;
“esty” is the word it bears upward. But the
years, or if | could, from the wearings and
Saul,
the
first
king
of
Israel,
fell
on
his
lady (?) who receives it with that haughty

altar of nature, I laid a heart,

_ careful to give
* through the -

how far there may be. some worldly affée.
Tle made a final stop at Cook's place, It often seems easior for the
,.
horses
tion which has been cut off,or how far there
| Prairie. He found a new country and he to do this than to train the superintendent
to do it properly
himself; but hy raul
is some mental derangement, it is impossi- suffered many inconveni
ences. - Here again
eving
himself of
by
ble to state. But this it is important for all he kept the ministers of the gospel as in will
Hy havin bho dpigil
of 1 Kainwork, and
to consider and practice: The life lived New York state. Soon he saw the need him who are com
t to do it. A pastor
here should be virtuous and holy. Any of ministerial ar and at the age of 50 should feel that he does best, not when he
violation of the laws of our being, and, of took up the sickle’'and went forth into the does most, but when he has his work best
the great and eternal principles of right,js spiritual harvest field to gather precious done ini the several departments of his
church—wh
exceedingly dangerous, The result is mis- fruits for the Lord's garner, and his labor istrations, ere ** are differences of adminbut the same Lord,” and wherein
ery and pain, sometimes seemingly unen- was crowned with success. In the year of “all these worketh that one and the self-,”
durable..
It may be destruction of mind 1843 he received license from the Calhoun same spirit, dividing to every man sevemland’ self-destruction. = And God holds.us Quarterly Meeting to preach, and in the ly as he will,—JIndependent.
accountable for what is done while mad year 1845 was: publicly ordained as a min—
oh
with anger, drunk with inebriating liquors, ister of the gospel.
Your PAtns, TEACHER.
A man was
or insane in mind so far as our voluntary
Bro. Cook now went forth with zeal and walking through. the deep snow when he
misconduct has led to these results.
heard ,the voice of his oldest son, saying,
| energy, and succeeded, often having at a ** I'll step in father's tracks.” He was trytime four churches to preach to. About 14 ing to
it, and two
younger brothers
years ago he took a letter from the Cook’s were at the same thing, "he father went
“A Cup of Cold Water.”

names which could be found. I do not find
any indication of this custom-in the list of

to live a good life next year. But in order
names, There are, however, two things
to make us prize the precious treasure more
in connection with it I may notice. It is
‘highly, God gives time to us by the moment
convenient when we see a name to know
as a prudent parent deals out choice gifts to
whether it belongs to a male or a female;
his children sparingly; that they may not than once, for the companionship of the but some of these names are given to chilbe squandered.
One by one he sends the || rocks and river, the field and forest, and for dren of both sexes; and further, as
the
moments to us, though we mark no coming my dear rustic home,
How fresh and pure name given to a child is to cleave to it
and going; and the soul leaves an impress | was the air,—so life-inspiring that it seem- through life, it is well for a parent to in. upon each, so ineffaceable, that no regrets ed the very breath of God.
I. was born quire before deciding on a name, whether |
. however bitter and no effort however earthere. And I have thought that to this fact the one selected is likely to be pleasing to |
nest, ean ever change one line.
maybe attributed my early and enduring { the child to whom it is to be given; or |
Let us take andther view,—from real life love of liberty. My very/soul ever spurn- whether on the other hand, it may cause it
this time.
We will co to the public | ed the idea of oppression and slavery. frequent mortification, er lifelong -dissatisthoroughfare. “Here is a nook where we
shall he unobserved, and at the ;same time

the

Mhrge delisions, infatdations ol
irs responsible for
i
tkson, Monroe Co., where
Hi"their « visions, :
50 all the way down to
wild fanaticisms often so-far dethrone reas married
Misy Catharine Roatsuck, of . Vero the humble’ corporal and his squad. He
son that although there is not actual inssiniWhile he remained in Clarkson tells’ the commander next below him what
Topdludi
e**
ty, yet thera is not strict rationality, and in
his housé was a central point for F. Baptist he would have, and in this way word is.
some cases suicide is the result,
passed . down. to the individual
private.
ivery pastor wonlddo well to act
ly
In the chses of selfdes.ruetion given from .mibisters,a cordial welcome and a Christian
greeting being always given to them by as to those who are under him in authorit
| the Bible and history, none were pious. Yet
Singular Names.
He is unwise to go into his Sunday-sch
1
there are a few instances in which those of himgglEand family, Among hs associates and
——
take the dutiesof his superintes ant
were Marks, R. M. Carey, Jenkins; Hinkgood
religious
standing
lay
violent
hands
out of his hands—arranging the classes,
Jn arecent article on names, 1 referred |
ley, Hannibal, Gilman, Bignall and many
calling the school to order, and giving ont
to the custom which seems to have prevail on themselves. dt is a mystery. How far others of those times,
notices on his
unt. - By so doing he
ed in former years, in this country, of se- there may be a lack of fortitude in bearing
In 1835 he moved to Michigan, going weakens the « su
ntendent's antherity,
up under the evils and sorrows of life, or

was nurtured the passion for
No full grown ‘child ever re- |
stant Abbott in China, Me. ; and Rey. Comover the acquisition of a fortune
fort Taylor, in Palmyra, Me.
Rejoice Newwhen a bright-eyed, smooth-

skinned pickerel made a certain

A

donbtof his

gave his

to the spirit and 'm
y
life, Ilike the freedom whose
vélienr the great soul of nature, and gathers new inspiration from the
communion.
y
;

amethyst,

“Old Merrimac.” How it thundered and
sang over its bed of granite in the early
spring months, and how hushed and sub-

Lopdat

31, 1872, in

Bro. Cook

nor to interfere

ge of his duty.

frie

WA

stood prominent. | Redemption Scott, Exercise Shattuck, Re“membrance Amery, Desire the Truth Akers,
At its feet flowed now quietly, and now
g
.
furiously,one of the laughing children of the and Purchase Giboon.
This custom does not seem to have died
cap of mystic

Jan.

of Cook'd

he

rain, the harvest dame forth. ' I can see it
voice was heard saying, * All right.”
Positions changed instantly. , The merry aow, “Old Cratched mountain,” an un- passengers
who dame over in the Mayflolaugh again echoed from the hills, and the seemly excresence upon the feet of the Apbut the following names, which
1621,
in
er,
witty word sent cheerfulness leaping from alachian ¢hain,—it used to hide the sun
a newspaper writer some years ago, said he
every
summer
morning,
for
about
half
an’
heart to heart, ns the company wended
hour.
Sometimes it forgot to’ doff its had copied from * the récords of births in
their way toward the railroad station,
the town of Boston, which occurred about
In due time, certain stereoscopic pictures cap until late, and then the wise weather
the year 1640; will illustrate the matter.
prophets
said’
it
would
rain.
Indeed,
I
have
followed the individuals to their homes, and
list I have before me was cut from the
The
seen this old mountain peak wear this cap
each was eagerly grasped by a person anxTranscript; ‘and amoung. cther
Evening
ious to see how a certain individual in that upon its head for days, and never lay it off
names,it contains Deliverance Beck, Strange¢
for
ounce,
but
I
never
suspected
it
of
wantgroup looked.
iis
Tp
Beck, Free Grace Bendall, Hope For Bend+ Would you like-to-i00k, too? There they ing in common courtesy and respect. 1 can all, Scaborne Cotton, Fathergone Dinely,
= aré, dusters, Waterproofs, valises and all. remember how, in my early boyish fancy,
Believe Gridley, Tremble Gridley, Hope
Then, the faces. Let us study them a little I used to desire to stand upon this peak, for
Hawkins, Waitstill Winthrop, Hopestill Viethen, I confidently believed, I could touch

young lady wears a half-suppressed smile.
We. watch her steadily for a time. It
does n’t increase.
It doesn’t diminish.

Colk,

bf hus age.

Tt was not an. abe ve
, At least,
Teo strangers “said.
Wel rural in
| the very = extreme, it seemed the very back

ous not to do the superhim,

Bhs

nature's ambition was an entire
sign. When God plowed with
So the merry laugh ceased ‘for an instant; k
and the witty word. was not spoken; and quake the very heart of this
each person in the company tried to assume away back in the winter of the
an easy attitude, there in the beautiful sun- were left some grand furrows,
wildness,
:
"It seemed but a moment before

sort of bigotry I suppose,

28, 1872.
jah

take your pictures.”

shine, surrounded by nature's grandeur and
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more}

« we" and “our"—not ‘““I" and ‘“my,” as

:

if to remind

« J pray not for the world but for them which‘ Thou
bast given me.”

us of our common

frailty.

This petition refers chieflyto the

past, but

the next takes ap the future: ** And lead us
not into temptation, but deliver us from

1 dreamed that I stood by the Father's great
. throne,
;
‘While angels and seraphs did sing,

evil,”

The sad, monotonous cry of a world

ed

the plaintive minor strain of this pe

And they tast down their crowns that so brightly
had shone

blighted by sin and death, is well express-

And I heard a sweet voice—it Was sweeter by far
Than the song of the ransomed can be—
And the angels grew mute as it floated along—
;
My Baviour was pleading for me!

tition, while, at the
neath it a firm note
abl to ** deliver us
As the variations

At the feet of Jehovah, their King.

nale, so the devout breathings of this meodious prayer reach & fitting consummation

in the joyful, though reverent, ascription of

praise with which it cnds: “For thine is
the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,

His grace was so free,

In tl "path He had traveled bad scorned to he

forever. Amen.” Each petition seems linked to the next, and the strains of feeling

.

blend in ever-increasing harmony, until the
final chords are struck in the closing. word.
— Examiner & Chronicle.

Oh, Jove so amazing, so precious, so sweet!
hat bould pled for a penitent child,

Who id walked in life’s by-ways with sin-weary

tl A

’

Till her
garments were torn and defiled.
I Xnow that such pleading as His must prevail,
"34

Wh

the sinner may

Slow Your Engine.

be,

can not fail—
word

purdon--

ts ute of

same time, there is beof trust in Him who is,
from. evil.”
¢
i
of a “musical composi-

tion reach their conclusion in a firm, grand

without number I'd slighted His love,
nd turned from His people away;
4
Had ¢eased to remember His * mansions above,”
Way.
the
vy that He was the Truth and
I
bowed down in sorrow, and covered my
head—
ob

And now He was pleading for me !

in

Engineers say that if we take the ruiatehman & Reflector.
ning time of a river steamboat to be 18
miles an hour, it requires as much additional
fuel to push her one mile an hour more,
tful.
Trustful, yet Distrus
as is required for the normal speed of 18
ro
miles. Long experience-and careful calTrust work is often taken up and success- culation have conyinced railroad managers
inn on by those who are not in that 30 miles an hour is as rapid a rate of
“trust. The consequence of this is that speed as can be secured profitably on our
their work
well, tor they have taken American railroads with their heavy grades
TEEN
wer for. wrk, A awa and sharp curves.
English railways go
or

me.

y

e_ across
their
a”
or
the fallen poll
of the
irsnisted EM, te have taken up the
promise df im
Silvio} and with
it they smite
waters of difficulty, an
i
hither and _ thither, leav-

.

ing a 0 they pe
©

2

and are

ton

! too often conquer-

of don

because they

have

not ledrned the hard-casy Tésson of trust for

In oneof the eities. of England, a Christian. woman who had no children of her
own, and in whom the mother instinct was
deep and full, was touched with the tenderest pity for the fatherless chikdren of husbandiess mothers, and through
them for the
husbandless mothers, themselves, whom all
. the world despise—so helpless and hopeless in their degradation!
Homes for these
poor mothers and children—oh, what a boon
to them it would be!" Homes instead of the
wor~house.

Yes, and true Christian homes,

where their ignorance would not be their
snare, masking them an easy prey again to

lust, but w

excite sympathy, and induce

effectual effort for their instruction and salvation.
Ah, how
tly these wonld

. meet the
Could

case!

But could it be done?

Christian

homes

them?
And could they be

“be

vided

for

indaced to ac-

cept them ? If she triedbe

g for mon-

¢y, to build such homes, she soon gave it
up. ‘Those to whom, in her blindness, she
hime x OME he too blind to see any-

thing but a
in her idea. She was
driven to take up the mantleof trust, and
cast the whole upon the Lord. Help came
soon in uniooked
for ways. Home after
home arose, until.a-wheole-row, almost a
Village of them, nestled sweetly in a shelce

por

guidide

gd

all happy.
wish ?

all

more

po

The homes

were prospered, but the spring of the waters in her own soul was still poisoned sin.
Fret and worry, and pride and vanity would
crop out in
their native ugliness just when
she

their

least expected,

presence.

and

most

deprecated

Impatience with her help-

ers when they were stupid or self-willed, or

set up

against

found

her plans, which, alas! she

too often to be the case, would arise

and take her off her balance.

because

straighter

more

These fric-

writes

e can make a greater speed here,

all

his

sermon

on

Saturday,

derives its supvlies.—Selected.

and

sits up inte the small hours of Sunday
L morning to complete it, uses energy enough
in composing one discourse to compose half
a dozen.
;
Haste is the besetting sin of America.
We do not run ‘with patience” the mace
that is set before us. There is not af day
that goes by that we do not see in manu~
seript, book or paper, the signs of hurry
that is the curse of American literature.
Our artists are in a hurry; and good ideals
are half drawn because
they have not time
to study their subject. Our engravers are
in a hurry; and good blocks are spoilt by
skillful workmen who have not time to be
careful, Our editors are in a hurry; and
their crude thoughts are embodied in editorials

written

give in faith, beholding Jesus?

power.”

is

Ah, $hat conjunction!

the kingdom, and the power

ers are in a hurry; and American books
are slovenly in scholarship, and careléss in

and maintain

it forever.

Thine

in

ess

streams

of death

and

ness to others,— Times of Refreshing.

Melody of the Lord's’ Prayer.
lO

OO

I expect absolutely

en

whom: 1 fon

nothing

vy

of the man

dissipation’.

him a little while I used to wish T could sa

char- something, but 1 hardly’ knew how! Ho
oterize it.” It would seem Shins its Great was distant. His breath was not the most
Composer
had designed to make it complete repelling thing
to me. You know how, it
in
for there is nothing either ¢omess you have seen it; a little fullness—
in tho hin flow of its syllablesor the Pottjo
a little. full around the face, and a
pu ty of its sentiments, which can offend
tle full in the eyes; then -a reddish. apxquisite

harmony

which

he most caltivated
ear.
pearance; then a florid aspect; then he
_/Liike the different chords in a strain of passes from the reddish appearance into the
musie,the emotions to which it gives expresorid, and ffom the florid into the purple—

sion are blendedin sweet though subdued

aud solemn. cadence. Reverent; filial confidence is the key-note of the prayer; and
it runs like a golden

weli of feeling.

thread

through

the

Tenderly and trustfully

the opening chords are struck, while’ the
asoending strain keeps
pace with our rising

we have seen ‘men who are purple.
This
young man is there now ; he'is iu the
‘pur-

ple stage. The next stage is—death |
enemy, bas got the mastery of him.

thoughts: ‘Our Father who art in heaven.”
A reverent pause succeeds. ‘Then with a many

low, firm chord, we begin

the response to

heaven's glad anthem: * Hallowed

be thy

The next

clause. suggests.the happiness

tain, in sweet Jott: this

as

their

contin-

are .conquered!

I know

him slay |
Oh, how

them and

mark
them.
I see such young men almost
every week, and converse with them about

this,

of those whose lips, hone and Fans main-

The
I

never knew the man to whip.
A great
many have attacked this enemy in the firm

conviction that ‘1 have seen
others, but | will be-his;paster.”

matter of

liquor-drinking,
twenty,

descends, by the steps

oral petitions, to earth, and earthy neoessities. The ceaseless hymn of crea~
tion is beautifully expressed in the words:

“Give

us this day our daily bread.”

To

God, the lowing of the cattle, the chirping
ou ye ji the buzzing wh the insect—are |

ono

cation
ence

vagt, constant symplkony

of suppli-

ffom the hosts ‘which he Lg
.allied with the sense of depeudis the sense of sinfulness, and this

‘gives rise ® the next petition: ‘ And for-

Dangers to Methodism.

holy

preachers. The church is large and the
seats must be filled; or perhaps they are
e church
Bowed and must be rented.
is crushing the few, and the many
© bt
must be drawn in to share the burden.
How is this to be done? A fine preacher is
the only remedy. He must be young. His
rsonal presence mustbe attractive and
is manners elegant: these qualities will
draw the young, as well as the old of the

the

family

be cultured, so that

considered is, can he draw a congregation ?

Thus all things are in keeping: a costly
church, a respectable congregation, and a
fine minister.—Christian Advocate.

~

J.

8. GARDINER,

dis-

LEBANON

were not or:

Mes-

bach and. Abednego, in Nebuchadnezzar's
furnace, have only sailed through billows of
fire and bloody seas to

And

when once

the

heavens

a fervent

shall pass

heat, then the

re-|

VT,

SEMINAKY,

Tue WINTER TerM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will:
commence Dec. 6, 1871, under a board of competent
instruction,
A
Hp
Per order,
‘

. ML E.SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.

20, and continue eleven

The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday,

:

M. K. MABREY,
Gommon English
Higher English
Languages
"Music
Board, $3.00 per week.

So ‘should I. But I'simply provhesy, that
if ‘the habit is continued it will beat you; it
always has. Thats its business.
You are
dping a thousand other things; but liquor
has A one purpdse; it.is always on the
ard; it, slumbers not, and sleeps not.
t is like the coming
of the snow-flake, or
the pointing of the seculptor’s chisel; it
grows, and multiplies; and multiplies, and
grows. Itis like sleep coming upon a man ;
a man never knows just the moment when
he goes to sleep; and a man’ never knows
just the day when liquor is his master.

To thé honor of God alone I will say a
little i ih own experience in this matter. | , erms.
1 was
powerfully converted on the morning
Our specialty
will give
of the 10th of October. In the eyening of | Mabrey
experience in the

After a while he comesto acknowledge, like

like.

following

baptisms

day,

day,

of $he

and

overwhelming

barbed

arrows

in

the

souls of men,
ot

nn &

/

Rooms

$3.00

1.00
00
00
$10.00
on reasonable

© M. EB. SWEAT, Sec.

Holy Ghost, that went

through me, a it seemed to me, body and
soul, I imiedintely Souud myself endued
m on high that a few
with such power
words dropped here and thers to individuals, were the means of their immediate
conversion, My words seemed to fasten

Principal,

fs qualification of teachers. Mr.
his whole time to the school. His
school-room warrants us in saywg
that teachers will find this school second to none mn
the county.

on the morningof the

I received

Feb.

weeks.

Terms: Primary

Power of the Holy Ghost.

same

DUNS

SPENCER J.

#i Prof. Bib. Th

y

Pres

FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathe-

have been Tdi

matics and Nat. Philosophy.
.
GEORGE McMILLAN, A.
M,, Prof. Ancient Languages.
HIRAM COLL ER, A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and
Bellea Lettres.
H.LAURA ROWE, A.M. Prin, Ladies’ Department.

oifor the Fea Piant has
e extracts,
an unequaled Toilet
Hair is the result. It is especially useful to2 Joven:
the halr from falling ont or
wing thin
as a

wash for the scalp, to. st
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M AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creationested by Scientific Theories of Wis Origin and Anti.
uity.
By Josepn P. THOMPSON,
b. D., LLD.
e vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by

March 20—Spring Term begins.

post, on receip of price,

LR.

ommencement.

September 4—Fall Term
na.
mber {—Winter Term begins.
For College Catalogue apply to
.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas

The
‘every reader

Center Strafford, N. H.
Tuesof C,

to be supplied
Single

N. Parsonsfield, Jan. 15, 1872.
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INS TITUTE

E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Prin. of Normal Dep't.
Miss L.
MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
:
Miss ADDIE BAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painting, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Book-Keep

.

account of sickness.
Half terms commence at the
Detinhis
and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to

Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s
ES

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
Send for Catalogue to the Principal.
C. A. FARWELL,

to any

who

to

its appearance

and is ready

may

want
it atthe

copy 10 cts; one

dozen

copies, 96 Cts;

Postage

on a single

copy, 2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
| copies, 12 ‘cts; on one hundred copies, $1,00,
Orders
which is to be ‘paid by the purchasers.

Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress:
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.

are formed.

Register for 1872.

one hundred copies, $7,00.

rd

$2.00 per week.

:

N.H,

following rates, viz:

3

Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
WARREN FOSS, Sec’y.
Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.

CENTRAL

DOVER,

promptly upon the first of October,

The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence
day,
August 29, under
the
instruction
Mc LEAN, a graduate of Y ale College.

MAINE

by

BURLINGAME,

This annual which has

ACADEMY,

Tuition and board as usual.

the hair bulbs

prevent the
gradual decay and loss of color in
the
strueture of the
hair tubes.
1.00. DR. KENNEDY, 120 Warren 8t., Roxbury, Mass.
26teowll

and

Painting.

AUSTIN

gin

a

ALEX. C. RIDEOU I, Prin. Com. Department.

are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
L. R. BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.

CHURCH CUSHIONS.

‘We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions,
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheaper than Hair, will bold its elasticity double the length ot
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
Wecanrefer to more than one hundred churches that’
are using the ** Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send circular referring
to Churches that are using our Cushions.

%

HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
411 Washington Street, Boston,

Sole Agents for New England
ELASTIC

for

the

sale

of PATENT

SPONGE.
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For the Sabbath School.

Secretary.

HAMPTON INSTITUTION.
TERM

Tuto Fatconer | d

Short-Comi

begins Jan. 29,1872, and con

ants.

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY,

Messenger.

the

“RANSOM

«
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tinues ten weeks
;
A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
J.N.Rand, A. M.,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,

fifteen or

and be forever with the Lord. —Evangelical

Now.

AN

Rev, DANIEL 'M. GRAHAM, D. D.; President.

NEW

NORTH PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY

ten years ago, were moderate’ drinkers ; but

COLLEGE.

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
TUESDAY, Feb, 6th, under the instruction of
W. E.C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
:
A. N. MARSTON, A.B., Principal.
A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D. Moore,
Miss. H. L. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher
H.
M.
Willward.
Miss
E. L. Gordon.
.
of Instrumental Music.
ExPESSES.
Board, including Tom and ~washing
Miss K. A. BAKER, T -acher of French and Draw=
from
$2.75 to $8 50 per week. In'welllated clubs,
"
ing.
of which there are several in successful
o)
on,
TUITION:
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students de
$4.00
.
sirous of boardin, g themselves will flid convenient
Primary Cours
Common
ish,
:
4.50
| opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
«500
+
h,
Higher
phiow-cases
towels.
6.00
*
=
+
Tu. TON from $5.00 to $6.50
Languages, er ter mn.
Several
150
+
+
a Lommeraal it
(12 lessons)
years ago the Trustees introduc
Penmanship,
8
: Ipreeper | Music (20 lessons)
- 8.00
partment, which has been Yory successful.
“(10
lessons)
5:00
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Use of Instrument, =
=~
Course, of two
rs each, which opened for the
will
An excellént opportunit
i be piven those de- admission of students at the commencement of the
the fall term.
either u
siring a complete course
music ,
Send for catalogue to the Primeipal or to
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large
i
E.C. LEWIS, Sec,
orough
teach
to
,
from Massachusetts
Bass, Secular or Sac
Music.
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship and Wax
Work formed, if desired.
NICHOLS LVTIN SCHOOL.
Special attention givem.to those preparing for
SPRING TERM begins Monday, Jan, 1, 1872, and
College.
\
closes Friday, March 22.
BOARD:
k
SuMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
Good board may be obtained in private families” at Monday,
June 24.
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
Tuition $25.00 a year.
wishing to board
themselves.
[]
1
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.
Li G. JORDAN, A. B, Principal, with three Agsiste
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with a great noise, and the elements |

chal] molt wi

Subscribe
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The special work of this school is to fit’ students for
College, and it is. open for both sexes. The
school
being composed
of only one department, a
thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both
ers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully d
in the Latin and Greek
languages,

also

in

English

Grammar,

Arithmetic

Ancien
raphy, Ancient History, Algebraan
Gogmetr .
Special attention is given to reading,
declam:
, composition, Greek aud Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the sehool80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of a hi
r rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable. A. M. JONES,

‘Lewiston, July 2, 1871.
rr

INSTITUTE.

The SpriNG TERM will commence on Monday,
Jan. 20, 1872,
i
\
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H, RIOKZIR, Prin.
North Scituate, R. I., Jan, 1, 1872.

BUTLER, Professor in the Theological School

at

.

The great success of the first volume of Dr,
ler’s

Commentary

(the

Gospels).

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870.
$

Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
d
Building Stones
Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice
’s 8 Trials
The Quiet
Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Chitd-ife in Many Laude,
:
‘Ruthie Shaw; or,
The Good Girl,
Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

L. HM. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. HI.

New

Question Book,

BY
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Isnow complete and ready for customers.

Itis adapted

to classes that have

just completed “The Story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize. offerad
not. long since by the Printing: Establishment; ‘and is recommended ‘to’ pastors, superintendents and ‘teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
patronage. Orders may be sent at any
time and thi
be filled immediately.
Price 15
dents; Postage, (extra)

4 cents.

;

Now Ready.
Rev. John J. Butler,

Bates College. Publishers—Dover: Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment; Boston: D. Lothrop
& Co; Biddeford : J. E. Butler. ‘ Price $2,00. Illus.
A

fi

Ps

The Commentary on the Gospelsby

—

Now READY. The second volume, embracing The
Acts, Romans, and the Corinthians. By Rev, Dr,

trated.

oe

Long-Goi

The Judge’s Son,

Sec.

~

Commentary on the New Testament.

4 The land of pure delight,
. Where saints immortal reign.”

away

It will be extra large, containing about

to all new subscribers
for 1872, FREE,
3

FAcoLTy:

The SPRING

BUMMER TExM opens April 80, 1872,
. Board may be obtained in private
lies at $3.50
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board#
at reasonable
"Complete oourses of study for both sexes. Special
attention given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
’
For farther particulars, address the Principal.
2

on earth because the Lord God omnipgtent
reigreth.
|
:
Nau
of Shadrach,

ever before.

Principal,

ACADEMY.

WATERBURY CENTER,
Faculty:

will appear early

double the usnal:number of pages, and will be sent

experience

in the

to quench the fire which Christ has kindled

bodies

HILLSDALE"
y

Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872.

WEST

number

NeW
n
a
granite structure, of beautiful architecture, prod
ample gecommodations; @
on an eminence overlooking the vi
8 of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the
dscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
2
z IW. SANBORN, Sec, and Treas.
yndonvyille, Vt., 1871.
51

ng.

" The burning bush was not consumed “be- ©. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
Mrs, E. C; Smith,
G. A. Stockwell, Miss
cause God was in it. The wrath of the E. C. Smith,
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H, Butterfield.
ancient Jews, the hatred of the ancient
Calendar:
heathen, and the furious vengeance of the
SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 18, 1872.
apostate Church of Rome, have all failed

the

The December

in November, more BRILLIANT and CHARMING than

EE

D. aL WAITT, Teacher of Writing and

&c.

WHITESTOWN
SEMINARY.
The summer term of this institution, will open
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
prepared for college, for
sexes, in which students are
teaching and for business.
Over fifty graduates annually.
1he Boarding Hal) has been refitted and furnished. and placed under the care of the princial,
Terms moderate. Send for circular.

in su
nto ‘the will of Christ, the
great purifier;
and he comes forth pure as
old,
ly

id" those ‘whose bodies

|

No deduction for less thon half a term, except on

raying band, He is ba)
with
five
e that consumes or has consumed all the
dross of sin; he is surrounded by a wall of
fire: ‘The
orf hss of ‘the wicked are
hurled
at him, but all'sre quenched by the
shield of faith.
As silver and gold ‘are
melted
and refined in the furnage, so is. the
Christian tried inthe furnaceof affliction;
but only to be humbled and brought fully {

served, like

STILL LIVES!!!

self-boarding, at lower rates,

MRS. J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.

Academies,

fire, conse-

circle,

He must

THE LITTLE CORPORAL

:
PITTSFIELD, ME.
®
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’.
course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
.
ies his discourses, about his success in lead- Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
ing class in prayer-meetings, nor his adap- Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
tation to Sunday-school; the thing to be GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.

m God's altar ; fire accompanies his words
in

=

the few highly educated members shall be
abundantly fed. It is not necessary to stop
to inquire about the unction that accompan-

quently
spreads
and heat. He is exposed to
fires of different kinds, butis proof
against them all. His heart burns within
in the pulpit,

Sr

Costly churches create a demand for fine

was

Notwith-

The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the 1.
Trustee sto m
the school eminently worthy
the |"
confidence and patio
f all friends
h

June

and nine

ual petition: * Thy kingdom come.” Obe- now lignor-drinking has become their, mas." .dience and submission wi the next link ter. And you say, “IT should think men’
would have more respect for themselves.”

heaven, the prayer

permeated’ with

he not

printed.

standing this terrible “ BAPTISM OF FIRE,”

Qalendar:

morrow is cast into the oven,’

much more care for the minutest things of
your life, ‘Oh, ye of little faith ?”

of it Christ will manifest himself

is

°

MELVILLE W.o HASE, Instructor in Instrumental
;
and VoecaliMusic.
Eg
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
.
CALENDAR, 1872,

better class.

already for the press and partly

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May *
Fall Term begins Aug.27.
TUIrIov, from $4.00 to $6.00 per term.
French,
Music and Penmanship extra.
ExpeNsEs. —Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in famulies. In club or

W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
gto. Si bn
big Instructor in Drawing

glow with beauty, And if God so cares for
“grass of the fleld, which to-day is, and to-

light.
when
from
your
never

the

Mieg
Murs.
, Miss

ous blooms, which beneath the microscope

—

trotype Plates for the November number which

LITERARY INSTITUTION,
LYNDON >
CENTER, VT.
Faculty :
‘
Hopkins, A. R., Principal, Latin and Greek.
Denison, P.H. D., Natural Science.
Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
and
Rhetoric.
Fi
.
Sarah E. Mason,
neb.
J. C. Hopkins,
Music,
Drawing and Painting.
Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanehip.

J. C.
A. 8.
| Miss

‘

shall

Publishing House with all its contents, including all the BACK NUMBERS on hand, and the Elec-

LYNDON
.
"

think God takes no thought for

fined elect shall meet, the Lord in the air|

times out of ten they think they are safe.
1 point out mien, who

in

A

SEMINARY.

The Trustees take this o: for
bear publicly acknowiedging
the recent Gift of § Library and ¢hemical Apparatus,.—ar ounting
all to about $500,—
from the Rev, R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H. _..
THOMAS TUTILE, M. D, Pres.
E. 8, TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., Feb, 19, 11872,
[]

nestling in that, flowers smaller yet, and
lower still the mosses with their inconspicu-

Do not,then,

that

.

The Little Corporal

ot E
:
WM. REED, Sec.
Sto

ar.

The SPRING TERM of this Institution will com.
mence on WEDNESDAY,
March 6, 1872, and continue
thirteen weeks udder the continued charge of Ar.
BIRT SAVAGE, A. B.
:
All the usual facilities offered to those pureuing
studies in any branch of an Academic Education,
Charges Modetate
For further information or Circulars addreds
the Principal.

for he

work!

God's
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THE CHICAGO FIRE
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gh o0
Hu
less,
per week; in private
3
: be had
self-boarding,
can

NORTHWOOD

but when I go abroad, the fist thing which
I'sec is the grass beneath my
feet, and

Rims his tongue is touched with a live coal

to have made
mired for its conciseness of language ‘and the acquaintance of a young man who had
bi
of thought, but it: possesses: still a pew Mm my church, ana after I had known
This model of prayer has been much

ad- Five yearsago I remember

of

and can feel

Send for

COLLEGE,
con

Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.

anything less than a star or a mountain,
and is unmindful of the little things of life ;

Ll

He

k

hot

Many

The Fire-proof Christian.

It Will Be Master.
ll)

bosom

unto you as he does not unto the world.—
Christian Index.
.
S50

barren- |
ot

Ele

its bearings,

Our ministers are in a hurry ; and they sacrifice themselves without serving their par-

is she saw, dn

of

carries heaven and earth, all realms in his

be satisfied to give in either of the ways indicated above, but study joroughly this
Christian duty till you understand it in all

three out of every hundred into bankruptcy.’ charge

at amoe she ceased her struggles and cries, ishes by working under an unnatural ex' and rested in the
mise. Now
she saw |. citement.
«
that the mantle
power was an inside
We hear on every side exhortationsto
nt, as well as an outside one. That activity, industry, enewgy. We would fain
it was intended to w
about one’s own exhort to calmness, so
, moderation,
soul in the sweet folds
, and love, leisurely industry.
and light, and joy, and
patience, and charBut
there is no use, We shall not ‘even
iy, aa well as to serve for smiting
the wa- heed our own sermon; and of course no
of difficulty in ané's pail. and for cov- one else will do so.
. ering
his weakness with the stréngthof ‘It is nevertheless true; that the American]
God, [for heating the poisoned waters at people need nothingso much as to ‘slow
their
,
‘Which else would flow forth their engines."—Christian Weekly.

empty

——

seems

how wonderful

Move your

he wants you to do the same.

afar

to set it u

measure,

SE

ight. Are
you ome of those who never
give at all?
Then, by all means, move
your light, and keep moving it till you can
see where you are and by whom you are
surrounded. . Remember the ¢¢ cloud of witnesses,” for they see you whether you see
them or not. Do you wish your heart enlarged and filled with the love of Jesus?
There is no line of duty fraught with a richer return of joy and sweet communion with
your Saviour, than the constant and libers]
exercise of benevolence. What is there in
all that you can do which will more nearly.
assimilateIon to Jesus in feeling and action? * He went about doing good,” and

Our writ-

RTI

When we think of the laber requiredto
rear the téw vhatare in our household—the
weariness, the anxiety, the burden of life,

pos-

sible to save your credit? Move your
Are you in the habit of
giving only
compelled, for the sake of being saved
the charge of niggardliness? Move
light. Are you one of those who

execution, and marred by rhetorical and |
sometimes even grammatical blunders; that
speak of the Lord's Prayer, especially of would disgrace a college composition. Our
5
words, “ Thine is the kingdom,”
with- merchants are in a
; and they launch
in, in the soul, its throne in the heart—* ‘and out in wild speculations that bring ninety-

the

——

RIDGEVILLE
BPRING TERM will begin

Our ‘God is MindfuP.

;

sacrifice to Christ, give just as little as

at a dash, brilliant, but in-

effective, because not matured.

find myself, in a great

and showers, and springs whence the river

SY

life as well as in her Christian work; and
the burden of this heart trouble at last became intolerable.
.
from

frequently lack fervor,

I would go out and visit,
feeling, life, and warmth; and Christians this Jove
find that I made no saving impresoften query what to do to awaken fresh in- and
sion, I would exhort and pray, with the
terest in such religious exercises.
I would then set apart a
Various expedients are devised, special same result.
prayer, fearin
services are held, evangelists are called to day for private fasting and
labor, and every effort is made to stir the that this power had departed from me, an
People up. . Sometimes the church is awak- inquire anxiously after the reason of this
ened, sometimes not; some never wake un- Spparent emptiness. After humbling mypower
less there is trouble in the church ; then they self, and calling out for help, the
are wide awake, but soon relapse again in- would return upon me with all its freshness. This has been the experierce of my
to silence and into death.
i
~The cause of a lack of religious interest life.~—Independent,
in meetings’is a lack of religious interest |.
ANUS FT
out of meetings. It 1s true, a meeting may
\
The Reason Why.
be badly led and managed, and its freedom
abridged and impaired ; so that those who
—
Gi
:
come filled with love and zeal, are hindered
Infidels should never talk of our giving
from the enjoyment of spiritual worship by up Christianity till they can propose somethe presence of evil and the misdirection thing superior.
Lord Chesterfield’s anof unspiritual men; but. very frequently swer therefore; to an infidel lady, was very
there is a deeper and more wide-spread just, ' When at Brussels;he was invited by
trouble to be remedied.
:
Voltaire to sup with him and Madame
The difficulty is personal; it is a secret, (C——. The conversation happened to turn
general lack of spiritual Iifo-power and upon the affairs of England. ‘I think, my
blessing ; it is like the cause of rivers run- lord,” said. Madame C——, ¢¢ that’ the Parning low in times of drought,—not a diffi- liament of England consists of five or six
culty in the channel or in the water, but a hundred of the best informed, and the most
drying up of the ten thousand little springs sensible men in the kingdom.”
*‘ True,
and brooks and rivulets, which
gush
and Madame, they. are generally supposed to be
trickle among a thousand distant hills,
80.”
* What, then, my lord, can be the
If there are no springs,there are no rivu- reason they tolerateso great an absurdity
lets; if mo rivulets, no rills; if no rilly, no
“I suppose,
as the Christian religion ?”
brooks; if no brooks, no streams; if no Madame,”
replied his lordship, ‘ it is bestreams, no rivers. Drought at the sources
they have not been able to establish
is drought all the way down the stream. cause
anything better in its stead.
When they
And when springs dry, and brooks fail, and can, I donot doubt that in- their wisdom
rivers run low, the only remedy is, not in they will readily adopt it.”
the channel of the river, but in the clouds,

but the wear and tear of every additional

tions, too, would come in her own domestic

At last, one day she heard one

ll)
O Gs

Social meetings

mile per hour is out of all proportion to
Move that Light.
the increase of speed that is gamed. Stage- |.
drivers calculate
that they can drive twenBro. Christian, move that Hght. Every
ty miles a day if they are content with six
miles an hour.
ut it they drive ten picture shows to better advanthge When
miles an hour their horses can not average the light is properly adjusted. If you
without injury more than nine miles a day ; would study to profit that awful, yet beauthat is, they can not travel quite an hour a tiful picture drawn by our Saviour in Matt.
day, and keep it up week after week.
xxv: 31—40 inclusive, get the light in the
Iu other words, it is not the amount,
right
. place. To whom are you handing
it is the intensicy of work that wears. that dollar? A poor old widow.
Is hers
Men kill themselves not by working too the only figure you see? ' Look
again—look
much, but by working too hard, It is the with the eyes of a disciple; let the light of
high
pressure that straius the boilers.
that 40th verse shine, and Jerhaps you wil
hese illustrations enforce a principle | see Jesus somewhere on
the scene. I see
which is as applicableto the human mind your hind extended again. Who is receivas to machinery. Those men aceomplish ing your alms this time? A missionary
the most who work leisurely. It is better agent, Well, here you have a
field of
to drive your work than to let your work observation. Move your light til . all the
drive you. People that are always in a lines, all the objects, all the lights and shadhurry often do the least.
The energy that ows of this picture stand out clearly before
should be utilized in their workis wasted you. Here you have the dusky Asiaic, the
in their haste. Americans are not toe in- swarthy Indian, the darker sons of Afriea;
dustrions; but they are too intense. It is even the dwellers in your own land, destinot
he who is careful and troubled about tute poor—fathers, mothers, children—sufmany things whose many things are ac- fering for lack oi the bread of life. But
complished most successfully. “Martha is now look closer still; there is One, amon
:
not always the best housekeeper. Never them you may not have seen. Jesus
man accomplished more in three short there ; for every one of these who is a child
years than Jesus of Nazareth, And he was of God he is ready to own your beénefacnever hurried.
tions, and to say, ‘ Inasmuch
as ye have
Ministers particularly need to * slow done it unto the least of these my brethren,
their engines.” They do not perhaps work ye have done it unto me.” Are you one of
too much, but they work under too much those who
give only because you are ex| p ressure: They ought to rule their parish ; pected to give, who, instead of giving large
their parish rules them. The minister that enough to make you feel it is a free-will

could her heart

front. dol. sate |

rapidly

level.

paid

filled ; a

What
A

the

more

x

: e the|

without my remembering it, would
fasten with use of Jnstrutnnt,
Board, in clubs,
or
conviction, and often result in almost im$3.00. Roo
Rooms fi or
mediate conversion. Sometimes I would fufamilies.43.00.

_ Social Meetings.

J

is continually

e a sword.”

pai

pre}

but m no part does
brightly than in this.

oul

heart like a hammer. Multitudes can attest to this. Oftentimes a word dropped,

YL

Pleading for Me. -

the whole prayer,

.

-

the singular,runs through

Rober! Latrd

-

Se

tala
ad dd

ors.” The silken dord of sympathy, by
the constant use of the plural instead of

am a slave.

the miser, “1

Collier.
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Selections,

give us our debts as we forgive our debt-

ZHOM

1

G STAR.
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VI
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8

having

But-

passed

through two editions in fis many months, assured the
publishers of the demand for such a work embracing
as it does, valuable features and arrangments found
in no other work. These have been retained hereir

while the clear %@position of the difficult passages
and dootrinesof
the hooks composing this volume,
vender it a valudble aid, if ngt a necessity, to all

D.

D.,is now

ready for delivery to our customers.

Fifteen hundred

copies of this the

firdt volume, have already
This number is nearly half
have ‘been printed. This
nouncement is sufficient to

been sold.
of all that
simple anshow that

others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. ' At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off

lovers of the Scriptures apdto the btudent.

Postage, .
our hands. Price $2,00.
extra, 24 cents. Special terms given

receive more immediate attention from our churches.

to agents who sell 100
dersame solicited.

Though not exclusively a#ubscription book, agents
are solicited for this as for the first volume.that it may
Persons in Nev Hampshire and
Massachusetts
desiring agencies should address Rev. N. Brooks,
Manchester, N. H; residing elsewhere, should ad:
.
dress J, E. Butler, Biddeford, Mane.
For sale at the offices of publication and at the
bookstores.
Please send to the-S¥AR office for a
upply of these books.
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TENS What experiences were then met, or
what visions have been grant@éd:
ney or that

Lopés have Deen awakened, or what stand| inz we have amongthe disciples, or with
| how much’confilénce or efivy our story of
| the inward fife may be heard by others.
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The legend of the wandering

old and familiar one.

28, 187R.

FEBRUARY

Jew

is an

—

rebel privateers,

lt has found many

:

i
:

This takes us to part nine of the Case,

ROS

when
the

NE

By

) be

ee

one
can we proud unattracted by
nd of Wo ell but determined re:

and finish f{ the splendid head of the dog
has a world of meaning, and several minor °
hearsal.” .The talk everywhere is of music. | engravings exalt the art and honor the art-

People go singing about their work, in anphils Shfasoods-al ute.
sts Ji the
For eighteen hundred years, he has been Georgia and Shenawdoah. were not equip- instruments are tuned, that have given out
The vital question still comes back, —~What forced to wander, as a punishnient for his ped for war in Britain, that Her Majesty's distracting sounds these many months, and
GEORGE
T.'DAY, Editor.
sort’of fruit are we bearing,and how much ? sin, like Noah's dove over the waste of wa- government knew nothing ‘of their«lépart- the ear is trained to a more perfect harIf
the Lord of the vineyard stops and smiles ters, seeking rest and finding none, and ure until they were beyond recall, and that mony, and the soul vibrates with it. Then
All communications, designed for publigation |
|
only
beside the fruit-bearers, and ‘drops a forbidden to anticipate the time when his ‘England did her very best to keep the Alaba- people read again, or for the first time,
on
letters
all
and
Editor,
should be addressed to the
the
adwithering rebuke wherever he discovers perpetual tramp should end. Men have in- ma from being So naughty. Part ten eom- lives of ‘Hundel, and Mozart, and Mendelsbusiness, remittances of money, &¢., should be
Wess to the Publisber.
u! AT only a harvest of leaves, it is well for each |
sisted that he had been seen, as men have plains that Great Britain is walking in the sohn, and the beautiful strains that seemed
to ask, what are the real products of his insisted that they had looked upon the sea dark as it were, because the United States to ring through their souls and come out at
; | own life, It is a plain, practical question ; serpent. This legend has mostly ceased to does not say just how many dollars and their fingers’ ends, are’ often caught again,
A Special - Premiam. .
if the asking of it brings pain at first, it may find believers. But there are not wanting cents it wants, and then the document con- and some humble soul is stirved by strains
:
ries
To every new subscriber for the Morning bring healing afterwards,
of sweetness that it had never before imthose who see a deen meaning in it, as in cludes as follows;
. Large numbers of persons, especially of the mythology of Greece and Rome, and so
‘Star who shall remit $2.50, and ten cents |
While England regrets the departure of agined,
the young, are now being gathered into our have sought for the hidden interpretation.
If now England will pay us our money,
Rebel eruisets from her ports” she.can wot
in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send churches. God be thanked for the promise
The latest exposition of the legend comes acknowledge the justice of the claims and not disturb our visions of song by
a new and beautiful chromo entitled i The which appears in the bud and blossom of tous in an extra of the Chicago Pulpit, 4 against her for pecuniary damages for their threats of war, we may pass the spring in
acta, The United States must solidly estheir dawning spiritual life!
But the quesWreathed Cross.” This is one of the most tion of their after fruitfulness is that around weekly pamphlet issued by Carpenter & tablish the fact of England's negligence. one glad round of preparation. The month
Sheldon, and containing discourses from the Englandis ready to accept the award of of June will bring in our Carnival season,
elegant works of its kind that has been which the highest
importance gathers. able men of all denominations who make the Tribunal of Arbitration, whether favor- and getting ready for it will keep the mind
She desires only that in a pedceful and rhythmic mood.
We
produced, and is worth the price of the pa- They need, first of all, to have the real life up the clerical reputation of that city. It is able or unfavorable.
of Christ poured into the channels of the a discourse lately delivered before the it shall be just.
would
better
be
occupied
with
singing
than
per. This offer holds good until Apr.], spirit, and not content themselves With the
Those are the chief points in the British with anything else just now. New York
Young Men's Christian Unidn, by Rabbi B.
mere exhilaration of the reyiyval meeting.
1872.
3
>
Felsenthal, an eminent Jewish scholar and Case as it was presented before the Geneva has seriously disturbed the harmony of life
N.B. ‘Wwill be understood that no per- They need to be taught early and efféctual- divine. He finds the meaning of the legend tribunal. It will bs sees that it closely re- by its wretched preformances; Ku-Klux
ly that the first gush of life yields only bud in its just representation of the wandering sembles our,own
Case in respect of self- outrages provoke from good eitizens very
centage is allowed in those cases where the and blossom ; that the fruit is yet to grow
and unsettled condition of the Jews asa justification. It afirms a wonderful igne- unmeasured expressions ; England is talking
" Chromo is sent,--that the subscription and and mature: ; that only patient watching and
people since the overthrow of their city by rance of the existence or designs of the inharmoniously about the bill she owes us;
postage are to be paid in advance,—and that eareful nurture will produce it; that hard Titus in the first century. That is not new; crafts that preyed upon our commerce, and France and Germany are not yet rid of the
discordant feelings that their bloody war
* those who wish the Chromo
will need to and heroic work is more essential than a and indeed there is not so much in the resorts to that style of specious, evasive
pleasant excitement within; that there thought of his discourse that is original, as argument by which it has-all along sought produced ;—so that the very best thing for
signify that wish in connection with their
must be plan and system instead. of mere in the broad-minded, generous, Catholic to justify or excuse its attitude during the all of us is to sit down from now till June
remittanee.
:
spontaneity ‘and impulse.
While those spirited and appreciative way in which he rebellion.
1t should have included the and.sing our grievances all away.
young disciples rejoice in the beauty of puts his case and his plea before a nominal- statements that we never had a war, that the
their spiritual spring-time, let them be still ly Christian audience. His main points are Alabama is a myth and that this matter of
“ By Their Fruits.”
AN EXPLANATORY PROTEST. “J. A. HL"
more interested over what the later season these:
Claims is all a humbug, and so ended the sends us an article which is chiefly meant
SE ——
ww
The Jews are not thus kept wandering dispute.
as a disclaimer against what he calls the
Itisa fine picture when the orchards shall disclose. And while pastors feast on
But the concluding paragraph, contains assumptions of “Caution,” viz.—that “J. A.
for their sins in reflash into blossom in the spring.
Every the blossoms that adorn the Lord’s garden, by God as a punishment
tree # a magnificent bouquet. All the air let them be chiefly intent on bearing to his jecting Christ as the Messiah but as distribu- the gist of the matter after all. England H.” urges the Ed. Society to syrrender the
tors of choice gifts to the nations that need- simply regrets the departure of those ¢ruis- income of its funds and the controlof the
for
great
aroundis delicious with garner abundance of Christian fruit.
ed their service.
These gifts are,—the ers from her ports; she can not acknowl- Theological School to Bates College, and
fragrance. Each little corolla holds a delBible, e., the Old Testament, whose claims edge any justice in paying for their depre- consent to become merely g silent partner.
icacyof
tin in its cup that is at omce the
The Secret Divulged.
and excellences are eloquently set forth; dations, and really acts as though she He strongly disavows any such plea or
joy and
the despair of the artist.
Birdsfly
A correspondent ‘of the Examiner and Monotheism, or the doctrine that there would n't have cared a fig if they had utter- wish, and complains of being needlessly
iin and out as if luxuriating in the beauty,
and whistle and sing as if a whole fountain Chronicle has played.a trick upon some of is but one God, which they have maintained ly crippled us. And éven the agsertion that misapprehended by his critic and reviewer.
of rapture were gushing out of their throats. his brethren who unwarrantably presumed in the face of subtle errors, and ehtrenched she is ready to accept the award of the Tri- He also states that the views expressed in
The bees come and go all the livelong day, upon his liberality in the matter of a free dogmas, and terrible persecutions; the best bunal, she pierces with the fling that * it his articles are his own, and that the College
bringing'a wise instinct and carrying loads communion table in a Baptist chyech. and most important Moral Laws that are must be just.” This virtually reserves the is not responsible for them ; though nothing
wrought into the civil statutes and social life right to accept or reject the award, accord- has occurred to lessen his confidence in their
of honey. The children fill their hands They took it for granted that, when ve
told
that
a
certain.
document
was
sent
for
of the most advanced people; a large ing to circumstances. In that case what soundness or divest them of their practical
with the scentéd beauty with which every
his
signature
in
confidence,
he
wou'd
keep
amount
of true Science which they preserved bas the conference at Washington amount- and pressing importance. He puts in his
twig is burdened, aiid men and women
through the Middle Ages; an important ed to, and what is to become of all our protest Against being misunderstood and
smile with a new sweetness or ‘a tenderer the fact to himself; and if he could not send
misrepresented in strong terms, and derecollection as they look over the long it back with his name attached, that he contribution to the forces that wrought out beautiful visions of peace by arbitration ?
We can afford to be lenient in interpret- clares, in language somewhat caustic, that
would lock it up in his private drawer,or put the Reformation of the XVI. century; and
stretch: of floral loveliness,
ing England's statement of her Case. Part for either the Collegeor the Society to magBut the orchard is not planted and kept it into the fire and say nothing. But he did not a little of the vital energy which has
of
it may be for effect, to influence the Tri- nify and stand out on the question of conneither.
Instead,
he
sentit
to
Dr.
Bright,
given the best culture and civilization to
up for the sake of its spring blossoms.
bunal to. pronounce a light verdict, and trol at the present juncture, is a reprehensiwho
gives
it
to
the
public,
with
the
private
our
own
era.
!
:
These are chiefly satisfying because ofthe
These several points
elaborated with part for assurance’s sake, just as the boast- ble and pitiable thing.
e
promise which they give of autumn fruit. letter of the editor of the Baptist Union,
andall..
=
ad
skill, force, and a genial, sympathetic and -ful Stébbins whistled while passing through
We thus state thé intent and give the
But for this the trees wonld soon cease to
The document is a certain private circu- manly spirit. He asks justice from Chris- the grave-yard. But there is also a part of substance of his communication in our own
afford pleasure and be cut down as cumberit that is genuine, and that is the part words, instead of publishing the article,
ers of the ground. If there is barrenness in lar, or ¢* Plea,” of which a good deal has tians in their estimate of his people, and utthat
ignores England's responsibility in * becanse it saves s
been
said,
and
from
which
a
good
deal
has
ters himself in generous terms when he
onors fairness, and
September, it matters little that there was
the matter.
One need only point to the seems to us a better ding to do. If the
been
hoped,
by
those
who
have
been
at
speaks
of
his
Christian
brothers,
He
closes
splendor in May. Their comeliness of form
late war in France for proof that she would matter is to be further debated, we suggest
work with it during the last six months. in these words;
i
uy Goesnot suffice. Their ample foliage falls
have
the audacity to violate the most eom- that the following practical questions be
We trust that we have made it clear that
short of the true end sought through
the or- We were told that it was a strong and emmonly accepted rules of neutrality. Let considered : Are the necessities of the Colthe
Wandering
Jew
goes
not
through
the
phatic
protest
against
close
communion
;
chard. Their wealth of blossoms i3 not the
world laden
with a curse, but is sent to the us hope that vo fature generation can point lege such as to require special and immedi.
real wealth to which they are expectedto that it would be signed by fiot less than 150 nationsfo bring them invaluable gifts, and
to the result of the Geneva tribunal for
minister. All these are only prophecies eminent C. Baptist ministers ; that it would tobe a blessing
unto them. Let us deal proof that she would break a solemn com- ate l-e'p from the Ed, Soclety? Are the
reasons sufficient to warrant the Society
and promises. Unless they are fulfilled and show how thoroughly the free communion
justly with the Jew. Let the Jew be lookin giving help by turning over the income
kept, they cheat hope and. wear out pa- sentiment was leavening that body; that’it ed upon by the Gentiles 4a their elder broth- pact.
o ——
2a
tience. They spend their ‘strength in pre- would prove,—unless a thorough toleration er, who has some claims upoti the thanks of
of its entire funds to pay for instruction?
and let fraternal
tense and show. They stop with mere pro- were promptly accorded by the C. Baptists his younger brethren,
Should this.be done, what should be the
The Wotld's Jubilee.
feelings toward him be a living sentiment
fessions.. They only begin; they do not to their ministers and members on the com- in the hearts of all. For have we not all
mutual relations of the College and the Sofinisly, The life rousto green leaf and del- munion question,—that great .numbers one Father ? Has not one God created us?
There seems to be ilo question of Mr. ciety, and of each to the Theelogiéal schoo! ?
icate flower, instead of to golden and lus- were ripe for open resistance or seces- One God, one mankind, one brotherhood ! Gilmore's happiness.
He bounees about These are the vital and practical polrits; atid
This must be the watchword of the future,
‘cious fruit. They drink in sunshine and sion.
as
merry
as
a
top,
rubs
his hands in glee- the sooner and the more frankly they are
the guiding idea of mankind saved. Come,
The requisite number of names not hav- then, all of
dew to ornament themselves rather than to
you; come, then, Jew and Gen- ful anticipation, and considers fhe jubilee dealt with, the better is it likely to be for
profit the husbandman who gave them room ing been secured to the circular ‘or ‘* Plea,” tile ; Unitarian and Trinitatian; Episcopali- dnassuredswccess.
all éoncerned,
JS
o.oo.
is
and supplies them with constant care. | the effort to fill up the list has been earried anand
n; come, then, let us join
And no man has a better right to be, Lapmethods, until the hands and hearts, and. let us exclaim in py. The prospect is ‘animating. He Was
They awaken hope only to blight it. They | forward by various
CALLING FOR HEAVY BLOWS. A correyield a magnificent pledge buat follow it whole thing is made public by this corre- harmony,—‘‘We are all brothers, and He in alrcady scaled the mountain, and is énly spondent sends a communication in which
heaven 1s vur common Father.” And let
with a miserable performance.
They say spondent, who puts what he deems loyalty every one that hath breath praise the Lord. waiting for the June roses to spring up im he deals energetic blows right and left
to hisdenomination above cowrtesy tothe Hallelujah.
but do not.
against the use of Tobacco, especially by
the valleys.
Dr. Bright
There are such spring promises to be | editor of the Baptist Union.
Christians] and Christian ministers, His
It is a token of good when Jew and GenHe has undertaken a ‘great work, and
found ip confection with foo many profess- | comments upon it in a tone .that exhibits a tile, Israelite antl Christian; can thus take present indications are that he is going to pungent speech ‘and stinging epithets would
He counsel together over these high themes. win gratifying results.
ed disciples of Christ. ~ They seem to begin mixture of annoyance and ‘exultation.”
He had, indeed, make Mr. Trask smile his approbation and
well. They bad and blossom luxuriantly. | glories in uncovering what he deems a dis- 1t shows the growth of a manlier and truer the success of the Peace Jubilee to encour- nod an amen. He protests on the score of
They abound in promise.
They flash | honorable plot; he is evidently a little fret- spirit. -It is a prophecy of union rather age him. But even that was evil spoken’ decency, . economy, self-denial, Ckristign
and glow with professions.
They begin | ted to find that quite a number of his. de-’ than separation, of peace instead of war, of of, the N. Y. Tribune insisting to this day temperance, the honor of Christ, the purity
with a life thatis exuberant and efferves- | nominational brethren have had an active fellowship that opens. the way to the, truth that it was the very‘* quintessence of slam- of religion ‘and safety of the soul. He
cing. They excelin what seems rcal zeal. hand in it; though he directs his severdst in the plaee of the antagonism which brings bang.” Similar flings have been made at thinks we ought to open our editorial batLifé Teaps to the lips in emphatic testimony, censures at the editor of the. Baptist Union, in bitterness and confirms in errors. This the present undertaking, but there are no teries upov the filthy habits of these who
and jubilant song, and fervid "prayer, and whom he calls “* the agent of this last mis- fraternal word is one that should meet a signs that it has been crippled at all.
use it, and keep pouring in the hot shot till
+ pungent exhortation.
They are like trees chief.”
:
&
prompt, hearty, magnanimous and practi
The fact is, a good many people thought dull consciences awake and the miserable
in the orchard in May,sheeted and all aglow
As to the circular or ‘f Plea” itself, we eal response. Holding in common so much Mr. Gilmore beside-himself last fall, when indulgence is surrendered. We do not pubwith blossoms, They give ample promise must say that it is a remarkably modest, that is vital, an honest, génerous and manly he set out for Europe
to invite the old world lish his article, but are glad that he: abemiof fruit such as is looked for in the garden conciliatory, apologetic, moderate and al- alliance of heart and effort between the res- to a Boston choral festival. They said that nates the filthy weed on the score of taste,
of the Lord when the season of harvest has most tame document.
Its spirit is emi- olute Jew and the large-hearted Christian it would. be, too far to come; that the old- and protests against its use as an offense
come.
y
.
nently kind and brotherly; it strongly af- could hardly fail to enrich both characters, world singers had engagements enough at to purity and godliness. We shall now and
But the blossoms
fall like those: inthe or- firms ** the antecedent re
of Baptism to exalt the supernatural revelation of God, home ; that they would smile ‘at Mr. G.'s then say our earnest word against what is
Ia
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- ehard, and very little, fruit. follows. Though

the

and his ‘servants edmé’ seeking

it, year after year, they fail to find it.

The

the Lord's Supper ;” it objects to ** making
any deliverance

in

favor

either

long blank space after the

and give new power to the trith that is to proposition, and nod good-naturedly when
carry redemption to mankind.
‘he asked them to come, and that would be

of Close

Communion or'Open Communion;”

it asks

tree is there, but the blossoms have fallen permission for only an ‘* occasional particiand tlie boughs offer no wealth.
There is pation” by a Baptist in the communion
little save leaves, and these only recall the | when celebrated by another evangelical
promise and mock the hope.
It is asad church’ it ** respectfully ventures to sugpicture, and not less so because it is com- gest " something
on these points, insteadof
mon. And the basis of judgment remains bringing forward the earnest protest that
unchanged even though the verdict fail was promised ; and it presents the entire
“heavily upon the multitude.
They are case with a courteous and quiet gentleness
judged by what they yield; We know that, it would seem, could hardly help win"them by their fruits; and knowing them ning the assent of everybody save the most
/' thus, are they not sad examples of barren- rigid and intolerant of exclusives. Surely,
ness, which leave the church in its poverty it would seem as though 150 signaturesto
andthe great Husbandman in his grief?
such a document
as this should have been
4. By their fruits.” It is the only rational obtained
in six days, instead of leavinga
‘test, A practical teacher would suggest no

P
.
holiew
VEHOY

persistent

labor

But

The English Case.
!

would

accept no

TheEVR question' is not, when we were convert- ’ welcome others.
Ep
A
at

The resultof his

‘mission was unusually gratifylog, Eng-

That remarkable time when the mountains were in travail and only brought forth

.a mouse, has been called to mind again by
the great fuss in England attending the appearange
of their Case. One could sup-

Jand,

France I] Italy,

Germany,Sweden,

&o.,

have, all agreedto furnish choirs, and these
will include some of the rarest musical
talent

of the continent.

The melody of

and nothing else. But aside from its characterof ignoring all responsibility in the

premises, and affifming that England is just

right and no mistake,it is no very remarkable production.

w

ge

torial rhetoric than we have and more than a

long experience in trying'to batter down an
entrenched custom with verbal bombs from
a goose-quill would warrant. Still, let him
plead with

his neighbors

new, and the ear that misses vibratingto
chords ‘untouched. We don't know, but
we should hardly be surprised to step in.

we argue

p,~and we

WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
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A full Board of ARONA
Se
ings and ample facilities, the maintenance
of the large number of Departments which
has been for years a noticeable feature in this

1 ]

hig]

these choice
tools of

ita place-among-

productsof the pencil and the

the engraver,

Ttis a publication

for Americans to be. proud of, and

ene

which wé trust.the public is appreciating in
the true way,—that is, by sending in whole
batches of subscriptionsto the publishers.

New York: James Sutton & Co.
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CasTiNG PEARLS.

Our Missionary, corre-

spondent recently gave ®*an account of
the departure of Rev. C. IL Dall, Unitarian
missionary in Calcuttato the sect of Theists
known
as the Brahmo Somaj. His explanation has

ed this country.

It does not

very well satisfy his Unitarian supporters
here. They regard it as a doubtful wayof
trying to do good,—to convert the heathen to
Christianity by going over to them. There
is in it too much of the method of the Jesuits;who undertook the conversion of the
orientals in ways not unlike

this.

Bat the

immediate results are especially humiliating, and rhight have been looked for.

These Theists tell Mr.

Dall very plainly

that, unless he really means to give up his
Christianity, they have no welcome for him,
since it and their-religion are” not allies but

enemies, He must cease to reverence Christ,

or else be is a heretic in their eyes.’ They
want no amalgam religion,—no image that

is part iron and part clay. And so his compliment and semi-surrender,
go for nothing.
The concession
must have been painful to
him; but to be told now that, unless he
comes quite over to their philosophical

heathenism, they have nothing but distrust
of his motives and contempt
for his politic
sycophancy,—that is rather hard.

natural and not very unjust.

But it is

It proves the

statement,
—** No man can serve
ters."

two mas3

.

New HameroN. The many and warm
friends of the New Hampton Institution will
learn with gratitude of the success which is
attending the effort to add to its endowment
and facilities. It has done a noble work
for education during many years past; but
“its own ideal has been going steadily upward while the public demands have been
enlarging. It does not intend to be satisfied with a repetition of its honorable past,
but presses forward to the things which are
before and above. Its friends abroad as
well as at home love and work for it, as the

cheering statement
shows.

than now.

elsewhere

Its prospects

were

gratefully

never brighter

But there is still ample room

for effort and generosity on the part of its
special friends and the general public.
Good words are welcome, but liberal donations in money-will just now be especially

prized
and do a double service.

We hope

to see it put at once on a higher level and a

firmer basis, and furnished with ample fa-

cilities for doing the large work
to which it
is summoned by the public wants and im-

pelled by its own high and honorable ambi.

————

tion.

New Hampton Institution.
{ It may be-interesting
to the readers of the
Star to know the success of the attempt to
increase the permanent fund of the New
Hampton institutior..
tr
a

Cosidering how frequently the field had
been gleaned, and how heavily the people
had been taxed for the support of our various denominational enterprises, nothing but

the most imperative

wants,

and

the most

pressing necessities, could have induced the
Trustees to undertake to raise

tion of ten thousand dollars.

a subserip-

But the ques-

tion was presented for decision, ‘whether
the board of teachers should be diminished,
increased. The
or the funds should
authorities could not bear the thoughtof

taking a step backward, and an appeal was

forn a ‘permade to the friendsof = educatio

manent addition to the funds of the institu'
;
tion.

It was acknowledged in the beginning,

that quite a proportion of the whole amount

must be subscribedin
fore liberal donations
from persons in g¢ther
ingly, about one third

Now Hampton, becould be expected
localities.
Aoccordwas pledged by those

in. the immediate vicinity of the Institution.
Then other places

shall thus save ourselves and
some
who hear us. It is well worth the while to
try, and keep on trying.

side the Coliseum next June and see a of this thriving institution,
s evidence of
quartette of Dervishes from Tarkey, ora past,

choir ‘of Chinese Buddhists languidly beating time with their fans.
from
back .
So that Mr. Gilmore comes
Europe and goes right to work to perfect
his plans. He has already sectired the co-

while

qualitiesof the publica-.

t

were visited: and

agents received a héarty welcome

with the public,~both formsof effort

the old world will unite with that of the fortified with a good

oie 4 the agony ‘of debate and discus- ‘the harmony that will be produced, ‘will
sion, that it would be a_horned monster, doubtless go to the grave with some of its

The document is divided into ten parts..
of six months. It hardly. suggests thata
other, The greatest human preacher of the large fraction of the ministry of that body-is The first part remarks that. America "has
never presented any definite or complete
apostolic
age goes on'to define the fruits of nearly ripe for open revolution.
the
life.
They are love,. joy,
We wish the document
had been openly. statement of damages, but that the SCOPE |
pecs, Tong suffering, patience, meekness, circulated, that it had a thousand names, of our demands may be inferred from the
goodness, &e.
‘They will appear in a ‘and that its opponents were so few that Treaty of Washington and previous corsweetened temper, in an unselfish kind- they could be counted on one’s fingers. respondence. ' “Tt ‘aldo’ ‘claiths that neuness, in & helpful pity for the weak and suf- We incline to the opinion that the secret trality rules allow the sale of arms or
* fering, in costly devotion to great pringi- policy has really laid it under suspicion, re- munitions of war in the ordinary course of
ples, in service
for the needy in body and pelled many of the best minds from giving commerce, and then states that England
soul,’in generous estimates of others, in the it countenance even when their convictions must be proved to have transgressed these
beneficent purpose that constantly works to accorded with it, and imparted a tenacity ‘rules,
and to have failed of ‘using proper
life
id beautify surrounding life, and and a bitterness
to their opposition which an preedutions to prevent the escape of the reb-,
“
ta
espe
in effortsto exalt Christ before open frankness would never have called el cru
#
the power of his gos- out. Men especially hate whatever wears
Then follows a history of the rebellion, in
how, other eyes $ and bring
:
, pel to'sot
on other hearts,
the semblance of plotting, and respect the which Jobu Bull boasts of his neutrality and
. These ave the real fruits that grow on the cause whose advocates always march under, of his vigilant and scrupulous conduct in
‘preserving that neutrality.
There is a
boughs of thous eharheters which the gos- their own unfurled banner.
statement of international rights and du_ pel is allowed
to fashion.
It is a test by
d.—England’s interpretation of
We remind
our readers
that the time ties a
which:
each professed disciple may try his
own spirit,
by which he may judge of his during which the Chromo is offered asa them of course,—which that vation says it
served with unswerving fidelity. There
fellow disciples, and by which he may ex special premium approaches its end. Very
pect both they and his Master will fix upon grateful and not a little cheered over the is also a statement to the effect that the
his worth as a member of the sacred body, many responses received,"we are ready to- powers of Great Britain to prevent such deother. = A practical world

that was wt ‘all.

such a serious offense to good manners, good
taste and good morals. But we fear that our
friend has even more faith in a volley of edi-

ist. * Aid the lite

the

from the

and laymén of all’ our churches.
ministers
truelyof those whe have
This was special
been connected with the Institution as stu:
a
dents,
Persons whose eircumstances would not
aid,
warrant the bestowment of p
‘have freely given us their sympathy and
prayers. The agents have visited the Sandwich, Belknap, and New Durham Quarterly

Meetings, and have received cordial wel-

A come.
The Lowell church was visited,
Fwd ig were pledged with the assurance

at it will be increased to $500, when the

agent is able to return and complete the
work. We also visited Lewiston, Maine,
Seminary, and the full attendance during a few days since, and were very cordially
operation of ‘@’ large and substantial com- the several terms, ull go to show that ener- received by the churches, and also by the
mittee ; he has let out the contract for the gy, skill and hard work are still the features faculty of the College and Theo)
Coliseum, whichis to be the largest build- which combine to produceno equivoeal sue- School. The wants of New Hampton Inst.
ing that anybody ever saw ; and he has tak- cess. The number of pupils re
d for were presented in the three churches on the
en out: of fifteen different offices4in insur- the year is 465,0f which 818 are gentlemen, Sabbath, and then an effort was made to
ance of two hundred thousand dollars on and 147 are ladies.
raise one thousand dollars, = There were"
.
his life, to prevent amybody from being
$525 subscribed by the fuculty, $250 by the
cheated. This thrifty enterprise is already
THE ALDINE, © The March No. of this students of the College and the Theological
bearing fruit. The Boston hotels
are be- most artistic of all the periodicals is on our School, and $225 by other parties, Thus
ginning to receive orders for rooms during table, and we turn its leaves to inspect its the $1000 were subscribed
Jubilee week ; season, tickets are already exquisite illustrations and its beautiful let- effort on the part of the agent.with very little
‘
ordered by the thousand; amd Professor terpress with a surprise that is never quite
This faet is the more significant, when we
Tourjee has issued ‘Chorus Circular No, overcome
and a peculiar satisfaction that take into account that the College needs
1,” stating that some very wonderful as only choice things can yield. The hetoine immediately a large addition
to its own enwell as some very dificalt things are to be of Hood's *‘ Bridge of Sighs” looks out up- dowment in
order to meet its pressing
attempted,and calling on everybody to *‘get on us with a face that has a whole volume wants. And also it
is an evidence of the
ready for the Jubilee,”
Ar
of agony, dread and desperation in it; a lasting remembrance of our Alumni when
And a good part of the world seems to be fine domestic sceme willat once arrest they subscribe liberally
to assist New Hampresponding tothe call: Almost every vil- and surely hold the attention: the seton Tnst., even while paying their ‘own exlage has organized its Choral Union, and | ries of pictures which find - subjects
in penées in the College or. Thaological
: partures ate limited, -whieh is followed by the evenings are weekly betoming' fewer natural scenery are executed with
raro skill School. We were glad to'find so good af

»
Sn

Xara

Ww

« Nowhege has the Cuthiolic:Church increased

For several years several Christian ladies have
kept up a weekly prayer-meeting in the Broad-

soon as practicable, for the

way Tabernacle parlors, New

Freed-

men’s Missions, now needing and pleading for

one of its chief objects to pray

immediate assistance?

workers in Orissa,

J. 8. BURGESS.

+ One of the

So-

supply

“axe

time

that

Since

deficiency.

the

0. 8S. CLARK,

solicitude read the ac-

have with much

L. V. DODGE,
GEO. A. SLAYTON,

t of receipts for this object

know

Com.

ber indeed, have remembered the object.
Quarterly Meetings.
demand.
the t.
But there is not enoughto mee
question we would put to every
thew,
ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held its last session with
No
Jan.
26.
church and every Christian heart among us the Colebrook church, commenci
t.
in
cy
deficien
another
for
be
is, **Shall there
The amount contributed
this directionP* Will not churches, brethren
in
ct
subje
this
once take
ers
and sistat
8:
iro for one year
is as
as the Lord has prosWw
: Burghill, 10.25; New Lyme,
" ot
el
hand, and contribute
Pier$2.00;
$100; Hassgrove $5.00; Dorset,
pered them? We are persuaded that a
RH
reen.
Hy
time wouldbe esH
at thisng
. generous offeri
lebrook thrips. fi 4
;
:

fi

. WOODWORTH,

"treasurer,Rev. 8. Curtis, Concord, N. H.

J. J. BUTLER, Sec. Disb. Com.

GENESEE, MICH., Q. M.—Held

Revivals, &c.
As the result of a revival

FosTeR, R. I.

and others are still waiting for admission.

SACCARAPPA, ME. For four weeks past
the four churches in our two villages, and

have

prayer-meetings, one in each church per
week, with very good results, Ia each
conversions

church several

much to the interest of the meeting.
Next session with the Commerce

have occurred ;

and’ we still hope to see many more turned

strong point against

Meetings con-

of leaving this

it is very cheering

puiled our arms out of joint, to get people
out of Virginia mud. Jas. Cook is the

time

season

steeple, stained glass and organ. This was
so much an evidepee of ungenerousness on

faithful members we have,

Rev.

pastorate at Strafford, N. H., in April.

This is

a pleasant fieldof labor, the church being always
ready to do their part of the work. Bro. K. is
at Jiberty to correspond with churches that are

BARRY AND

HODGE has resigned

the pastorate

« of the Oneonta Plains church, where he has labored nearly 22 years. Also of the Otsdawa
+<hurch, This fleld is recommended to some
faithful worker. Address Robert Cook, West
Oneonta, N. Y.
4
:

REV.A. LOVEJOY is soonto close his labors
with the Free Baptist church at East Rochester,

N..Hk, and the chureh will need a pastor.

Q. H. STONE, Clerk.

.

cordial both by pastor

red

Donations.

‘REV. W. H. EDGER returns to the church and‘
*frionds of Plainfield, Wis,, thanks for a donation
of $110.00 on the evening of Feb. 1, 1872,

Tt seems that the friends at So. Kilhngly, Ct.,
J

presents.
1)

Montville @.

Meeting.

A few hours over the rail brought us to the place
of meeting, West Camden. The Q. Moeting was'|'
less fully attended than some of its sessions,
Hus its Christian life was earnest and commend
able.
:
Fn
?

The business was done in harmony

and

de-

gpatch, opening the way in a few hours for the
more important services of the occasion. The
of
and prayer-meetings had much
sermons

The minis-

‘try.dnd churches generally seem to be of one
mind and heart, in every good work, especially
in labors directly employed for the conversion of
8

to God,

el

:

v. D. Boyd of Rockland devotes

his undi-

Yided attention to the cause of temperance, sustained mostly-by the Good Templars, and is said

to be doing an excellent work in various parts of

thestate.

|

i

The church at 80. Montville sustains well its
reputation for benevolence, spiritual life and
[3
mcy, #0 largely augmented in the great

revival of last year, when scores were converted,

mton,

Bi

This

the

Q. M, asks

WHITESTOWN

Q.

M.—Held

with the church at ‘Washi

sentation was vory good, and
meeting.

rofitable.

The

m

Mills.

Chenango

Q. M.

. united with the Whitestown

session,

Next session with the church

Q.

at this

at

Sher-

J. M. Lang-

burne, March 12, at 7-o’clock, P. M.

worthy will preach the opening sermon.

i

among

* Bishop Littlejohn of

congregations

their

under its charge to disband
adopt congregational singing.

choirs and

Island stated in

Long

Episcopal convention some days
\
°

Sunday
-

No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y.

Notices and Appointments.
the

and ail
University,
students of Hamilton
but five are now professing Christians.
The Presbytery of California recently passed

the

.

at Dover prices,
Mich.

since, that one

FREE RETURN TICKETS will be furnished to all who
Juas over the Maine Uentral R. R. and’ its connec.
Q. M., to be holden with
ions to attend the Bowdoin

the churoh in Topsham, March
;

bis

5—7.

sixteen

.

page

s5wd

for the CONTRIBUTOR,

JAMES

only

paper;

price

$1.00a

, given

year,

every

H. EARLE, Publiney

0STON, MASS.

CARPETS AT LOW PRICES giving, Three-plys,
in retail departFloor Oil-cloths, all our cut
the
ment, for sale at less than usual prices to close
same, at our new warehouse, 76 to 82 Friend 4w6 t,
CO.
CARPET
Boston. NEW ENGLAND

C.F, PENNEY.

INSTALLATION services are expeoted with phe
church in‘ North Lebanon, Me., on Thursday P. M.
and evening, March 7. Examination at 2 o’c! ock,P.
M. Sermon at 7 o’clock, P.M., by Rev. B. A. Btockman. Ministerssof York Co, Q. M. will please take
E.TUTILE.
\
notice.
a le

Special

Why hawk, spit, blow and cough
up vile phlegm sud annoy all around with
your Catarrhad is offensive odor
when Child's

Catarrh Specific

advertised in another column,

will sp:

ly distroy

all OlOX and arrest the discharge .

150

Aunt Mattie,

150

150

Sabrina Hackett,

150
150

Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,
d
.
Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel

15

JT5
95
oo

—r

Jamie and Jeadnie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright
Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

or ac-

5

*

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

.
Day

5
a5

Series.
-125
125

125

Pompeii and Herculaneum,

1.25

Archibald Hamilton,

Starlight Series.
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous,

Py
J5
150

Anecdotes of Animals,

Bloomfield,

150

;

100
17

Glencoe Parsonage.
Far Ghost, il

Hi
rawberry
4
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
. Willie Maitland,
Who

.
Agents.

150 125
100
455

™

is my Neighbor ? -

495

90
55
125
590

bi

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way, *
Rescued from Egypt,

4,90

$

Claudia,

/

|
J5
a5

RES,

:
Series.

Rainy Day at Home,
Mrs. Child’s

100
Child Life,
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage

Jublis*ers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school

:

L: B. BURLINGAME, Dover, N.H.

THE MYRTLE.

wick
$250 per month, every8 $75 to “dhe,
uce the GENUINE

This semi-monthly,
ished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very superior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to thatof any other paperof -its-elass.
All communications intended for publication should be addressed to * THE MYRTLE,"

el male and female, to introd
< IMPROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACHINE. This machine will stitch,hem,
fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind; braid and embroider
in a most superior manner, Exice only $15. Ful-

ly licensed and warranted for five years. We
1
I]
will pay 1,000 for any machine that will sew a
wn2
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
+

;

”
than ours. It makes the “Elastic Lock Stitch.
still the
Every second stitch can be cut, aad
it.
tearing
t
withou
apart
pulled
be
not
can
loth
@3
to $250 per month and
Bowe pay Agents ffom $75
expenses, OT & commission from which twice
Addregs SECOMB & CO.,
that amount can be made. Pa. Chicago, 1i., St LouBoston, Mass.; Pittsburg,
13w9
is, Mo.
p=

All orders and

suffér
preAbout the first 6f November, 1851, Dr. Abbott
me
desired
sented me a box of JAPANESE SALVEof. and
benefitbeing
to use it. I did so with little hope

HT os
ced

usin,

8

ointment,

e

rhe, a
my

Contocook, N. H., April, 1862,
We are personally acquainted

Morrill, A

have

as

nec

JONATHAN

pened witnessed

with
the

:

.

MORRILL.

rs _to be entirely
his humor, which now ap DSEPH
BARNARD,

cents

a year.

PostacE.—The postage! on a single copy. .

a year; and no more on. 10 copies or any
| number between one and 10, when sent to
ne

address,

than

on

a single

one.

The

postage is payable at the office of delivery.

effect.of

cured.

The volume begins with the first number in

J.,
ERASTUS E. CURRIER,
EPHRAIM FISK.

BY

copy, 30

Do-

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

:

April. . Orders are solicited.

No percentage is allowed on money sent

Sftce the
It is now ade more than eight years
cured.
umor
n;
8
b
L.

9158 9a

L. R. BURLINGAME,
wie

TerMS,—Single

Mr. Jonathan
sad

remittances for the’ paper

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
cents each,—payable in all cases in advance.

neck
d not

was a running sore, and so irritable that it.
ing to come in contact with
a

en

should be sent to
ver, N. H.

tried

;

:

Dover, N. H.

A PERMANENT CURE. with
This is to ceftify that I have been aflicted

Scrofulous humor for many years and have
many remedies with little or no benefit.
entird
*“ During last spring and summer my

prices.

in Libraries.at wholesale

us for the Myrile.

NSONATHAN MORRIL

Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

Contocook, N. H., June 2, 1870.

box of this salve by mail send 35 cents
a ain
To obt
box 1244.

cation.

MUSIC BOOKS
TWELVE
WHICH CONSTITUTE A

Single andby the dozen;

to E W. ABBOTT, Concord, N. H., P.O.

Notice.

May Bell

a
‘

Engraving,

& HATCH,
Financiil

150

aster and Pupil,

GREAT CHICAGO
IN THE
sumed its publication, and are
THAN EVER. Send 15 cents for Specimen copy.
Adams, Blackmer and Lyop Pub. Co., Chicago,
o&129

FINE CARPETS CHEAP.—600 rolls Tapestry, Brussels, cut stock in our retail department, closing out
at much under price. Our customers will be furnished quantities to suit for single rooms or entire
dwellings, at our new warehouse, 76 to 82 Eriend
girect, second building from Hanover street, Boston.
NEW
ENGLAND CARPET Co.

H———

General.

recommending

8ws

Dealers and Brokérs in Municipal Bonds,

~ RELIGIOUS. MISCELLANY.

resolutions

subscriber.

~ W.N.COLER & CO.

18w47

progress

anew

and a fine Steel

MUNICIPAL BoNDS—TEN TO TWELVE PER CENT.
INTEREST.—We offer for sale the Bonds of Counties,
Townships, Cities and School Districts at prices that
will yield interest at the rate of ten to twelve per
cent. per anniim. Send for a descriptive price list,
Other securities taken in exchange at their highest
market values.
Persons having bonds for sale are requested to
y
communicate with us.

P. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

A powerful revival is in

Books,

including

of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale,

Repre-

Union

SENT. WANTED

Catalogué of New Sunday School Books: uct pubKsta
lished hy the Freewill Baptist Printing
These Books are now ready for sale and dement.
:
livery.
Prize Series.
$150
!
Andy Luttrell,
150
>
Shining Hours,

on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones; can send us their
FIRE, we have re- | orders which will be immediately filled with our own
MAKING IT BETTER
pnblications,or will be filled with the books of other

_&

A

Superintendeutsof S. 8.

" Entirely Burned Out

'

3m2

"For sale by all Dealers. .

FISK

CHURCHES

OF

PASTORS

TO

Though the NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER

A protruding toe is not a very pretty sight and i3
never seén where children wear SILVER TIPPED
Shoes. They-will save half your Shoe bills.

LADIES.

School Books, may be obtained

session

gdod and

we had a

was

’

8weow4d

90
PHYSICIAN,”
sends- his “FAMILY
pages, free by mail; to any one. This book is to
any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
make
for Thirty Diseases, whith each person can prepare.
Send yoifr divection td Dr. 8. 8. FITCH & SON,
1y18
714 Broadway, New yok.

MISS SARAH LyncH earned with a Wheeler &
Wilson Machine, in 1870, $781.63, stitching neck-ties.
Baptist

per annum.

The only reliable covering for the | {+

WIRE.

where, is $2.50.

on which we allow interest at the rate of four per cents

& Center Harbor,

for Wolfboro’

Testament,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students. The regular price of ‘the work, here and else-

received,

others

and

Accounts of banks, bankers

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

preserving the teeth to the oldest age.

Clerk.

its last

SCREW

ily eradicate the cause of a foul breath, beautifying,

Freewill

M.veveness 240 P.Mecosveens 545 P.M.

case is’ foot yet found. Try them.
All have the Patent Stamp.

are easily attained, and those who fail to avail themselves of the means, should not complain when accused of gross neglect. The SOZODONT will speed-

co-operation

W. MAYHEW,

740. ous.

To have a Good Shoe made upon the right
principle,buy those made with the PATENT CABLE

ey

FOR THE

...,

have-

A Fragrant Breath and Pearly Teeth.

a

5 45

PM. P.M.

10.10 A Moevaannen 2.40. P.M...ooas 5.45 P.M.
# Or on their arrival from the East.
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS,—In diseases of the kidneys
the VEGETINE gives immediate relief. It has never
failed to cure when it is taken regularly, and directions followed. In many cases it may take several
bottles, especially cases of long standing. It acts
directly upon the secretions, cleansing and strengthening, removing all vbstructions and impurities. A
great many can testify to cases of long standing hav.
ing been perfectly cured by the VEGETINE, even after trying many of the known remedies which are
said to be expressly for this disease.

:

of correspondence and investigation.
the Tuscarora church, comNext session with
mencing the last day of May at 2 o'clock, P. M.

G.

the

and

pulpit;”

....

or Banker;

any National Bank

NEw

OF THE

crisH CONCORDANCE

companied with Drafts or Checks; may be forwarded
to us by mail. Bonds or money may be forwarded by
expense,
any responsible Express Company at
exchange,
and the Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds,
will be sent by return Express, charges paid.
We buy and sell Government and CENTRAL PaAcIFic BonDS, and receive them in. exchange for
.
CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDS.

.... 5.05 5.45%

.... 2.40.

Trains leave Dover

paid, the « CrITiCAL GREEK AND Ex-

471.56

mieiieeneens

“4

XX

©

through

sent

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,
10,10 A

45 DON’T HAWK, HAWK, SPIT, SPIT, BLOW,
BLOW, and disgust everybody with your Catarrh
and its offensive odor, when Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy will speedily destroy all odor, arrest the dis‘
charge, and cure you.

of the adjacent Q. M’s, also the did of the Central Association in the enterprise. The Rev. H.
8. Ball, of Analachin, ig. appointed a gommittee

;

contest

A number of these

W

mainly to

jon cause,

in the

¢ gown”

in advance, $7.50, we will send, post

ievenee 943.12
Hates
¥'
SEGO0,
Orders for Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds, may be

DOVER & WINNEPISSEOGEE RB. R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

Presbyterian says: * It is not stated whether in
this case he pursued the policy of never asking

Fre Baptist church in the city of

establish a

§

likely to go the courts,
‘George Muller, of Bristol, England, has tegently celebrated his second marriage. The

OWEGO, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last session
Warren church. All the churches were
with the
one. Quite an interest
represented exce
was mani

The M. C., Knox and Lincoln Railways closely
connéet not only Lewiston and Rockland, but
the interior of Maine, to its long and valuable
sea-board, opening up its coast. of fisheries, enterprise and wealth, to equal resources of lumber, produce, and stock, in all the back country.

"#" Christ and the Holy Spirit in them.

Jegal vestment for the

Ministering brethren from other Q. M’s added
mach to the interest of the occasion, and many
were fad again to listen to our veteran Bro.,
°
Rev. J. Stevens.
Next session with Portland church.
‘W. F. EATON, Clerk.

remembered their pastor last Christmas evening
by a friendly visit and sixty dollars’ worth of

11.20* ....

10.10 10.35

subscribers, with a year’s subscription

The Chesapeake and Ohio Bonds are issued
either coupon or registered—the denominations are
y
’
as follows :
......cccecenenn $94.13
$100, which cost to-day

$500,

Trains leave Dover for Portland
AM, AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

signed a declaration that they will not regard the
request of the Archbishop until some competent
tribunal shall decide that it is the ‘*¢ right dnd

to be present.

to feel that it was

the present

from the Evangelicals.

ap-

all

5.50% 8.00

#~ To any person sending us three new

The reason why CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO BONDS
are selling s0.low, comparatively, while equally safe,
18 because the Company are selling Bonds to complete the road. They will all be sold in a short time,
and in a few months the road will ‘be finished, when
we have no doubt the same result will follow as with
FIvE-TWENTY and CENTRAL PACIFIC Bonds. The
Sinking Fund of the Chesapeake aid Ohie must go
into effect within one year after the completion of the
.
road.

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
:

the white gown or surplice meets with little favor

CUMBERLAND Q. M.—Held its Jan. session
with the South Gorham church. A large number was present, and a very profitable season enThis church is by no means strong other
joyed.
‘than in faith, Puig, wahy; and love, yet under
. Be: an is doing battle naply for
the lead of Rev.
Christ. The welcome to our gathering was most
and. people, and

4o

for what he wants.”

March 23, at 2, P. M.

mencing Friday,

———

oe

#6

A Fine Premium.

President.

crease the amount,

MAINE RAIL ROAD.
June 5, 1871.
ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

not
the

Our Books are sold at our Chicago House at New
York prices, and by the trade generally.

ing amount is being rapidly decreased by purchases
by the Government from their surplus revenues.
Thereason why we think CENTRAL PACIFIC BONDS
will in time advance to the price of Five-Twenties, is
because no more can be issued; while the operation
of their Sinking Fund will soon commence to de-

AND

BOSTON

ce.

Referring

plan and
lutions were adopted approving the
urging it upon the attention of the churches.
ext session with the church in Watson, com-

st

;

BIGLOW & MAIN,

is because no more can be issued, and the outstand-

Special Notices.

among churchmen in England, the Independent
‘states that the black gown has been worn by
preachers for the past two hundred years, and
the recent suggestion of the Archbishop of Canterbury, looking toward the substitution for it of

Conreso-

the conference the action of the General
ference in regardto Foreign Missions, and

A

————

A

a

See Star, Feb. 14,72
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Africa,

‘ Anti-Conversion

an

ham have organized
cloty2—

was

There

C. 0. LIBBY, Teas.
Oe

——.

Remarkable Cure.

of Birming-

awaken opposition, since the Jews

weather being
rather a small attendance, the
very unfavorable, but still we enjoyed a very
1 meeting. « Elder Wm. S. Warren presented

in need of pastoral aid.
Rev.E, C.

Q.

ALLEGAN

with the church ih Leighton.

session

;
[I

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M,
vers 10.10 10.85 .... 2.40, .... 5.45 .... 740 ....

its last

M.—Held

45,

The English society for the Conversion of the
Jews is at least possessed of enough strength to

wishes,and ip to God our hearty prayers that
his futur may be as prosperous and happy 2s his

years’

25,00

20,00

eres

past has been deserving.
P. L. WILEY, Chairman of Com.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

T. KeNisTON will close a three

Tract.

the carpenter work themselves.

yond our limits we will send after hom our best

Ministers and Churches.

and

Rev E B Fernald, Newark, N J,

have recently built a school-house with their
own hands, laying over 20,000 brick, and doing

rule events that his stay with us may yet be long
:
and felicitous.
6. That should he choose a field of labor be-

!
A. S. DupLEY.

Umzambi, South

Two missionaries in

over-

so

Bible

Rev V Eiliott. Bloomfleld, N J,

part of the people as of sheer exhaustion.

this conference, but
may

7

Treas.

Dover, N. H.

and

curing the last $5000 which provided towers

>

_will hope that Divine Providence

wonder of ‘our Mission, being a strict Cathelic forty years, and now ofié of the most

a

such

tiful church was a far harder undertaking than se-

Q. M. at the close of his present

probabilities of his leaving

it becomes

C. 0. LIBBY,

ister’s salary of $800. The attempt to raise $200
for the pastor whose diligence secured the beau-

dom and the spirit of REpTESsiD.
8. That he has proved himself to be a friend to
and equally the friend of all the
the ministry,
;
°
churches iv this conference.
4. That his influence has ever been calculated
to inspire with us a high standard of education,
brotherly love and moral excelbenevolence,
lence.
the
6. That we contemplate with sadness,

to us who have almost

expensive

dren must go unschooled. There is a cruel inconsistency between a $55,000 church and a min-

»

last Sabbath, and it was a day of victory in
' Zion. Numbers of white-people of influfor the first
ence came into our meeting
time. We are taking higher ground, and

a

toi’s family are on the verge of starvation, that
clothingis as scarceas food, and that the chil-

Resolved, 1. That we recognize the good
Lp rovidence of Godin Bro. Tasker’s six years loin this Q. Meeti
MarTINSBURG, W. Va. ‘We had baptism, cation
2. That we have found in him an ecclesiastichurch
our
at
on
ordinati
and
‘ communion,
cal adviser in whose counsels have blended wismm—

100

Address

425 Broome St., New York, or 726 Wabash Ave,, Chicago

New York City, in U. 8. gold coin, and are equally
safe for investment.
The reason why FIVE-TWENTY BONDS are 80 high

14.40

L Ensign,
Acton, Me,
per D Waterman,
1st Newfield, Me, per P Chesley,
W Cook, Steuben, O,
Otisfield @ M, Me. per E D Marshall,

couragement. He argues that there is little
pleasure in the sight of a noble church edifice
when oné knows that at the same time the pas-

1§~ manifest

pastorate, therefore,

Mission,

Rd
y
terville, Me,
ass, per L G Howe,
Towell,
M, Me, per I A Philbrick,
Parson:
1st Lawrence,
, per L Bristol,
Rev V Eliott,
Bloomfield, N J,
ey, Martinsburg, W Va,
Miss A 8

burden that the excitement attending its erection
-is followed by a reaction of depression and dis-

pe
ie
As Rev. L. B. Tasker has signified his purpose

well represented in
R. E. ANDERSON.

makes

an

the building

church when the debt upon

the Sabbath-school
in several churches, and
cause is growing in interest and favor in our Q.
M.,
Lisbon Q.
-Durgin, of
J. M.
M. Rev.
was present, and added much to the interest by
his earnest labors, We trust the session will re;
sult in good to all our churches,
The following resolutions were passed by the
, M., With the request that they appear in the

themselves for prayers, the
gave evidence of a change of
now in sympathy with the
work. The students in-the
were

but a

Some revival interest

was enjoyed.

tinued five weeks, and about sixty-five per-

here

A writer in the New York Advocate

session

portion ‘of the

A

the weather was very cold;

observed by us in a very pleasant union of

Seminary
this work.

Q. M.—Held

WHEELOCK

the Albany church.
with

CarstEr, O. The Week of Prayer was

sons presented
“most 6f whom
heart and are
Master and his

colored people.

church,

its January

H Whitcher, Saccarappa, Me.

hia,

.

sa-Eitherof our publications sent, post paid, on
receipt of retail price,

Bonds of 1867 are selling at .....115

Five-Twenty

EXPRESS,

Foreign

the

Tunes. “CHRISTIAN, SONGS” is composed of POPULAR SONGS FROM ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS,
with
choice new material ; contains 224 pages, compiled by
us, under advisement with prominent Sunday School
workers.
:

Central Pacific Bonds are selling at......... +103
Chesapeake & Ohio Bonds are selling at......04
These bonds all pay both principal and interestin

.

Rev C C Fosté¥, E Randolph, Vt.

.

en on the change in public sentiment toward

opening on Friday, Apr. 12, 1872, at 2, P. M,
GEORGE CLARK, Clerk.

from the ways of sin. We now have twelve
candidates for baptism.
H. WHITCHER.

all Evangelical Christians.

term

OAKLAND Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Green Oak church. Had a pleasant time
with good interest. Prof. Fowler was present
presence contributed
Hillsdale, whose
from

been holding union

.

Wis,

.

ry

SONGS,”

We recommend “CHRISTIAN SONGS” to Schools
in want of a large and varied collection of Hymus and

Desirable six per cent. Gold Bonds,
the facts that

CHRISTIAN

We are assured that “ SONGS OF SALVATION ”
gives entire satisfaction wherever used, and the very
large demand for it still continues.
'

The. scarcity of, and demand for, really

New Haven, and, in response to an invitation to
A friend. Vinalhaven, Me per W H Littlefield,
James Peck, Wheatland. il,
address the audience, reminded them of the time
Jos Rackley, Dover, IH
in 1860, when, after lectuting at that place, he. | 2d Leb anon. . Me. Me, per E Tu e, .
Paw Paw, Mich, per W Clark.
was obliged to call upon the police to protect
Me,
———, Bath,
Emporium, Pa, per W
him. In conclusion he congratulated New Hav- Estate of Rev WmEnsign,

together in a
effort, alternately
believe good has already
each house, and we
been done.
4
Next session with the Davison church, commencing the third Friday in April next.
:
ELISHA
KINSMAN, Clerk.

the F. B. church by baptism, four by letter,

their pastors,

its Jan.

Wi

NOVEMBER 18, 1871.
!

C. P. HUNTINGTON,

y, Buckinham, Iowa. (2)

*

COMPANY.

In complianee with the foregoing instructions, the
price of the Bonds, from this date until further orders,
will be ®4 and accrued interest.

Box

I

R. R.

|

&

50 Cents retail ; $40 per 100.
The above are the newest and best, and have been
published but a few months.
J io
Everybody says “PURE GOLD” is
work, and the public have endorsed that er
by
purchasing over
300,000 Copies in Nine Months !

for solid and permanent investments, is evinced by

Stevens

WH

OHIO

.
Messrs. F18K & HATCH,

onroe, Me.
Sam’ b

85 Cents retail ; $30 per 100."
&

ro

AND

School Song Books—

85 Cénts retail; $30 per 100,

54 William Street, New York,

\

Martinsburg, W. Va.

Henry, Ward Beecher occupied a private box
at the recent concert of the Fisk jubilee singers at

Clerk.

the different denominations, and especially the
F. Baptists and E. Methodists, who were. en-

received into

in this place, eight have been

$25,

Forwarded,
BY MAIL.

CHESAPEAKE

\ 4

“SONGS OF SALVATION,”

Bankers and Binangiay Agents C. & O. R. R. Co,:
GENTLEMEN ;
The Western Division of the Chesapeake and Ohio
Railroad, comprising the 95 miles between Huntington, on the Ohio River, and the mouth of New River
(above the Falls of Kanawha), is now substantially
completed, and will, in a few
days, be ready to do
the immense coal and other business that is awaiting
its completion, The Eastern Division, comprising
227 miles,
between White Sulphur Springs and Richmond, is now in complete order and successful operation. The grading and masonry on eleven of the 102
miles, between the mouth of New River and White
Sulphur Springs, is complete, and the work on the
advanced that track-lay91 miles is so far
remaining
commenced on this portion of the road
ng will
interruption until
May next, and continue without
in
the
whole line is completed.
, you are hereby directed to
* In view of these
make no further sales of the Bonds of said Com
at a less price than 94 and accrued interest, at which
price you will continue to sell until farther orders.
Very respectfully yours,

D R Weaver, 8 Killingly, Conn.
En Ra DeLessus, Vo.
Rev C ( Foster, E Randolph. Vt.
“ J 8 Dinsmore, Burns, Ill. (2)
i"
* Pol oma, 1 Il .
“ B A Gurney, Kewanee, Ill.
« 7 D Clements,
Richmond Cor, Me.
“ JW Carr, M
e.

|

The pecuniary results of the North End Mission Fair are of the most gratifying character.
The total receipts, exclusive of the sale of season tickets and the receipts at the main entranee,
are $32,000, and the managers are confident that
the net proceeds will be at the least figure,

with the churchof Goodrich. Only about twothirds of the churches were represented on that
occasion and about the same proportion of ministers, yet a very
season was enjoyed.
Good feeling and union seemed to exist between

(3

Books

will continue to preach.

Bois le Buh a

Remitto the

Lesters Received.

Langly A _Libby~dJ
n
“UF Penney—R.J
Prescott—A Plerce—C Putnam—M A
Quimby—Ann C
Robinson—E Staples—E
C 0 Stevens -CB_Smi
Mrs F
her—-M
Weaver -J Webber—A
C
Thomas— Ww
Washburn—Mary W Willey—8 C Weatherby—A N Wat-~
son—Mary Young. °

re-

library,

public

¢

B W Atchison—C W Atwood - J M Allen—P Aller—Mrs
§ A Bulsom—K D Bisbee—W I, Buiger-M R Benchley—
J Brown—A Baker—J H Brown—)
Balley:
Bowden
ates—) M Bullou—Hannah Bailey~8 E Cobb
)
Dunton—F R

ceive a reprimand before his congregation, after
he will be forgiven. He
h
being penitent
whic

arson provalled. Collection fo

‘pecially grateful and useful.

|

The Rev. Stephen Morgan of Cincinnati has
been sentenced by a religious council to replace
the books he stole from the

Me.

Epsom,N. H,
Tasker, Cen. Sandwich,N. H.

JCcaa——————————————————
—

be inaugurated by the Baptists of the North-West
for the purpose of reviving zeal in the Missionary cause. The first one was held at Delavan,
Wis., on the 21st apd 22d of this month. Such
meetings were very effective in the early days of
our missionary operations.

Some churchts—a good num-

in the Star.

“dh Raker
* L. B.

0)

hope that the churches would hereafter

Poss Office Addresses,

' Rev, D. Waterman, Phillips,

to

are

Mass-Meetirgs

OFFICE

[Y

“PURE GOLD,”

AND OHIO R. R. COM-

President of the Company :

AA
10r.
A
' (Successors to Wm. By BRADBURY,)

Call attention to ther Sunday

vance the price for future sales of the Bonds, as explained in the following letter of Mr. HUNTINGTON,

5 Su®

expressing

from

refrain

mot

could

the

A series of Missionary

0.D, PATow, Clerk.

88

rity of reducing our
necess
de
were unthe
In doing so, we
n.
riatio
‘Tast approp

Ill, com-

S ES

On

increaseof pumbers;

. Gy

this account we

ie
in

The Rev. Peter Cartwright, the noted Methodist divine, was stricken with paralysis recently,
at his home, in Pleasant Mills,8anganion county,
Illinois, and is speechless, He is eighty-seven
years of age, and has been sixty-eight years in
the ministry.

Alumni, and the world a devoted and self-sacriChristian worker.
8. Thatwe extend to the bereaved relatives
our heart-felt sympathy.
4, That, as an expression of our sorrow, our
Jjal bt duped in mourning for the period of
ye,
5. That these resolutions: be spread upon the
soeiety records, and also copies furnished the
family of the deceased, the several papers of this
Baptist
and the
city, the Morning Star
Union.

But the means of aiding ‘these brethren
are not increasing proportionately to this

AER

studying

is now ordered to join the embassy to this country as interpreter.
.

promisi

of its most

member, the College one

]

Japanese \ now

ge ih

Co.,

‘|

PANY, and thd energetic prosecution of. the work of
extension and preparation of the Road for an extensive mineral, agricultural, and through trafiic, have
placed the financial affairs and resources of the Come
pany upon such a basis, that we are directed to ad-

UNION, P: Q ., Q. M. will hold itd next session with

for the mission.

!

young

THE CHESAPEAKE

the church in Bulwer, Eaton Co., Saturday and Sunday, March 9, 10.
D\NIEL JOsES, Clerk.

for

summoned home to give an account of himself,

er, as ong c¢onspicuous for social accom lish
ments, energy, moral purity, and religious
weal,
i
.
"9. That in him our society has lost a faithful

answer, and’

an

having

|

this country awaits the arrival of the embassy
on their way from California, to obtain permission to profess the Christian religion. The one
who professed religion some time since, and was

ciety of Hillsdale College on the death of Andrew

pray the Lord of the harvest to send forth

York,

New YORK, Nov. 20,
1871.
The successful and rapid 'vegotiution of nearly
three-fourths of thé FIFTEEN MILLION LOAN OF

SBS

and

Home

church in Prairie ites McDonough
mencing Frida

Catholic training of 18,000 boys and 34,000 girls.”

?

S$

No. 5 Nassau Street,

fLsixore . M, 'wi#t hold its next session with the

1800 clergymen; 160 schools’ established for the

.N. Buck :—
“The number of young men feeling the
Whereas, our beloved brother, Andrew N.
God summoning them to the gospel Buck, has recently been summoned from earthly
of l
cal
nes therefore,
ministry, and applying to us for aid in pros- SO Resolve
d, 1, That we, as Amphictyons, shall
y
steadil
is
,
studies
brothatory
ecuting their prepar
ever cherish the memory of our de

If we

of

| churches and chapels were built; an increase

Will not other Q. M’s follow the good example
here set them,and take collections without fail,as

RESOLUTIONS adopted by the Amphictyon

Aid for Beneficiaries.

thousard

Two

T

3

VAN BUREY, M10H,, will hold its next session with
the church at Paw Pavtcommonoing with an opening discourse on Fifay evening,
March 15.
Business conference on Saturday morning .
.
.
0. 8 P. SHELDON, Clerk. .

50 prosperously within the last fifty’ years as in

the United States of America.

Clerk.

"land Dealers in Goy

says:

World

[Music
Sunday Sch AR BOOKS.

_ FISK & HATCH,

)

EJ

Com.

|

of the Catholic
A recent number

Hancock

®., SM. will hold its March term with
st church at West New Portland, comCHINS, Clerk pro tem.

;

J

:

accomplished for Christ,

laborers we should expect
act upon that expectation:

NE

ner-table.

, Me, Q.

h the 2d

opob
Js b

labors.

able to announce, at the next anniversary,
that the whole amount has been subscribed.
The Spring term opens very well,—about

In thiswe all rejoice,

0

Freewill Baptist chapel, March 16-17.
sober
lek ted
OW, XOUNG.

8

$2500

want-of 80 small a sum,

sing.

CTI ER

Qn. ELL

its next

ES

Mariner, of Providence, formerly the pastor of
this church, and where God greatly blessed his

a large increase of funds during the present year,
with a wider field of operations, and much more

3

Conte

0

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
also Postage

on the same

Price. Pos

COMPLETE MUSICAL LIRBART !

and Pieces for Piano
1200 or more So!
orth from $300 to $400.
:
or Reed O:
Sold in Book form for $30.00.
and Instrumental.
A good assortment ot Freewill Baptist Books, . The Musical Treasure, Vocal
The most recent work. Very popular,
including Sunday School Books, can be obtained
Vocal.
The Silver Chord.
at the.same prices as at the office of publication,
number of the best Songs.
L
Vocal.
callby
Ohio,
Cleveland,
in
Gems of German Song.
Depository
our
from
The very best Songs of Deutschland.
ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783
Vocal:
Song.
Sacred
Gems of
|
.
Woodland Avenue, as above.
A choice collection.
Vocal.
Gems of Scottish Song.
best.
The
number.
large
a
from
Selected
Best and Oldest Family Medicine —SAN:
Vocal.
Wreath of Gems.
Silver Chord.
FORD'S
IgVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable
than
Popules Songs. More recent
[Operas.
Vocal.
Cathartid and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Operatic Pearls.
Comprises most of the favorites of Standard,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
Shower of Pearls.
ocal.
y+
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
the best Duets.
Completely filled withInstrumental.
your Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
"
Pianist’s Album.
1lyeowsd
i
18 the same as Home Circle. Vol.3.
Smé

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single, 1.00
"dozen, 9.60
do
do
do Emboss’d Morocco,single, 1.10
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do.
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do

o

dozen,
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. do
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do PaperCov.
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0
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eBook ofof
heok
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single, 1.20
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dozen, 2.40
single,
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dozen, 1.44
single,1.00
ozen,
9.60
.30
single,
dozen, 2.88
single, 25

ae

Total.
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2
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Thought,
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0
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28
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2.4
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single, 2.00
doVol. 1 TheGospels,
i
Home Circle. Vols. 1and 11. Instrumental.
Romans,
Acts,
The
2
Vol.
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do
do
books
do
fine
do
These
do
Corinthix
Brad.
Mr.
Quint,
I.
SERIES,
D,
Rev.
by
CIRCLE
2,
Dec
the HOME
In Ossipee,
which is often called
Lessons for every Sun of in
and size
2
Haunah M. Whitehouse, both of -all of the books being
Od
of uniform binding
bury Kove and Miss
20
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
Mr. Dana Wilkinson, of New Durham,
difficult or the most. semost
the
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with
44
not
filled,
dozen, 2.00
and
do
0
do
:
.
is
10
genial
which
Beacham, m, of OU. .
2
that
08
and Miss Em
musio.
single,
olaas
t,
Feb, 11, by Rev. R. BE. Anderson,
ment of Communionis
07
.77
dozen,
br hi popular, and fied for the entertain
A
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’
Ginna
3°
Reno, Pa., and Miss Louisa
A. McKay,
.
M
a
BT
‘‘cirele”
7
J8
.76
single,
the happy
an.
in Choralist,
ii. Anderson, daughter of the'oficlating ©!
"do
dozen, 720
1.4
8.64
Prios of By book, $9.3@ in Boards; $3.00 the
:
ith Yaurs
In Ohester, Jan. 80, Mr. 8. L. Reed an
Sent.'post-paid, for
Cloth, and full Gilt, 4.0
Minutes of General Con.
o
5
95
20
Scott, bothof C..
sthgle, 15
ence,
In Plainfield, Wis. at the residenceof E. M. Pick- above prices. 0. DITSON & CO., Boston.
4 9 There is no discount va the Minutes by the
KX.
eren, Jan. 25, by Rev. W. H. Edger, Mr. Bishop
tf8
ozen,
P
C. HM. DITSON &/CO., New York.
+
Ostrander and Wiss Segrenie Lord, of P.

MARRIED.

Pe

.
Bok) 8! gle, bot
ry otdest { Ques. . Book)
st oryofJesus,
1.44

RM

missions,

A good collection of $32.00 wus taken Sabbath
morning for Home Migsions, in which most
seemed to take a lively interest, hoping to see

A

oney

Spr

4

more to be subscribed in order to complete

two hundred students.

o

is a collection taken for the benefit. of
There
fund, in oné of the ihoardin
{n their respeetive fields of Christian labor.
‘| the Orissa mission
i g
hi
| We-nlso-had the pleasure of meeting Bro. J |
’

The subscription has now Yeueled bout

$7500, and there remain - only about

pore

last year than all the churches combined paid for

a

‘oilities for obtaining an‘ education at Lew- esteened pastor, Rev. E. - Knowlton.
iston, and we hope that there may soon be Littlefield, Varney, Couliard, Patterson, and
4 permanent increase of men and money in: others of this Q. M. are earnest and successful

DRC
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-

baptized, and added to she ctiufol, by Ti High
Revs.

order to meet the wants of the future.
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TYSIS
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better now.

Of course, I know

I think it's a great deal more

not,” she thought, but she did not utter the
words aloud.
7
iy

“ I'shall be gladif she does, Rosie,” she
| beautifui to be a Sister of Charity, and
nurse the sick, and teach little motherless | said; “and I hope both you and Agnes
ily t become true * Sisters of Chari|-ehitdrén; md=0—Roste? come here and
'

v

| I'll show you just how the Sisters look in
their dresses. Here are ever so many black
shawls and dresses of mamma's, and we'll
take white handkerchiefs for linen bands.
There! That's the very idea I”

—

“ How many watchers in life there be
For the ship that never comes over the sea.”

" But mine came in with the autumn wind,
Bearing the treasure Pd sought to find—
Sought from the early spring till now,
‘With weary feet and aching brow—

Agnes went very earnestly to york,

Sought with anxious toil and pain,
Looking eagerly over the main
To catch a glimpse of the snowy sail,

*|
«|

Borne by Fortune’s fuv’ring gale.

Bravely my lo¥ed ones wrought at my side ;
No ship for us came over the tide.
And some went down in the dashing wave,
And some were left the storm to brave.
Badly we toiled and struggled awhile,

|
|

-

{
|

Waiting for Fortune’s fickle smile ;
Till summer was past; and the autumn gale
‘Beganto fill the wishid-for sail.
Our ship was coming then, we knew,

hgeidyer: Bo

As we saw it plow the waters. blue;
"Tis antumn’s breeze the sail that fills,
And ber glory lies on the western hills. #
But with sounds of welcome gladness
Mingles an undertone of sadness:

=
—
Saragein
iS

Had it only come in the early time
When the hopes of youth were in their prime,

Sah

‘When the loved and lost were with us yet!
—Mar not the Present with vain regret;
Let the Past keep its sorrow, its pain and tears,
There’s a promise of peace for the coming years,
‘And our hearts kept time with the ocean’s swell,

‘Which seemed to murmur, “ Itis well!”
Mary Townsend Derby.

r—

4

Evening Brings Us Home.
—

PS

T’'m dreaming alone on an islet
[n anew and murm’ring sea,

* “And the song of its rippling waters
78 memory Sweet to me.
' It rose in rough waves

That foamed upon its breast,
Evening has brought it rest.
Back to the shore have come;
They are resting now at their cabin doors.
Evening has brought them home,

Tm dreaming of nry long journey
Across this stormy world,

““ No,
Bess.

created

5

slender

and

fair,

in

her

wardrobe,

Rosie,

as

her

aunt

think

not,

dear,”

said

Aunt

are very
good,
aren't
youn like to do all the
they do ?” asked the child,
ure good, and

some

are

not, Rosle. They are just like other women, after all. A black veil and a rosary
can not make a saint, you-know. Iam sure

Many a friend has gone from me—
“Very far away are some,
But this whisper dries the tear-drops,

Evening will bring them home.

‘We are partners in the strife.
And some—their hearts were blighted
Am the early dawn of day,
Their sky is dark with stormy clouds,

Life is very cold and gray. Others are very faint and worn
In the heat of noonday sun,
They raise their burning hands, and ery,

Oh! when will day be done?
Ye may cease your weary moaning,

There are angels at your side,
Who will lead you through this furnace
:

Perhaps they had once in sorrow
Across the earth to roam;
But. that passed away forever

When evening brought them home,

The erimson cloudlets are glowing
Above the water’s breast,
Over the ripples there is a line
Of gold that leads to rest.

The time for slumber is coming,
And the hour for evensong.

- Lov@ly and fair is the morning,
Bright is God’s glorious sun;

But weary spirits rest at eve,
‘When the long, long day is done.

| Agnes,” said her mother, smiling. ¢ You
‘| can be one now. You know sometimes the
Sisters are obliged to spend a long time in

a Week.

The Family @ircle.

a sort of * probation’ before they even enter a

A Sister of Charity.
* And you never saw anything
sweet
as the * Sisters’ arg, Rosie, with their
long
black veils and the white bands over their

foreheads, and their rosaries, and all. They
don’t raise their eyes, you know, but just
spirits—giving

medicifieto the poor sick people.

ty)?

v

,

{

Y

;

My

dear! I

have

quite

made up my mind now. - 1 will
be a Sister

of Charityas soon as I am grown.”
.** A Sister of Charity, Agnes! But

convent.

They are trying themselves

then to see whether they are fit for the sacred duties of the Sisterhood. You can try
yourself, now, if you please.”
“ Oh, what shall I do, mamma?
Tl be
sure to do anything you tell me,” cried
Agnes.
:
ri

“ [have a book with the rules of th€. or-

der of true ‘Sisters of Charity."
read them to you,” said mamma.
“0,
mamma!
Have
you,

I will
really?”

self unseemly, seeketh not her own,
easily proyoked, thinketh. no evil;

is not
rejoic-

“Iwill try,” said Agnes, with a smile

truth;

then

said little Rosie, with

a look of horror in her brown eyes.

< “Oh, no; I will not!

:

There are Protest-

ant Sisterboods
10, you see. I found out
all about it when I was in the city. Iasked
Mrs.

James, because I heard her talking

the

‘ Sisterhood’

in

to

mamma

about

church.

T have quite made up my mind,”

repeated Agnes, decidedly.

their

\

* But—but I thought you had made up
your mind to be a missionary in the Sand-

‘wich Islands, or soméwhere..
N

You

know

that pretty picture we saw, with the mis-

slonary’s daughter reading the Bible to all
50 poor heathen under the palm

trees.

You thought
that so lovely, and you wrote
a piece of poetry aboutit. 1 thought it

was very pretty,” especially where

you

+ Ab, floveiy
amo lmauld T coullSiasp thy ‘hand,
And grander with thee o'er that coral strand!
+ And'—what is it? Something about ‘the

palmy isle’ and ‘ spnset’s golden smile.”

said Rosie,

can remefnber poetry,”
~ never

beareth all things,

lieveth

a

|

T wis only

"

I

a day only, or during the year of probation,

.
\
»
i

"Gi

¢

tr
:
York city, a Miss H——, visited the family arm away, leaped back over the fence, and
of one of

the officers,

months ‘with

us.

and remained some

She

was highly accom-

piquant, and attractive.
Moreover,
possessed a most genial, amiable, and

she
kind

very justly charged

“* And I'll try, too,” said Rosie;

* but, oh

sionally

carried

her so far that her friends

her with having a dash

laid himself down by his kennel. -

‘“ You're a very #
an,” said I, ““ to pick a quarrel with such
assplendid old fellow as that. Suppose you
were to

fall

into

the

lake

some day, and

Dandy should happen to be near, and suppose he should remember ‘your bad treaiment and refuse to go in after you
“ Wouldn't care," replipd * Bobby; “1
can swim,”

eets that find expression in America. He finds
his themes in the every-day realm where we all
y

©

ou new majesty and carry a deeper meaning than

P

before, after he has sung out the interpretation,

There is nota poor or doubtful stanza in the
book; there is nothing erude or slip-shod; there

isnomere literary sentimentalism or moral audacity4 there is nothing which a strong and true
man need hesitate to say or a pure woman to
read, 1t ds a book worthy of a grateful welcome,
and of that it is well-nigh certain. We trust
the end of such contributions is a long way off.

The next day was a stormy one ; but the of coquetry in her composition. Besides
girls wrapped up warmly and went off mer- this, she had a decided penchant for badinNow it happened, only a week afterward,
rily to school. A group of girls were al- age and fun,
sR
Ph
that Bobby was on the lake in company WILFRID CUMBERMEDE. An autoblographi
ca)
ready clustered round the great stove when
No sooner had she been presented to with.an older boy, and that
story.
By George Macdonald, authorof * Ap.
in some woy
they ent@red the school-room.
nals of a Quiet Neighborhood,” &e
Lieutenant W—— than she comprehended their boat was upset in déep water,
With
not far
fourteen fall page illustrations. New York:
‘¢ Oh, here comes Agnes. Heath and Rosie his character at a glance, and at once
Charles Scribner & ‘Co. 1872. 12mo. pp, 408.
from the shore; and it also happened hat
Wallace I” cried one of them eagerly. brought her heaviest metal to bear upon
Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,
.
Mr, Howard and his dog, Dandy, were
‘* Look here, Agnes! Madame Delmar has the exceedingly vulnerable citadel of his
Scribner's Monthly
near by, and saw the two boys struggling ry algng as a serial, has been carrying this stoand so has both impressed
sent word that she's sick, to-day, and we heart; and in a twinkling made so gieat a
in the water,
the reading public with, the rare power and ar.
:
won't bave any I'vencli Jesson.
Isn't that breach therein that the poor fellow surrenQuick as thought Dandy sprang into the tistic methods of the writer, and created a large
splendid?” |
oi
dered at discretion. For thé first time in bis lake, and swam rapidly towards Bobby ; demand for the volume. We have taken ocea‘“ Splendid!
It just suits me, for I have life he'found himself most desperately enbut strange to say, after getting close to sion to speak of it as its several installment
not written my exercise,” said Agnes, amored.
appeared, and. always in terns of strong
*
v ¥
.
the lad, he turned and went towards the “have
tion, for no others were admissible :
laughing.
at
4
He repeated his visits day after day for larger boy, who was struggling in the wa- cominenda
but the eminently high qualitios’ of the work,
“Oh, I'm so sorry!” cried Rosie, impul- several weeks; and the young lady, impelter, and keeping his head above the surface impress one much more fully and effectually
sively.
%
ded by a spirit of flirtation, encouraged his with dificulty. Seizing him,Dandy brought .when it is read continuously in thé volume. It
* “Sorry!” echoed the girls. ‘Why, you suit while he ‘was in her presence, but inhim safely to shore, He then turned and has all the elements of high popularity, and carnever know your lesson. That's all put
ries with it an Impression of
variably took occasion, as soon as his back looked towards Bobby, his young
torment- and overmastering power. It versatile gentus
on, '" continued one of them, sneering.
will help to conwas turned, to detail to her young lady or; he had a good many grudges
a gainst firm the estimate which sets the author almost at
Rosie's checks flushed, ‘and she was on companions
everything that transpired him, and for spme moments seemed hesitat- the
head of living English writers of the higher
the point of replying angrily, when she during the interviews.
1
thought of the words, “Charity beareth all

things,” and she turned away, trying to
say pleasantly, ‘‘I am sorry Madame Delmar is sick, Cora. That is what I meant.”

The verdant wooer, not having the faintest conception that he was being made the
victim of misplaced * affection, persevered
in his courtship, and received such encour-

' That evening, as Agnes sat in the library, agement as to call forth from him some
curled up in a corner of the sofa, writing, very emphatic declarations of admiration.
Rosie

looked

in to ask if she ‘* wanted to

walk.”

“ No, it’s too cold,” said Agnes, “and I
am Writing a piece of poetry about * Sisters
of Charity,” and I'll read it to you when
you come back.”
It was nearly tea-time when Rosie came
back, with cheeks as red as her namesake's.
’* Where have you been, little one?” asked Mrs. Heath.
“To see Madame Delmar,” said Rosie;
“and she let me stay to fix her bed and
make up her fire. It was such fun! She
told me so many funny things about France,

and about her little daughter.

I suppose

He even

went so far, upon oiié occasion as

to exclaim that *‘lie’d be dog-ond ef he did
n't b'lieve she war a ann-gell.”
This truly frank and sincere but unique
avowal of sentiment set the waggish young

lady nearly frantic with suppressed desire
to shout with laughter; yet she controlled
her features and preserved a serene cast of
countenance; and she even managed to
raise a semblance of

a blush

while

casting

upon her lover from behind her fan a benignant, coquettish smile of satisfaction, as
she coyly responded, ‘Oh, oh! Now my
dear Mr. W—, how can" you ‘say so?

You make me blush—indeed you do. I
can not believe you are sincere. I am

her daughter is dead; I didn’t like to ask
her,"
23
3
afraid you are a gay Lothario, Mr.W—-."
“T never knew before that she had one,” Then tapping him upon the shoulder with
said Agnes.
en
her fan, and bestowing upon him a most
‘She is not dead, Agnes,” said Mrs. bewitching smile, she added, *‘ Afe you not
Heath, looking up from her work ; ** she is a gay Lothario, Mr. W——?"
living in a city a thousand miles away.
This question was rather a poser to the
She is a * Sister of Charity.'”
enamored “hoosier,” who had never be““ And has left her poor mother to teach fore heard of the person alluded to in her
for a support in her old age, and to live strategetic rejoinder. Nevertheless, while

I am so sorry,” cried Agnes.

dially received by his sweetheart, who
asked him to take a seat near her, and

‘““How sorry her daughter will be when
she

hears

it,” said

Rosie.

‘How

could

she go and leave her poor mother alone !”

entered into’ seemingly a very
but

rather

loud

conversation

confidential
with

him,

‘ She did it to be a * Sister of Charity,’ ”. which soon Ted him to approach the subject

said Mrs. Heath.

.

| of his dearest aspirations.

“ Then I shall never want to be one.

have no mother but youn, Aunt Bess; but I

would not leave you that all the world

wight call me a-good Sister of Charity.’
I will find something to do at home. Tl
never leave you, Aunt Bess.”
¢«¢ Neither

will I,

mamma,’’ said Agnes,

with tears in her eyes. ‘‘ And I'm so sorry
1 never did anything for Madame Delmar.
Rosie was the true * Sister of Charity,’ after

‘Bess is a true

Sistor of Charity. ".

Observer,

rn

N.Y.

ing whether toute him or let him

drown.

* Quick, Dandy !" cried his master, ointing to poor Bobby, who was trying his best
to keep afloat. le was not the brave

PUBLIC AND PARLOR READINGS: Prose and
Poetry, for the use of Reading Clubs snd for

Bobby to land.

He

did not seem to have much heart in his
work, however,

for he dropped the boy as

soon as he reached the shore, and walked away with a stately, indifferent air.

But Bobby,
repenting
his

Leo & Shorard: 07h. Tran, hones, Boston.
y
5
E. J. Lane & Co.

This is a companion volume to that containing
“ Humorous Readings,” which was issued a few
months since. That was very admirable; this is
thoroughly excellent. ‘The selections arein the
main of » more solid and serious character, in

the vein of pathos, patriotism, tragedy; &e., but

grateful for his rescue, and having no lack of vivacity and spiciness, - They
former unkindness, madeup are largely drawn from modern authors, and few

with Dandy on that very day,and they were

ever aflerwards fast friends. He came very
near losing his life
u.kindness to

a'dog, and the lesson it gave him will not
soon be forgotten.—Chi’dren’s Hour.

Literary Review,

of then appear in other selections.

are

pleted.

:

fitted for the home, the social ‘eirele, the
club, &e., and there is very little that lsoks either
character or availibility. A third volume, made
up of dialogues and brief dramas,is to follow,
and then the cirele will be most happily com-

human skin and hair,
A. M., M.,, M. M. D. D. Boston:
1872. 16mo. pp. 102.

lish
Lie

in the
life of Mary Stuart; with some remarks on Mr. Froude’s History of England,
By James KF. Meline.
New York: Hurd &

" Houghton. 1872. 12mo. pp. 336. Sold by D.
Lothrop & Co.
In reading this keen and clever pieee of eritiFroude as a historian, one

is re-

of the

“AND “VEGETABEE “PARASITES

ANIMAL

MARY
QUEEN OF ScoTrs, and her latest
rn,
A narrative of the Amel

cism upon Mr.

Miscolls-

blic ‘und_Social Entertainment.

At this the noble dog bounded into the

water, and brought

‘Martial Wooing.
A

‘

2

ee

second-lieutemant,

nN

by

¥

himself

tender, anxious, and beseeching expression
of countenance and

voice, but

with consid-

and so of giving the Queen of Scots a character
which equally defies plain evidence, outrages the

truth and furnishes ample reason for the reader's
distrust, no matter with what historical topic he
may be dealing.
He freely confesses to Froude’s

race and captivating brilliance, to his remarkable’
power as & word-painter, and to his almost unequuled abilityto make the past seem like the
present, and set the reanimated dead

moving be-

A good deal
sified and

»

B. Joy
Ale xander

Jeffries,
Moore.

of curious, interesting, well clas-

practical

information is given

in this

disepmforted lover to leap to his feet in
great confusion, seize his cap, and rush

from the room; and I don't think he ever

duction, by Jamos
New York: Hurd &

Jleton Morgan, A. M.
Houghton. 1872. 16mo.
.

:

pp. 800.

Mr. Morgan has here worked 1 a unique: vein
of literature, and given us something that is peculiar and will prove attractive. His preface,’
which is short and admirable, puts us at onc

for

.

the name

of

W-——, was once assigned to our regiment,
who was born and *‘ raised” in the wilds of
Indiana; andl although he possessed, natur-

7..Bob-Ryan

be
;
** Never make an enemy, even of a dog,”
said I .to. Bobby Ryan, as I caught at his
raised hand, and tried to prevent him from

throwing a stick at our neighbor Howard's
great Newfoundland.
efforts came too late.
the - stick,

and

But my words and
Over the fence flew

whack!

on

Dandy’s

the numerous

and

varied

‘Sort of vérse which follow,

and Dandy.

nose

it fell. . Now Dandy, a great, powerful fellow, was very good-natured, but this prov-

-

little volume, in a style (hat renders it at once
exact

and

plain, and

which makes

to the many who need to

it valpable

understand symptoms,

use prevention or find a-cure.
~ The magazines

for

:

Marth

are

putting

in

a

The

C

following is the bill of fare served up for

March:

:

,

eh

The Chesapeake Peninsula; The Skipper-Her-

mit; The Cruise of the Balboa; Back-log-Studies; My Hickory Fire; The Heart of Arabia;
Wilfrid Cambermede; In the Brook; The False

Claim

of Mormonism;

Statistics

of Statira:

Through the Red Sea; At His Gates; Living
American Artists; That Grand Jury; Topics of
the Time; The Old Cabinet; Home and Soclety ;

fore us as great actors in the drama
of life. But
he concedes only this. He accuses, and satirizes, and teases, and stings, and stabs him,over ands Culture and Progress abroad; Culture and ProgNew York: Scribner
over, through all these hundredsof pages. That ress at flome; Etehings.”
& Co.

erable manifestation of diffidence, he said,
“Would ye like far tu jine th’ army, Miss
13 the chief fault of the work. As a review itis
;
H—7>
able, critical, systematic, every position’ is care“No,” replied she, using his very words, fully fortified and every cumplaint has a solid
and imitating his peculiar diction; “I don’t basis. As a piece of criticism it is richly worth
think I'd liké“for to jine tL’ army, ‘Mr. study. But a greater calmness and a more quiet
moderation would bave added to its value, and
:
v—."
At this juncture screams of vociferous made the protest more effective in the estimatio
of the public.
.
laughter burst from the mischievous girls in
the adjoining apartment, in which the cruel
MACARONIC POETRY : Collected, with sn Intro-

H—, no longei: able to control herMiss
self, unmercifully joined, which caused the

*

*

kind of fiction.

swimmer he had thought himself,

afterward attempted to pay his addresses to
‘into sympathy with
any lady.—Harper's Magazine.
i which'is long and the man; his introductio: ,
instructive, well prepares us

sary
fT

$1

Placing

I upon his knees in front of“ her, with a most

but always; as long as life lasts, for * charity never faileth,” Do you think you can ally, fair intellectual faculties, yet he had
keep these * rules of the order, dear? "
received no education save What had been
| ** 1 don’t know, mamma ; I never thought.
imparted to him in the rudimentary schools
about all these things. But you: know I of the rural districts along the Wabash
am kind to everybody. They say at school Valley. His vernacular was redundant
I am so good-tempered, and all the girls with “the patois of his nativity, “and
like me, and—"
;
widely divergent from the acceptation of
“¢ Charity vaunteth not itself)” | infer- our standard lexicographers. He did not,

examples

of this

Macaronic verse. is

that in which alliterative
° words and lines, or the
grave and the humorous, or the dignified and the

ridiculous; or the

Euglish

and

some foreign

tongue,minglé in the same couplet or stanza. The

specimens. ure drawn from a wide field,
they
represent the literary by-play of many eminent
scholars as well as the ingenious working of
av-

erage minds; and to those who keep up a far acquaintance with Latin and French, and have not
quite forgotten their Greek, the volume will sup-

Ply a large
recreation.

fund of wholesome
g

Ta

zest and

mental

BR

THE GALAXY

i8 not as brilliant and striking as

sometimes, but, compared with anything besides
its own vital and racy self, it would appear full

of rare

vitality.

It

never

nods;

incandesces and magnetizes.

it

generally

It offers the follow-

ing variety of dishes:

4

The Colored Member; Cores; The Nether
Bide of New York; The Aecolade; My Life on
the

Plains;

Circes Jifteen

Suggestionsof thé Past; The

Years

a Shakeress ;

oe

Diamonds ;

A Great Lawsuit and a Field ¥ ght; To Night
Blooming Cereus; Miss Auchesson’s. Hl inder
;
Behind the Scenes; Drift-wodl; Scientific
Miscellany; Current Literature; The Galaxy Club-

Room; Nebule,

New York: Sheldon & Co.
—

Messrs. Lee & Shepard issue Two Famm vy
MoTHgRrS, another of the novels of Marie 8o-

phi¥ Schwartz,
the eminent Swellish authoress
whose: works are held iu such high esteem by

her own literary countrymen and comntrywomen. .

This volume is well bound in muslin,is well

printed, and there is not a dull or doubtful paragraph on all its more than 200 royal octavo pag-

08.

The writer has heart and brain, art and

genius, pathos and
ter.

power, cilture

& Brothers; Phila,

"Peterson

and characTyra

issue T. 8. Ar--

thui’s very excellent story, LOVE IN HigH Lg,
In a well printed octavo pamphlet of 100 pages,

which is sold at 50 cts. Mr. Arthur always writes
LANDMARKS, and other Poems. By John James out of a high purpose and with 8 trained and
with
an
angry
growl, and bounded over
Piatt, New
¥orks Hurd-& Houghton, 1872, facile pen.
however, seem at all conscious of his scho12mo, pp, 116.
——
»
"
light as a bird,
lastic deéficiencies,and for a good while con- the fenceyasdtbehad.been.
. Mr, Platis_ provious ‘volume of poems settled |" FOSTERS NUW ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PORIGAL
Jeaught, Bobby Ryan by the arm, and held
thank him earnestly for it;. but do not lat tinued
to make use of his unomalous idioms;
the question, whether he was really a member of TLLUSTRATIONs ‘Will. soon be {ssued from the
yourself he * puffed up’ because of it.”
the oddity of which afforded us no little him tightly enough to Tet his teeth be felt,
the band of originl singers or only a voice echo- press of W. C. Palmer & Co., New York,
Itis
"#.Oh, but, Aunt Bess !” cried eager Rorupted her mother, softly, If God. has
blessed you with a good temper, dear,

sie; ‘“it is all true, Agnes is never cross,
and never gets angry. [1am so mad sometimes when the girls won't play fair,—they
do cheat so at croquet,—and when they
latigh at me and make me miss my lessons.
But Agnes is always good. I hope she'll
get'the medal for good conduct this yest.”
girl’s

v

7

i

dear, what shall L do with my bad temper !”

all}

things. Charity never faileth,’ You see,
Agnes, charity must be all this, and not for

Mrs. Heath

+ Oh, that was last year!

ey

disposition ; but, like any others of the
fair sex, her fondness for admiration occa-

eth wot in iniquity, “but rejoiceth-in the |

you'll have to be a Catholic, and that is ‘things, ‘hopeth all things, endureth all

dreadfal, you know,”

FE

that said, ‘‘ I am sure I shall succeed.”

One of cried Agnes, with wide-open eyes. ** Why,
oo
:
them had the most beautiful eyes! She thatis the Bible,” she added, in a tone of nl".
“Me! cried Rosie, in great surprise.
was so young and pretty, not more than disappointment, as her mother took a book
“ No, it was Aunt Bess. who took care of
eighteen I'm sure, and she looked like the from the table.
;
her and stayed with her till she died. And
pictures of saints. It made me feel as if St.
«¢ Can there be a better book, dear? ListMargaret, that walked on the dragon in my en: * Charity suffereth long, and is kind; | it is. Aunt Bess who takes care of little
erless children,” she added, with her
picture you know, had come to earth and charity envieth not; charity vaunteth not
was taking care of those poor sick women itself, is nov puffed up ; doth not. behave it- arms tight round her aunt's neck. “Aunt
in the hospital.

h

minded of what he himself says: ** It often
there are good women amoiig them; womprompt appearance. Among the earliest comers
seems to me as if History was like a ¢hild®s box
en who-spend their lives in good deeds;
of letters, with which we can spell any word is the ATLANTIC MONTHLY strong and high-tooin watching-by sick beds and soothing the
ed, and having even more than the usual numalone in a little room in a boarding house ! pressing his hand upon what he conceived we please.” Mr. Meline, who is a Catholic and ber of papers from
the literary magnates, —~Hawdying, and in caring for little orphan chila scholar atthe same time, has really inflicted
What a. shame!” exclaimed Mr. Heath. to be the
ion of his heart, but which,
thorne, DeMille, Whittier, Parton, Holmes,
dren ; but then sometimes I am afraid there
some real damage upon the reputation of Mr.
«And Madame Delmar is a lonely lady. according to the location assigned that or- Froude as a competent,
fair and trustworthy Bret Harte and Henry James, There wouldbe
are women who leave their homes where
A Catholie, of course, but a true Christian, gan by anatomists, was a little too low, he writer of history. He accuses him of ignorance, almost no end of characterization if we were to
they have infirm parents, or young brotbersbegin speaking of its individual features. It is
replied, “I don’t mind hearin’ tell o’ that of partisanship, of an unwillingness or an incaand sisters to care for, and go away to be-’ I believe. I aim very sorry for her.”
¢*She has not long to live, I am afraid,” thar indiwidual afore, Miss H——; but pacity to weigh and sift conflicting testisnony, of on a high level even for the Atlantic. The edicome °‘ Sisters of Charity,’ neglecting the
his own ideas of what is or should be torial work proper has never before been done
said Mrs. Heath.
‘She bas ‘given her I sorter reckon he'smo kin o' mine. An’ embodying
duties that God has given them, and seek-the
fact
instead
of learning and them tell.ng the #0 amply and admirably as now, and its value as
daughter to heaven,’ she says, and is re: you am a ann-gell; I swar you is!”
ing out other work for themselves. There
exact truth, of garbling quotations, of misunder- a magazine Was never so great. And it comes
signed to her lot; but I think her lonely
its leaves
cut and edges squarely trimmed,
Other equally forcible assertions of his standing and misrepresegting documents,of supare very few women who have mo work
—f
for which we return profound thanks
life is more than she can bear.”
devotion
were
made
during
this
interview,
plying
what
is
lacking
in
the
shape of facts by
lying close at hand, wditing for them to do,
as
And Mrs. Heath was right. For a few all of which were received by the young drawing on a fruitful but wayward imagination ; Here is its table of contents:
and the neglect of the work that lies nearSeptimius Felton; The Watchof Boon Island ;
more days, Rosie's visits were continuedto lady in so gracious a manner as to afford and he finally sets him up as a man who at times
est to them can not be atoned for by putting °
Diversions of the Echo Club; A Comedy of TerMadame Delmar, but each day the invalid him the most encouraging hopes of ultimate writes what he does not believe, for the reason rors; Out of the Window ; Baba and Babi
; Milkon a black veil, and nursing sick people in
that the lie will enable him to give his history a
grew feebler. At last, one day when the success.
\
Volmer
piguancy and brillifnce’ which the sober truth ing-time; Our Consular Service; King
a hospital.”
2
child came, she looked at her with wanderOf course the entire conversation was de« could not yield, and so, being intent on bril- and Elsie; Thomas Jefferson a Virginia Lawyer:
‘‘ But somébody must nurse the sick peo- ing eyes and called her, with a smile, * Ma
The Baron of St: Castine ; The Poet at the Breaktailed by Miss H—— with much zest to her liance, be lets the truth go as a sacrifice to it.
ple there, mamma.
If the Sisters did not pelite, ma chere, petite Cecile.” It was her
fast Table; How Santa Claus came to Simpson's
The
particular
point
to which Mr. Meline di- Bar;
associates, all of whom she invited to be at
Spiritualism New and Old; Recent Literado it, who would ?” asked Agnes.
rects
his
criticism in this volume is Mr. Froude’s
daughter's name she murmured over and her quarters on the following evening. A
ture; Art; Music; Science; Politics. Boston :
“¢ There are many hospitals, dear,. where
portrait of Mary Stuart. The historian does
over, and sobbing little Rosie came and
short time before, Mr. W—— had asked for make her
James R. Osgood & Co. *
the nurses are women who really have no
the embodiment of all that is heartless,
stood by her, that the feeble hand might -and been promised a special audience, for
home duties, and have leisure for this work,
bypocritical,
meanly ambitious, bigoted, plotSCRIBNER'S MONTHLY is keeping
[old hers and touch her face caressingly.
the ver:
the purpose,as she imagined, of making ting, and sets her forth as hiding a devilish spirit
or where kind and skillful women are paid
That night, Mrs. Heath, who had visited her a formal tender of his heart and hand. under a fascinating and saintly exterior. And large promise given by its first year's successes,
its increased size and its splendid number for
| for nursing the sick, and so earna Support the sick woman constantly, staid all night
Accordingly, at the appointed hour, they all he does also use immense quantities of rhetori- November. Its two fully illustrated articles
in
| for their little children. There are. many to watch by. her, and in the morning she
cal
whitewash
and
high coloring mn his effort to the present issue, —the
assembled,and were quietly ensconcedin an
first and sixth,—suggest
true Sisters of Charity who do not wear a came home with a quiet, grave face.
make Henry VIII and Elizabeth look majestic
the enterprise and liberal outlays that hesitate at
apartment adjoining the sitting room, with
¢ Sister's’ dress, children.”
royal.
Mr. Meline follows him step by step,
no reasonable thing.
‘“ Madame Delmar is dead, children,” the communicating door slightly ajar, so and
Mrs. Oliphant’s story emsifts
his
evidence,
analyzes
his
statements,
dis bodies her hest qualities, Warner's Back-Log
¢* But I mean to belong to a * Sisterhood,’ she said, and little Rosie burst into tears.
Studsects his brilliant rhetoric, and does convict him
that
they
could
distinctly
hear
every
word
mamma,” said Agnes; ‘‘and then everybody
ies are very choice things, and there are no weak
“Dead! Oh, I am so sofry I did not _go that was said.
of ignorance, of unfairness, of extravagance, of
~
2
or dull papers admitted.
will know I am a Sister of Charity. As to see her; but it was se cold, and I was
The editor’s contribu.
Soon after this the lieutenant made his adding to und taking trom his. authorities, of ex- tions are products from the richest
soon as I’m grown, I shall be one.”
always so busy.
I did really mean to go. appearance in full uniform, and was cor- aggeration, of historical if not personal malice, mind. Altogether Scribner’s is a greatveins im bis
triumph.
¢* You need not wait till you are grown,

Some may have perhaps forgotten me,
On the battlefield of life,
But a bond unites our severed hearts,

To the calm, cool eventide.

I

“ Well
they
they? Wouldn't
=00d Agnes covs
with earnest eyes.
“ Some of thei

And its tattered sails be farled.

about—like

was

extracted an obstinate pin from her shawl.

And the hour when wy boat will anchor,

gliding

who

with
a peculiarly sweet and pensive face,
soft blue eyes and a delicate bloom on her
fe
cheeks.
‘*“ What are you children about?” called
a Toles Fou the door, and Mrs. Heath appeared’on the threshold. ¢‘ Playing Sisters
of Charity ? Oh, me! what have you done
to my shawls? What" little * objects’ you
are I”
Mrs. Heath began to repaic the confusion

ter of Charity ?" asked

The sea-bird’s wings are tired at last
Of their flight across the foam;
They are folded now in her rocky nest,
Evening has brought her home,

go

as did Agnes,

light waving hair.
be
;
* Aunt Bess, would you like tobe a Sis-

With white sails furled,
the fishermen

—Once

shook

with perfect good-nature, and then she was
obMged to assist in unpinning the shawls
from Rosie's short dark curls and Agnes’

this morning,

:

almost

cfihe shawl Agnes had fastened over -her
head for a veil.
| “It's very nice on you Agnes,” she said,
‘ but please look at me.
I'm a regular
fright.”
And, igdeed, poor little Rosie, with her
‘| dancing eyes and sun-browned face, red
cheeks and ** turned-up” nose, did not ap‘pear to as much advantage in the costume

the children had

But a bush has fallen upon it—

+

and

in a few moments-there stood before the
great looking-glass in Mrs. Heath's room,
two little figures in long ‘black dresses and
veils, with straight white bands fastened
round their foreheads—two little * Sisters
of Charity.’
:
“Now!” exclaimed Agnes triumphantly.
*“ Don’t that look pretty ?”
But Rosie burst into a peal of laughter - at
the spectacle before her, and

;
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| twelve years old then,

|

boi

looked lovingly in the little

sparkling 'eyes.
or hd

¥

‘Charity

envieth

amusement. The yotng
man evinced no
spirit of segregation, but was disposed to
be quite social with his erother officers, and
was’ especially fond of ladies’ society. He

ed a little too much for him. He sprang up

“Dandy ! Dandy I” I cried, in momenta-

ry alarm,* let go! Don't bite him!” The

dog lifted his dark

brown

angry eyes to

mine with a look of intelligence, and I un-

visited them often ; and as his original mian={ derstood what they said: “I only want to
ner of giving expression to his sentiments frigten the young rascal.”
And Bobby was frightened. Dandy held
diverted them not a little," he was always
received
calls,

kindly,

and, invited to repeat his

him fora little while, growling savagely,
though

there

was a good deal of make-be-

‘About this ‘time a young lady f.om New v | btnlieya
the growl,
co 1 in SE
RAL

and

ing the ‘strains
also answered
real poet in his
ticed rhymer.

‘which come from other
the inquiry, whether he
vision and speech, ‘or only
Both these questions were

lips; it
was a
a pracplainly

and effectually replied. to so that-no doubt remained. He has the divine faculty, and he-sings
aut of his own heart, This new.volume is worthy to follow its predecessor. The pieces are
brief, but every one has character and melody.

Mr. Piatt lives in our circle of life.
to the nineteenth Soupiey

then, tossing
the .fsct.
e+
Be

He is all alive with

He belbngs

and rejoices in the

thoughts and proj

prepared on the same general plan’ ag h

‘Cyclopeia of Tiustrations, to whichit iy a

panion volute, complete in itself, coverin
distinct fold of poetic literature, It
isn
the only Oyelopeedia 6f Poetry and- the most extensive collection in the English language.

’

Washbrne & Co., Boston, send us a fing eate--

Togue of vegetable ynd flower seeds, the lists be-

Ing large and varied enoigh to satisfy praotioal

gardeners and bewilder the mere amateur or un-taught reader,

>
hs

Bip

)

fi

x

eo

-

all
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Giterury Wiscellany.
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a

weeks, and whef®® the wo

led.

y jth
,
and
2 + Beaglpiasd DRS!" { Sibieidiein Hpihabiotss |1 aefor Ifhsurad
which they Jokitd SZ
scpen, aid”
of a milky “payment hy, pésults.”: They

But, as a rule, the © vousd dangled |
iceable the stump, especially if an artifi- Short] * after Henry
Ward Beecher |.
is the ‘preached,
dial limb be worn, the more likel
is famous sermon. expressing his | |

man ‘to feel Juinvty the phsolive of

his shorn

i

tad

.

ha;

,

v

gether harmless means ), the pain; if iv bea
nerve of feeling, is felt as if it Werdiinl

Justioey to the Mmazément of hue

is above
rule
an

all else, a
handy man,
Hisusaal
oflife is to’ ® the ace he Wants, fs,
fitness for it
afterward,
He is the

il

caused in the part
to which the nerve
ly passes. A familiar illustration is met
with when. we burt the + erazyvbone” bes
hind the elbow, This crazy-bone is merely
the ulnar nerve, .which
gives sensation

of @ new country, whose chief need

bed

committed by them which were but the outoreppings of the sins of society, us a boilis
the ou} cropping of the humors of the sys-

civilization is men, and must

grows to be one

of its |

with Mr. Beecher as to
the pain would still seem to be in the fin- the condition of society; on the contrary,
gers; bor would it alter the case were the his experience in the world led him to bearm cut off. When, therefore, the current Hieve that more than halt of mankind were
of a battery is turned upon the nerves of honest and virtuous. Mr. Beecher sustainan arm-stump, the irritation caused in the ed his point by citing his own expérience,
divided nerves is carried to the brain, and which convinced him that the eommunity
there referred at once to all the regions of was bad. * Joe,” as he bowed Mr. Beecher
the lost limb from which,when entire, these out’into the rain, which had slackened but
nerves Uidugie those ‘impressions of touch ‘not ceased, said that he supposed Mr.
or pain which
the brain converts into sensa- Beecher was a competent judge of the chartions. As ‘the electric
rent disturbs acters of his own acquaintances,and advised
the nerves, the limb is som¥times call ed him to seek better society; at which they
Yack to a sensory being with startling]real- laughingly
ed.
ity.
:
.
Scarcely had Mr. Beecher got outside the
On one’oceasion the shoulder was thus building than Du Chaillu, the vivacious little African explorer, rushed into ** Joe's”
office,
g for his umbrella.
Just
years the man had ceased to be conscious then it flashed across - *“ Joe's”? mind that
of the limb. As the current passed, al- although Mr, Beecher had no umbrella
though ignorant of its
possible effects, hg when he came in, he certainly did have
started up, erying aloud, * Oh, the hand, one when he went out.
So he deterthe hand !" and tried to seize it with the mined to joke the reverend
gentleman still
living grasp of the sound fingers. No res- further, by accusing him
lareeny. He
urrection of the dead, no answer of a sum- first pacified the voluble Frenchman by
moned spirit, could have been more start- loaning him an umbrellato get homé with,
ling. aay the current was broken the lost Du Chaillu
, ‘‘ Joe” wrote a note to
part
faded again, only to be recalled b
Beecher, alluding to their recent conversathe same means. This. man hod ceased by tion, and confessing that he was wrong and
feel
his limb. With others it is a
presence Beecher right in their respective estimates
never absent save in sheep.
‘‘If,” says of society ; he was now convinced that it
one man, ‘I should say I am more was bad, corrupt—in short, rotten; a fact
of the leg which ain't than of the which he was most reluctantly forced to adone that are, I guess I should be about cor- mit since Mr. Beecher himself had given
rect.”
.
such a practical illustration of it by hooking
Absurd mishaps
sometimes remind men Du Chaillu’s umbrella.
He hoped, howof the unreliability of these
ghostly mem- ever, as Mr. Beecher had made him a conbers, which seem to them so Jistinetly ma- vert to his belief, he would be satisfied with
terial: In one case, a man believed for a his triumph and return the umbrella.
moment that he had struck another with the
Next day a messenger brought ¢ Joe”
absent hand. A very gallant fellow, who a‘note from Mr. Beecher, in which he statlost an arm at Shiloh, was always acutely ed that he bad long made it a practice to
conscious of the lipfb as still present. On begin each New Year with new resolutions,
one occasion, when riding, he used the lost and this year he ‘‘had resolutely resolved
hand to grasp the reins, while with the oth- to ‘ hook ' every umbrella he possibly could,
er he struck his horse. He paid for hie especially if it was a nice one;”
had also
blunder with a fall. Sensitive people are resolutely resolved never to return any umcuriously moved by the mental shock which brella ¢ hooked ” under those circumstancomes from such failures of purpose. In ces; but, as Du Chaillu was an unnaturalone*case, the poor fellow, at every meal for ized foreigner, and not subject to the laws.
many months, would try to pick up his fork, of the land, he would is
an exception
and, failing, would be suddenly seized with in his case, and so return the aT
by
nausea; so that at last his wife habitually messenger, This looked very well, and
warned him.
the umbrella was handed over to ¢‘ Joe ” by
How remarkable must be the sense of the the bearer of despatches.
An examination
existence of the part lost is to be gath« of the umbrella showed that Mr. Beechér
ered from the fact that even after twen- was inclined to ““ ¢
the war into Africa,”
yx thirty years men are sometimes or at least to carryon his joke upon the
ived by this sensation into acts which explorer of Africa,
for it proved to be a most
are founded on a moment. of deception as dilapidated affair, which
fell to pieces in
to the real presence of the limb. Natur- “Joe's” hands the moment he attempted to
ally enough, this is apt to be the case when open it. Thus fur Mr. Beecher has the best
first rallying the senses on awaking from end of the joke, or the umbrella; and Du
sleep,
‘‘ Indeed,” says one sufferer, writ- Chaillu declares that his habits of approing of this point, *¢ gvery morning I have priation remind him very much of his old
to learn anew that ‘my leg is enriching a friends, the
gorilla
Tiyeeumn managers

the main

chance,

he is as a

as not to be

lax in principle, and unfitted by his laxity
for
ve public trusts. The *‘ smart”
man in the legislature is a fluent talker,

who, by ringing the ‘changes on the moral
commotifacls most in vogue, has caught
public
attention, and made a cheap reputa-

tion for Limself.

Entering into public life

for personal profit,he pursues it in the spirit
of an Bere, and votes for the interest

which

pays the best retaining fees. If office

is lost,

he enters

that congenial

sphere .of

* labor, the lobby, where hé ean literally aply to himself the

Jagstock:

words of Dickens’

* Wide

awake

dev—lish sly.”

Joe

is J. B., and

During the war, the ‘ smaft” man enter-

ed the army,

snd

aimed, of course, at the

highest, rank,—nothing

less would content

his ambition. Once
ry epauletted, he
astonished
the world by his many devices;

invented - powder-boats to’ blow up forts,
and, finally, as General Grant said of one
of them; got himself

1

** corke

he could not move. Pe

thag
for the

" so

t-

believe

venture was rather unfortunate
smart ” man. He was convinced

himself that Sap

best

speaking was not the

Sparativng

fighting

battles, and

re
from the service more meekly than
he entered it.
Since: the

establishment

of

ce,

the

smart" man has come te the
front again.
in hand, he Lied to the South,

C“arpet-bag

where he ‘exhibited ‘ himself as the
* philanthropist of the age. How he
all mankind
the black

it! Omee fairly in office, he play

fantastic
not rival
been the
money of
ple pretty
of that?

mount

t
[loved
of

such

tricks that even harlequin could
him, The best of his tricks has
filling of his pockets with the
the people. To be sure, the peoplainly call him a thief, but what
hen

so

assailed, he has only to

the stump

and repcat his adhesion

to the g-l-o-r-i-o-u-s principles of the Re-

publican party. ‘Who dare impeach a patriot so sound on the main question ?
One of the weaknesses of the ‘‘ smart”
man is to be little his origin, so as to
from the contrast of it with his after-lifé

the greater

glory.

Now,

there is a beauty

in an honorable success wrought out under
conditions of poverty, such as that of Webster, who leaned
his head on his father’s
shoulder and
when he was told that
he' could go te college, or of Lincoln,

cathered the rudiments of knowl
the light of he pSabin ite ; “byt i A
never

parade

early

purpose of po AF

struggle

make himself (we
recounting
zet down

eh
for

the

nd But on typical

“ smart” man is not satisfied

again) a very

who

must

** juutt¥

of

unless he can

quote

Dickens

humility.”

In

Vir,

his early history, he can never
low enough. At
the very least, he

was a bare-fogted boy ; butif he was actually picked out of the

tter, he has a never-

- ending theme of self-glorification. He understands the lot of the hard-handed, hardworked poor of the land. Is he not one
of them?
And though providence has since
tavored him, he never forgets the hole out
of which he was digged. Not he. How
unctuously he dilates upon the theme.
How well he plays the demagogue. And
what a tickling consciousness he has all

we

will reserve his

time.

portrait

until another

wrist.

The

parts

between

knee, or elbow, as

the

be a quack
ia. medicine, a pretender in science and a charlatan in everything.
Of men of this ty
grees, our country.

their various de-

i

1

.

Their assurance

y their ignorance. The
is a broader and deeper

culture,—suech ‘a training, in fact, as will
lead men down to the foundations of human

know ledge.— Methodist,

>

Phantom Limbs. ~~"
OW

It has long
when a limb

been known to surgeons that
has been cut off
the sufferer

does not lose the consciousness of its existence. This has been found to be true in
- nearly every such case. Only about five
per cent. of the men who have “suffered
amputation never have any- feeling of the

some

these

and

the

may

be,

are

case

seemingly indistinct or absent,and any missing parts yet higher up are totally unfelt.
In some cases half a hand is gone, and one

|
|

two

remain

and

undisturbed.

In

with these facts, the pains

A

lost

parts ave usually felt on the hand or foot,
and very rarely elsewhere.—ZLippincoll’s
Magazine.

adm,
A

|

he Marriage Question.
\

v

OB

on

:

money

for

their

of their owner's lives, nor do they contribute one whit to their culture or good breed-

What will contribute to them,

of himself as

of

know a young couple who, during
the war,
mariied with an outfit of $700 a year; an utter disregard of fashion, much love, and an

has been lopped away—an unseen ghost of

the lost Re

and sometimes a presence

In the West, of course, and in the

towns,

more

tangible

comfort

had been engaged in business till the

allowed to coin

O88.

quite

work
as engineer,

netrated

to these

rock

was baptized by

member.

vaults.

limestone

of

the sub-carboniferous age; and:it is a. fact
worth noting, that all the great caves of
this country, if not of the whole world, are

found in this formation.— Scientific American.

Abandoned Women.
Aj a

meeting

:

of the

Second

Wasson’s

essay

Radical

of last week, Mrs.

Julia Ward Howe closed

her reply

to Mr.

as follows: —‘‘ Mr. Was-

son's second charge was, our

stolen

is

procurable from a small incomierthan in the
seaboard cities; but something is lost in
absence from the headquarters
of art, music, literature, whose gratifications here are

from

God

and

abandonment

herself,

was, and is, revered woman.

was not more

sacred,

your

never,

ah

This

Your mother

daughter

can

not be more immaculate, than she should be
to you.
And what youn have made of her

she knows as we can not, as you

ean not.

Now bring this woman to my door, and I
will open it to her, sit down with ber, and

weep honest tears with her, and I will place
between us that divine standard. of which I
fail and come short as well as she.
And

his victim.
ger weak;

us.

unless he

In

another

place

connection

pity

existed between

slightest

disrespect

you will
that we

of

to her

accountto
shall save

womanhood,

hands you have

us, the
women

und. teach"

them

bowhd

while

you have

bound ours. And behold wherein
in the
future a vision of retribution arises.
It
says: * Then repent of your own -sins. As

I read—

Mozart's fond-

the

.lessons.of the mesnness and depravity
| of man! While you dig your deep trench
arou. d our homes, so that we can not go
out from them, and témpt these poor outlaws to mock at us and at God with you in
the far distance!
With your law too,
crushing the feeble and sparing the strong,
punishing with death the mother wha
abandons her infant, but letting the man
go who abandoned both!
Do not call us
to. account for not saving those whose

practical

ness for billiards and tenpins and his"musical disposition! Beethoven went out into

For

while women are merchandise ? ~~ While
you keep them in ignorance of the true

not get along, he would take his rosary
and say a few Aves, and generally inspiraretarned.

It should say, * We are no lonwe are strong, and this is one of

womanhood
mothers.
Ask

| for those,

our

sisters,

them no more.

9

we have
law, we

We

you

have

shall

mislead

got the pulpit,

got the college, we have got the
have got the gospel
The two-

edged sword of

the Spirit will visit your

sins as jt visits ours.

And

better

than all

administer

its own

wounds will
be the healing of the nations
which shall come when the world’s - great
motherhood shall appoint its own hounds,
lan its own faith, and

uch
:

"—Advertiser.

The

Nature
a

of Cats. :
—

=

They are not allies and companions, like
dogs. They make no attempt to take a
itude of ‘nature. Mehul was a lover of part in haman affairs, as dogs do. They
others acutely called to his attention by
undertake no responsibilities of guarding
and liked to sojourn in pretty gar
flowers,
the pains or irritations which it sppears to cheap as daily air. In the cities, too, an ed- dens. * Mendelssohn, it is said, always had the houses, or vrotecting the persons, or
Halevy required the. joining in the sports of man. They will
suffer from a blow on the stump ora change ueated wife has a thousand chances of help: bouquets on his desk.
ing her husband. In this point, indeed, sound of boiling water to become ‘dis- not disturb themselves it burglars brea inin the weather, .
3
lies
the
second
answer
to
the
problem.
Tnere
is something almost tragical,
sed.” Auber, a good rider, mounted his to the dwelling, or if violence assaults their
sone ing ghastly, in the notion of these Our girls can never go back to-the waslitub
rse in order to gain the romantic country
tectors. © They
are not conservatives,
or
broom
;
but
in
a
few
years
we
believe
where the artist finds everything he needs; ike dogs, curious of suspicious characters,
. thousands of spirit limbs haunting as many
d soldiers, aud ov pot then torment- they will dll go to the pencil, or brush, or formerly, perhaps in later years, when the furious
against uninvited scrangers. Nor
to some headwork or handicraft, and celebrated co
r was an old, a very old are they liberals like dogs,
lem with the
in the welcome
disappointments which brain,
so
prove
themselves
helpmeets
“of
another
his they give to chang2, and the joy with which
arse a
composed
the memi)ry being
bably
te
off
gentleman,
but
,
grandmothers
vigorous.
their
b | kind than
operas on’foot,
I
ia Hanten felt most they transfer themselves t) fresh fields and
for a
ent, the keen sense
unite as helpful
; and then the ga gates of mar- ins
;
| for com
ion in autumn.
He pastures new.
Like Guliio, they care for
J
hinggolden
a 2 orks age sion ue longer turn on.
; he Fillaieror whieh or v i
They
probably
his room, catohing none of these things.
in
‘down
and
up
walked
id
WOUNC,
LQ eed
Cw
_ him ef histloss: ?
flies—no very dificult taskjat that season have no i-lea that they are valued for their’
Moy, persons feel the lost limb as exist-'
thus were produced more propensiiy to slay and scatter mice, and imof the year-=and
°
pore>
Bind
ing the moment, they awaken from the mer
superfluously in
than two hundred compositions, the great, agine that they ave onl
ciful stupdr of the ether given to destroy " It is difficult to determifie whither a cléar, er part of which mizht at one time be dulging the bent of a native genius for
the ‘torments.
of the knife; others come sincore, and honest procedure ‘be the effect found on every piano=long enough ago, it ‘¢ natural seléetion,” when they are really
slowly" Jo this conspiotaness in days ‘or of probity or artifice,”
18 trneds
amp
Baibuud
8 soi 8
Bel ‘ performing the one Fanetion for which they
:
:
made sorely
inconvenient by the fact that,
while but faintly felt. at times, it is at

a

Sa

Vigngl
wl

EEN

Pe

wh

&

a

wy

ib
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‘This little book hag been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem-

ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book.

Price, in cloth, only 25 ¢ts.; in paper

covers,

15. cts, Postage extra; on theformer, 4 cts., on the
latter, 2 cents.
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CoL. JOHN MESERVE died in: Great Falls;
N H., Dec. 7, 1871, of heart disease, aged 86
years and 9 months.
On the mormng of his
death he left his home in Rochester to transact)

business in Great Falls, being as well

But

Warren

st.,,

and

PRO

V. BR.

I.
6mi4

as usiial;

after completing his business he called to see
his daughter, and after a word of inquiry fell
fainting mito her arms,
and expired
without a strugzle. Ie was a good earnest Christian,
deeply iuterested in the prosperity of the church
of which he was a member, and
he helped to
build a public bouse to worship in, in his neighborhood.
After the house was completed he
presented the church with a beautiful communion service.’ He , served in the war of 1812, and
in our last war he offered his services. He had
six grandsons
in the last war, who served
through the war. He held himself ready to
put down rebellion, and if necessary to sagrifice

nis life for hberty.

11

death conquered

this

Catarrh!
Catarrh!
IT CAN BE CURED.
ah
Circulars, price lists,

and all necessary

informa-

tion can be had by addressing (with return stamp)

Rev.

52wid~

T. PP, CHILDS,
Troy, Ohio.

TROY BELLS.

|*
|

good map at last, only to give him everlastin,
life. He leaves one brother and one sister, an

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FQUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y, (established 1852.) an
e assortment
of Church, Academy,
Fire Alarm
other Bells

and father. All his acquaintances loved him for
his goodness,
He was buried in South Berwick
with his companion, where he resided some 26
years.
’
B.

uine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung

8 children to mourn the loss of u

good brether

Mgrs. LYDIA A., widow of Orlan_
Tibbetts,
died in South Lebanon, Me., Feb.. 10;
the 49
‘year of her age.
In early lite she became a memTer of Christ’s church.
Nearly two years ago she

was called to fouow her Christian husband to the
grave. Months ago consumption developed itself in her. ‘As she ne
the gateway of the
land unseen, though suffering excruciating pains
of body,
it was given her, what many do not

have, to triumph in sprit.

In the misty

cloud-

land bordering the realm of death, her
eparted
friend seemed to her almost unveiled.
Curist to
her, during those sufféring days, was full salvation. His
pain-enduring child he could and did
sustain,
Weeks before dying, she calmly selected the minister to attend
her funeral. The
community have had in her a most convincing
testimony of what the blessed Redeemer can do
for His cbyldien in the dying hour.
From the
outer court of life’s temple she has passed to an
inner chamber—to Paradise—there
“in peace to
await the morning of the first resurrection, then
to receive the crown of endless life.
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P. CaesLEY.

and dauzoter of Dea. Hurry and
Marti, of W., died in Wiliams

ETNA

town, Joan. 1, 1873, aged 36 years. Sister A.
souzht and found the Baviour when about 17

short ministry, earnest in, exbortution, fervent
. in prayer and so exemplary that she exerted a

Dearborn St

whic hwill furnish a chance with
to clear

to

© “BEST

beside

Williamstown, and continued ons of its brights
est ornaments until she left this world. Sister
A. was ong of those choice spints that need only
be known to ba loved and respected.
8he wus a
help mate indved to her husband during his

used.

“DOMESTIC! §

to be

T.
in

A

ther interest to do so, and will be
honest
with.
Addressat once fortermis ©
DD. L.
GUERNSEY,
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 123m8

suf-

enrs of age, aud wus baptized by Rev. L.
Harris, und united with the F. Baptist church

ever
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ferinzs were his allotment with which to close
the present life, ' Many relatives and .[riends
were present at his funeral, on the 231, and a
Jarge numbor followad his romaing to the tomb,
whence,
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most
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BrO.
CHARLES
“BLAISDELL,
formerly
of
South Lebanon, Me., died in Great Falls, Jan, 21.
He had long heen a professed disciple of Jesus.
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has been removed
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on he gD LOTHROP
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BRIGHTEST ™

from our*midst.
He leaves a son and daughter
with their families, and one aged sister to mourn
his departure.
May they feel that their loss is
.his eternal gain,

"EDWARD

-

>

Here he enjoyed the privilege of

26, uged T4.

gions

lars, notices of the press and

Chieago, 111,

meetings, and was invariably in his place in the
house of the Lord, His last sickness was brief
but painful; yet he murmured not, but patiently
endured 1t, trusting he should soon be at rest.
He was, indeed, a respected and worthy man;
a kind father, and an exemplary Christian in
his daily walk and conversation; and we feel

that by this death » good man

Bre and at the i

For

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

17, aged 83. Bro. W. became interested in reliion some forty years ago, was baptized by Rev.
insman Davis, and united wich the F. B.
churebh at
New
Durham Ridge.
Since then
he hus ever been a sincere believer in
the
doctrines of Christ.
‘A few years ago his wife
died, and he came to Farmington to live with

his children.
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funeral of our departed brother was attended
the coldest day of the winter, a very large congregation assembled at the church, and his remams were followed to the tomb by a large circle of relatives, by the members of the church
and Sabbath-school, the employer and workmen
in the shop, und citizens of the
place. In the
death of Bro. Stevens we have all sustained a
loss not soon to be forgotten. But may ‘it be

DANIEL WINGATE

ions
tnd
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with our

sanctified to our good.
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Pa.

In the Sabbath-school he was especial-

‘“ My Father, thy will be done.”

—

Club, ou Friday evening

in
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It contains over 250 fine Scripture
and 1105 pages, and is the most Somprahensivs
valuable Hi
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ly active, and now much missed.
He served
three years in the army of his country, and returned without’ receiving. a wound, to meets
death in this unexpected and dreadful form.
By the community he was much respected, baving many friends.
He is missed in, the Sabbathschool, and m the social meeting, but most of all
in his home, and by his now. lonely companion,
with whom he had always lived so happily; and
where above all other places he had been most
faithful in the discharge of religious dugg. To it
he comes not back at evening’s hour, in it his
voice no more cheers, or his looks please. But
i
the thought that he loved and served Jesus,
and the glorious hope of one day joining him in
the realms of glory, enable our wister to endure
this severe affliction and say, although so hard,

some other cause

is the mountain

By Wm. SMITH, LLD.

church in this place, and ever proved himself an
exemplary Christian, a worthy
and growing

has prevented the formation of those
beautiful stalactites and stalagmites which
are usually found in limestone caverns.
The

ISTORY OF
THE BIBLE

AUTHOR

news went from room to room in the factory,
and from Shop to shop and home to home in our
village, until, sadness filled every heart, and tears
fell fromm many eyes. Three hours before, he
had left his happy wife and pleasant home, to return no more, only as borne there Pile and cold
in death. Bro. Stevens experienced rehgion,

never

subterranean

he absence of water, or

ILLUSTRATED

|-

polishing the shaft, his clothes were caught by a

The temperature of. course is always the
same, and that is. near 60 deg. Fahrenheit.

similar means—the bottle served him in
place of a lady-love, and for kittens he tried
to procure a little dog.
aisello remained in bed when he in-

tion

sum-

serew head on the shaft, or in the wheel of the
engine, which made 120 revolutions a minute,
and thus in a moment he was killed.
The sad

straight

cold have

CHICA60, —

|

.

W. STEVENS died

XNVEST

468 Wabash Avenue Room. 5.

8. HARRIMAN died . in Farmington,

JOHN

have

AT PRESENT,

mre,

19, aged 39. Bro. S. clesed his earthly career in
a very sudden and painful manner. While at

:

Op ylnten
vefiuh Sit apindo

OFFICE

a

Nov. 1d, aged 27 yeurs.

a word).

and winter
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till the hour of hor

Iusurance companies have fafled, .
Now xs THE TIME TO
here, and to place on loan,

garden.

JANE

the atmosphere is comparatively dry.
Summer heat

N

2

which the buildings were consumed and the Fire

ABEL PEAVEY died in Farmington, Nov. 3,
3fod 16 yarn. Mr. Peavey was found dead in

bis

There is but little water in tae portion of
the cave visited by your correspondent, and

lady-love and had his little

cheap,

last

up

Of all the miquey we had placed on loan,
we
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those
in

do

mer, when he was prostrated by consumption of
the Tungs. Medical skill failing to arrest it, as a

nearly a mil¢ in length. Judging from its
direction and length, it must pass under
the Mississippi river, as also do many of the
other passages. So that the cave is at once
subterranean and subfluvial (if I may be

sound common sense are the rarest earthl poet; then, however, he worked so easily
motives which any man ean ‘bring into his that he was able’ to write in four hours—
daily work, and cleanliness and beauty the four hours, I say !~a whole act of ‘Romeo
cheapest of household plenishing. We and Juliet!
When Father Haydn could

success,

J

named ‘‘Grand Hall,” is

-Sacchini felt himself

composing—a

who

THON

GRAHAM,"PERRY &'(0.,"
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‘wishing obits
Star,

he

wirium
fumpl

\NTerthe Chicago Fire
und’ A

BRO. Isaac CoomBs died in Wakefield, N, H.,
Jan, 31, aged 40 years.
Bro. C. was a worthy
member of the Boston F. B. church, where he

The extent of the cave i= not known with
any certainty. One avenue, which has bee

him,
Alex. Fesca, if one
may lend faith to eyewitnesses, resorted to

and tended

Persons

'

wo

friends A

equal to five cents ¢ line,to insure. an. insertion

quite

never, to be given back as she was!

getting a melody.
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warts Wi
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moments: sho. found
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hee

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
eingle square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. - Verses areinadmissible,

on more than” one

covered a new entrance,

give high caste to their own lives and those means, as trustworthy contemporaries have
of their children, are some high motive in assured ‘me; it saves clothing, fuel,” etc.
living, ahd cleanliness and beauty in their Zingarelli, before sitting down at. ‘the piano
| daily surroundings. Now, pure love and to Sompose, read a few pages of a
Latin

country

and

Aaa

fit

a bo

an

iriend

But.h

death,
. Jn. her"

not patronize it, mast accompany them with cash

cal ideas came to him only in the stillness something more 1 would do, and will, God
of night. Of Spontini, too, I somewhere aiding me. 1 would gather the great will
read that he was able to compose only in and heart of womanhood, as the will of
It shonld have as free
the dark.
Cimarosa wanted noise about man is gathered.
him ; he liked best to-work in/merry com- an action, as august a representation.
pany. Salierli, to excite his faney, strolled And that charmed sidé of “womanhood
about in the most frequented, streets, eating should stand between the voluptuary and

incapable

gratification. Turkey carpets, silk dresses
or coats have nothing to. do with the hight

ing.

maze,”

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

gist on raw bats during shat time. On another occasion, a man, who had been lost for
several days, came out a point two or three
miles from where he went in, and thus dis-

melody; this discovery he then” gommunicated to some subordinate,
who wrote
down the dictation, and that was the end
of it. Sarti required a large, dark room,
even at night but feebly lit up; his musi-

The answer is here : First, by discovering was with his
that the necessities of education and refine= kittens about
depend

‘mighty

I

aaries published in the Morning

lost in the eave for a week, and had to sub-

:

strong health, afford to marry, and bring up disputed, all
. in one.
ment do not

a

ment has been proven

The problem is just this: How can a bon-boms, with lead-pencil and’paper. in his
young man and woman, with the necessi- hand, to be ready when’ the occasion ofties of educated and refined people, and not fered.
Paer composed, chatted, scolded,
children, on a small income ?

joins: the Mis

The bluffs ‘are lime:

occasion ; but never; I believe, with any fatal or serious result. Two boys were once

some-

to

that

7

mourn,

ago and lived u Chitin
tian dite

She

ds

Pare nts,

numerous

ANA

hose.

are

Master,

MRs. BETSEY C. Forsom died at Atki
Me., Feb. 6, 1872, aged 33 years and 11 months,
Sister F. experie
n about one

‘without a plan,”
In some places the cave, is four stories last resort he went to the country, but without
Grace triumphed not only in his life but
deep; that is, there are that many distinct avail.
in his sickness and death. Our sympathies are
systems of galleries, onc above another; with the afflicted ones, who wait in hope to meet
AP, TRACY,
at other places these may be all merged him.
into one, The above will afford one some
ExocH Hort died in Guilford, Dee. 9,
- idea of the intricate and complicated struc-. 78 years. Mr. H. was a kind father and affecture of this wonderful underground. city. tionate husband. During his life, he succeeded
To get lost is one of the easiest Things’ ‘in amassing quite an amount of property, and
fra
imaginable. The explorer needs to take leaves his family in good circumstances.
he was a Universalist, holding strongly
to
every possible precaution, if he would pre- glou
is faith to the last. He leaves a wife, three
vent such a result. The truth of this state- Jous
and three daughters, who deeply feel their

absolute faith in self-help
and .the help of probably of his later
years—Haydn sat
God. They ha) e never
ed a necessity quietly down in a chair, but he must have
part as being, present, Of the rest, there or a comfort of life, and their snuggery of a upon his finger the ring Frederick the
are a few who in time come to forget the home, which. opens daily to the best people ou had once given him! In Londorgy
guest, however, even this expedient seems to hav
missing | member;
while the remainder in Boston, is remembered by every
beau- proved unavailing, for we have a report
seem t) retain a sense of its existence so as one would remember a heartsome,
_ vivid as to be more definite and intrasive titul picture, Yet thére is not a Turkey that.once the master had no inspiration left
teat 14 that of its truly living fellow mem- «carpet or costly painting in it. Any pair of at all; for two weeks he vainly tortured
true lovers, who will put aside fashion and himself to get an appropriate continuation
rs.
A personin this’ condition is haunted,as conventional opinions for common sense to the first eight bars of an andante. It is
it were, by a constant or inconstant fcac- and good taste, marry with a like chance of well known that it has been thought some

tional phantom (of so much

channels,

writer in the New-York Mustk-Zeitung

says:

accordance

referred

hs

Obitwavies.

of that portion of our sex which men cut off
from their own: vices and having deformed
| it out of the image of woman, hand it back
and Young
Men’s Christian Associations to us and say, * Take this and make what
must look out for the reverend *‘ hooker ”. you can out of it; it belongs to you.', So it
on his tours through the « eountry.—Chicago does. Why did not the man think 47 that
Tribune.
?
before he wrought his wicked works
upon
it ? This wretched residuum of a human
Oddities of Musicians.
hfe, poisoned in soul, in body, trodden
under your feet, humbled under your scorn,

certain of the nerve ends in the stamp being
kept irritated, while others are perfectly

sound

or,

to

of Chris

is as innocent of merit
as it she had been

stone, and. from 200 to: 300 feet high.
Pasging within the portals of ‘the entrance,
the explorer finds three passages diverghe a8, the radii. of a circle; followin
either of these he will soon tind himse
entangled in a perfect labyrinth of avenues
ud
ages, passing into, through, above
nd
below one another, al overy coneeivable angle. Instead of the one passage,
with which he started, there may be twenty
or more, running in all possible directions.
This is the general “arrangement of the
whole caye—a vast network of subterranean

Tully labored like a feeble amateur.
He sat down at the piano with his snuff
where in the airy with an utter abolition of box and sang and Played till, by means of
every other portion of the arm. Probably trying here and there, up and down, he
some of these curious facts depend upon fancied he had dis®vered the most suitable

ly a phantom finger or

.

All of these illustrations pointto the evil
of shallowness in culture. The *‘smart”
man is a smatterer who has never “réached
the settled and established principles of
knowledge. Hence he will legislate wichout an adea of political seoneary; deter
mine qaostions of theology by intuition;
asail the moral instituions of society
without knowing
what he is doing;

ornamenting

ber is never complete.
The foot or hand
are most distinctly felt,and then the ankle or

the while of his own smartness.
The * smart ” man
gets into the Church
too, where instead of grounding himself

in all sacred learning, or going about, like
his Mastery doing good, he becomes an
ecclesiastical imtriguer and dextrous manager of conferences and conventions. But
as this
is the worst specimen of them all,

y wheat crop or

horrible museum,”
¢
But, while most men are thus conscious
of a lost limb as still in place, the spirit mem-

stream

sissippi at this point.

were to divide this nerve below the elbow, but he did not a

dangers,

Usually quick but shallow, and intenton

of a small

the cat,

brought up by. Calvinist, London Specta-

from the west bunk of the
Missisthat the Sarl, way bad ; that he could not ofSippi amile
river, and about thirty feet above the
fold individuals responsible for thé™sins,

tem ; the boil was not to blame for being a
be content with the best that can be had,
boil ; it was simply the evidence of
corUp to a certain point, the ‘‘ smart.” man to the third and fourth figgers, and in ruption in the system,
* Joe” replied
which
latter
parts
we
Jel
the
numbing
‘has some Nao, bli ast sociely becom os well
that, if Tweed and Connolly were considerpain of a blow on the main nerve, If we ed as boils, they should be “well poulticed ;
organizedand requires
thorough work,
in organizing.

there is nothing of this about

Thus we learn that tions that

geston earth

eft

merit as attendants omour domestic civilize
ation. You will see togs full of pride at
the accomplishment of their little tasks, and
looking up to men for recogmition. But

tly
@
—

ood Influence.

|

most | for the

ecological freaks duy- |
;
in
i a { wish
if
the,{
men fo be: of their one genius and:
ear
Ne Civ’
of

i
4
©5 A blow on the Stump other thieves.of the Ring,he dropped into
will re-awdken such consciousness; or, as Harper's to escape the rain, which was then Hannibal, Missouri, now st:
It isnot
groans happened in one cdse,p Ye-unfbuintion high- falling heavily,—he, having "no ~ umbrella a new. or recent discovery, having been
The curse under whigh America
i]
is its smart men. The "Typical Yankee is er up the limb will summon it anew into with which to proteet-his reverend head known for at least: half a cent:
Though not to bé compared With tho Mama universal genius, who can build a saw- seeming existence. . «ews
fromthe pitiless stovm,
“Joe " Harper at
e limb may be recalled
to once, began.to rally Mr. Beecher, im his mouth cave or Niagara Falls, it is still demilky teach a singing school make a temper: + In man
for Congress, practice | the man by ritating the nerves i its good-humored way, upon his. having taken serving of ‘more attention thanit ‘has here:
ange dpeech,
: law, would preach; if ivonly paid well, and, stump. Every doctor..knows that when the Lp of such. notorious rascals. Mr. tofore received from the traveling and
i hata oy
days on the bench any. part of a nerve is excited by a pinch,’ Beacher. defended. himsel( by saying that scientific world. finally, perhaps ends his
The entrance to ‘the cave 14 one quarter
a tap,.or by electricity ( which is an alto- their crimes were the orimes of societyj
ofa Sa preme Court, where: he dis
ul
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fIavtien troubles are augmented by the
demands of the (German government for heavy|
pecuniary damages for outrages upon its subjects; by the customs duty which France takes as

On Monday, in the Senate, the majorityy and

violent. tat the gens-d’armes dispersed

a bill was introduced supplement
crowd. On Saturday
the
House,
and went over. newed, and the mayor
the civil rights aet of April, 1866,
nt to open’ negotia- asking “that some
The bil} directing the
to pris- Comte de Chambord, and
tion with all civilized ‘nations in relation
The bill repealing
oners. of -war-was._passed.
; the dutiés on tea and coffee was passed by a vote

#
a]

ne a oa

th

a bridge across the Mississippi River, near Clinton, Jowa, was passed. Senator Schurz of Mis-

si

the changes in the tanfl recommended by the
finance committee, was reported, and a bill for
an internatoinal copyright law

was

introduced.

The discussion upon the French arms resolution

him.

He

I shall

stand

the

language

wrote

to

his wife,

here

and

speak

in

but the burnt district of
recovering from the devasstated that the village of
the short space of four
rebuilt, and is now re-oc-

Francisco

Scientific

Press says that

session,

In the

the diplomatic appropristion bill
in committee of the whole."

Was generally observed as Wash

ginin Yor damage during the war was considered

water

in

as could not be col-

motion.
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the House met for debate only.

that the

tirade

aguinst

the

Confederates,

teach him to draw.
Itis
learn many other things.
start at least,
He bas a
acquisitions in any direc-

worked, and was left unfinished. The lower
part is in a rough, unhewn state. The monelith is thirty-nine feet long and six feet in diame-

eight of

road arrived in San Francisco, Wednesday.

ter.

over

singers for the jubilee choruses,
bank

late

Callender,

well

examiner in New York,

of that city

quantities and very

in testi

mot been

statementsof the Queen and of Mr. Gladstoneas

reported by telegraph from London.

The first national Catholic Temperince Union
Baltimore,

often.

A better way is to
then wait un-

So says

threadbare

cotton

cloth,

smeared

it with

chest filled with paper and rags. Although the
room was not tight and the weather was cold,
there was a smell of fire about the room in eight
days. Unpacking it, the experimenter found the
rag half charred.
In April, he made a similar
experiment with a pair of painters’ overalls,
which he rolled up with pine
shavings, and
crowded in next to the roof-boards of a loft. In

and probably will not be at present, but it is
saidto be kmown that they coincide with the

assembled in convention in

It is

boiled linseed oil, and placed it in the center of a

public

made

It

An experimenting Detroit chemist took a piece
of

fore the Geneva board of arbitration was received at the state department in Washington, Thurs-

have

applied.

temperature as that

til there are signs that it needs another.
a good authority.

The full text of Bark Granvil ies note to Minister Schenck concerning the American case. beIts contents

never be

give the earth a good soaking, and

lectership.

day.

should

water from the

not well to apply the water, as some do, in small

mony of his figiony administration of the col-

a week the smell of smoke alarmed a workman
in the next room, and the overalls were found to

Wednes-

day. About seventy delegates were present from be on fire. And during the hottest weather a
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Penn- handful of old cotton rags, not smeared with oil,
sylvania, Illinois, Minnesota, Georgia "Mex: | became hot enough, when hung up in a tin box
e in the sun, to light matches which he had placed
" jco and other States and Territories
evening session resolutions were adopted recogamong them. These facts show the necessity of
nizing the advisability of a permanent national
caution in putting away rags, especially those
g
* temperance union, and earnestly advocatinthe
that may be saturated with oil, benzine or other
: cause of temperance through state unions.
inflammable substance.
The Chicago Times says that General KilpatA young fellow named Mitchell, ‘caught in
rick has accepted, through the American litera- Louisville attempting to rob a house, was recogry bureau, an offer of $3000in gold to go to California for twelve lectures during the month of
May.

Japanese

Monday.

‘embassy

arrived

in Chicago

3

¥

6 ‘Works in Fran, Puc,

is estimated at from $200,000 to $300,000. Twen-.
ty-five hundred hands were employed there.
I FOREIGN.

and

Washingtow’s birthday.

illuminated

in

The radical leaders in Spain ure, he

Rowing

club has

pea

aceepted

the

challenge
of the Atalantas of New York to row a
ARISE

race with four-oared boats on ‘the Thames in
June.
4
The story of the existence of a secret treaty

ads

and Great Britain for the sepa-

minion froin the empire
B

is re-

Chronicle.
th,by a two-thirds

ma-

the compulsory electoral bill,
lant changes in the political
aul Is Tiended to. bind

would

put

it down

upon

the

master would follow in pursait.
If there happened t0- be an opening about the building,
the
coon was sure to find it and enter the house at

Of course, the people of the house would
master to come in after his pet, and
and servants were ‘lending a

portunity of picking
ere,

up little things here and

The oharvance of Sunday is so strict in Eng.
land that all the tel
ph offices
are closed, meteorological reports and predictions are not for-

warded on that day, aid as a consequence two of
more serious storms of last year were not signaled fo the coast. An Euglish paper suggests
the employment of Jews to attend to the tele4
r
.graph service on Sunday.
‘While hotels on the European’ plin are
&
become

ing very

popular in America,

note that hotels on the

it is singular to

American plan are grow-

ing in favor along the main

lines of travel over

seas. Even the “Grand Hotel,” Paris, has in part

adopted the system, and’ you can mow

go there

and obtain lodging, meals and service, at a fixed

a

price.
Lot
atiy
:
The German government hax devised a scheme

that promises to be a great event in the history
:
Iu

yiily

ry

and

began

to

work

them.

other

he is reasonably

distant fields to the home und heart of their own-

alcoholic

drinks?

intelligent.

One

be agreeable, is a beautiful

answer

sound and refreshing:

that

a look of surprise.

The old house

first offer.
but

he

should be taken in a warm rooin, and

The farmer, I said, looked surprised,

had

great

if agreeable.

confidence in wife, and so an-

swered ;
¢ How improve?’
“ Well,” said she, “ Al tell you. I have been
out this week, Day before yesterday I went
over to neighbor Embury’s and they certainly
have fixed up things nicely, though you and I
can
when they built. Ido wish you
could see the new buildings they have put around
the place, and the paint on all the old ones.
Inside, they have bought new furniture, and I declare they have fixed up one room they call a

Pressure

g

——

is

the

por-

get well, and is in no special

city, and I only hope the old man’s children will
use the books. Then I went over to neighbor

has to do is to lie down out-of-door between two
broad boards, and stay there until he gets raven-

Tennent’s.

You know those two

just moved into one house,
very

nice

one.

and

They rather

brothers

have

it’s certainly

laughed at me

‘a
for

saying 1 liked home best. But they have a’ good
many things we might have just as well. There’s
water in the kitchen.
Why can’t we take it
from the spring? We want some painting, too.
Now, there’s some money in the bank.
You

need some fencing around the fields.

Why

not

improve everything next year?’

The farmer fheditated a while and then

repli-

ed:
.% 111 do it, wife, if you say so, but don’t let us
forget the fields.
I know there's much to be
done outside, though I can’t reckon it all up

now.

There’s

money

in the bank,

but how

far

it will go is a question. However, we mustn’t
be behind the times.
So, if you can get ready
here, we might as well start at once.”

was

the beginning of a conversation

which lasted for a long while, but the result was
that the improvements began. The house, however, was ahead of the farm, for women always

move quicker thai. men. The mason, the carpenter, the painter, the plumber were all sent
for and set to'work. And then the first wonder
was how many things could be improved, and
how if you had one thing you had to have another. There was no end
to the work. The windows were let down. The roof was altered.
For

water, the

spring

which

fed the fields was

tapped,and as the girls thought a fountain would
look nicely, a fountain was built in the grassplot. Then the payments began. ‘The wages of
the plumber and his mysterious ‘ helper” were
handed over.
The masow’s bill almost upset the
farmer.
He began to draw money, till one of

thé bank clerks asked him if he was buying
another farm.
Farm! where was the farm?
William came in from one of the mew fields,
John from the other, each with petitions for
some improvement, and their father answered
them in the

gruffest of tones.

As

the

summer

advanced, the water in the brook began to
The pipe to ‘the house was draining all
spring. Still the demands of the house continued and could not be evaded. Money had to be
raised on & mortgage, and the mortgage was
first put on the land, which had become as we
said, so dearto the farmer.

him a visit.

Last month

I paid

He certainly had a capital home,

but I must confess that he has lost something of
his spirit. His reputationas a farmer is being
lessened. He has not even finished all that was
started in the house,nor paid fully for that which
has been done. And there are rumors that he
of his
will find it necessary soon to sell some
fields in order to meet his obligations. I think
he begins to see his mistake.— Christian Intelli-

and

woman’s

and

three

to

five

of archi
re. It is intended to build anew
house of parlisment at Berlin, und the desire is
a
to make it ‘a model structure. To thiat ‘end the

apt are ineroasng \and
outbrenk is feared. An atlempt

archiltects of all nations on the globe are Invited

tank, mad:

at the

slate or zinc.

Harrison

boiler,

ier, until one of them happened to look under
the board—and there was Alexander Simpson,
as dead as Nebuchadnezzar, and

plumbers

of glass framed in

mashed

out

so

anybody

know

the purchase of a patent glass eye. \

Wood Fires.
>
ee
We often wonder why, in an age abounding
in inventions for household comfort, the oldest
and best of all—the wood fire on the hearth—
has almost disappeared. It can not be on the
ground of its greater expense, for that is but a
trifle compared to luxuries which we see everywhere.
Scrupulous
housewives, we
believe,
object to it as untidy.
But from such pharisaic

regard to the outside of the cup and platter, may
we be delivered!

Now, in the first

place,

noth-

ing keeps
the air of a room so fresh and sweet as
an open

wood

fire.

Its

advantage

in point

healthfulness over the ordinary ways
ing is immense.’

of

of warm-

For a room of ordinary size, in

this climate, it gives amply sufficient heat. And
what a wonderful promoter of cheerfulness it is!
It is
better than the black hole in the
floor

a

register.

Its

voice,

as

it purrs,

and crackles, and roars, is enough to drive
the worst fit of the

blues.

Its

mounting

away
flames

up at flood tide, ‘when1t is freshest and purest,
and set itaway for twenty-four hours to settle.
While this is going on the silver sand may be
procured und washed—washed in several waters,
that it may be free from slime and dirt. Pretty
pebbles and pieces of rock can be Selected and
made thoroughly

clean.

There

is

like

nothing

starting with perfect material,
When ull is ready, cover the “bottom of the
bow] with a thick bed of sand, nnd arrange your
rocks and pebbles as you please. Two tall bits
of granite, with a third laid across to form a
sortof hollow cave haga pretty effects The fish

g

made to burn the city of Port au

seems to enjoy darting to and fro in this mimic
gateway, as acaged bird enjoys his swing. Draw

the

resolution to

conquer or die,” when the Prince interrupted
him with n quiet reqizest to *“ name his authority

The Prince of Wales is ‘somewhat indisposed
again and it iv feared that he will not be able to for that statement,it being wholly untrue,” which
8 disturbed the patriotic speaker that he broke
attend church upoa the day set apart for Sani. % d)wa altogether.
giving or bs geeovory.
Sm
vbr

troublesome creatures, from a p
they
have to eraw] out of the aquarium and perish of
thirst on the parlor carpet; but us their rate of

progress i3 slow,

a little judieious poking

replacing will keep them within
ot

apd

bou. day and
:

-

com-

snseasnsnell

of

who are as good company for every mood.

Af-

It wiles

away

If the mind is at work,

all troubling thoughts.
its

ionship soothes and aids.

unobtrusive compan-

When

he may find restful occupation

one is weary,

in

watching

the

freaks of the flames and listening to their changeful voice. It brightens people and brings them

00 &33 00 Aovew...
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an ‘elastic

breath-

of life,

the

morning

dull-

B.

Let us go

back

our

oxygen

of

registers,

The

or

Do.

get into us—our
wits stiffen and freeze;

|:A
NEW

pad

IsI Your Income?

Ma—

who refusés
to accord to his wife and children
this information
has never any right to accuse
them of extravagance, because he himself deprives them of that standard of comparison
which ie an indispensable requisite of economy.

As early us possible in the education of ehil-

lowance, that they may learn prices and values,
and have some notion of what money is actually
worth and what it will bring, The simple fact

of the possession of a fixed income often suddenJy transforms a giddy, extravagant gir] into a
cure-taking, prudent little woman. Her allowance is her own; she begins to plan upon it,—to
add, substract, multiply, divide, and to do numberless sumsin her little head. She no longer
buys everything she fancies; she deliberates,
weighs, compares. And now here is room for
and

generosity

to come in. She can:

do without this article; she can furbish up some
older possession to do duty a little longer, and

give this money to some frivnd poorer than she;

A Pottsville, Penn., man picked
in the woods, and set them under
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wood will be the soonest seasoned, as the leaves
will draw all the sup before they die.

that keep from twenty to thirty

hens; would save all the droppings, and compost
it, instead of buying fertilizers as many at the
to

sheep-stealing

to

their advantage.
Indiana

dogs

have

carried

sucht an extent, that the Legislature has offered
a bounty on every dog-skin produced, and the
farmers now find puppies
crop they can raise, .

the

most

profitable
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tunnel or, from a bottle.
Ata recent sale of Cotswold sheep, dt Northleach, England; some extraordinaay prices were
realized. The flock consisted of 338 sheep, and

the average of the whole was five pounds twelve |
whillings each. The highest price for ram labs, |
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and

women

are

gaining

experience and skill which will materially inArease the amount of money brought’ into the
Bo the woman who has definite allowance for country, During the month of August, 263.600
housekeébing finds at once a hundred questions boxes of American cheese were imported into
England,
It is sold . cheaper than English
set at rest. Before, it was not clear to her why
she should not * go and do likewise”in relation cheese, and is sonsidered equal to it in flavor and
quality,
\
to every purchase made by her next Beier.
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Among the many reinodioh given for scouring
in stock, none is so good as hiv i coffee. The
lives of colts, cows, calves and pigs have been
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How few of »
ogalze, as the’ long winter
creeps away, and, shrinking from the outward
chill, we cower into fire-side corners and warm
wraps, how day by day we are insensibly contenting ourselves with the same breathed-over
air which, scarcely renovated since, supplied our
lungs yesterday and the day before.
*‘ Open the
windows, indeed,” we cry, “ why, it's all we
can do to exist with them tightly shut!”
| Yes, but, paradox as it seems, there is warmth
in the very cold which an open window would
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ness which hindered this or that, the refusal of
the brain to work at a critical moment, the apathy, the. blindness of perception, date back to
that unaired bed-room which sent us forth unrefreshed to our work, and ushered in a depressing

the
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charm the eye. There are not many human beings

of finamee,and General Del Rey of war. | the midst of a florid compliment to the Prince as portion; and with
little ways, sets herself to make the, most
the refuse and keep heulthfully clean, They are happy
us, it is
on doubtful author-|
of her small income.
“ having entered Franee with
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perature of the head, hands, and feet into proper
balance, will'of itself induce a glow which helps
the fire to rewarm the room after its airing. And

and ten to one the girl who#é' bills last year were
four or five hundred, finds herself bringing
to compete by submitting plans before the 15th}
sph
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‘Prince, which, though ' unsuccessful,
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“Or did you ever compare your own sensations
after sleéping
in fresh air with those produced

But does

where Dr. Hall lives? Because Mrs. Simpson is
making inquiries, and she is anxious to snatch a
few silver hairs from his brow, ang to! hecessitate
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thin that you'could pass him under a elosed door
without scraping his vest buttons! He does not
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glass
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Salmon,
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heav-

Well,

the middle, of right dimensions to hold the glass
knob of the cover firmly. Well, now you have
your aquarium!
The other way Is to order a square or oblong

watchfulness

they kept on drinking

metaphysics,

then; you can do one of two things. First, and |
simplest, you can buy a large glass * cake-cover,” of the kind used in confectioners’ shops,
and which costs from

so

after glass of beer, and getting heavier and

rights,

toge her. To What scenes of friendship and = social enjoyigent does it lend a unique charm! It
is the luxury of luxuries, a thing without which
aquarium?

not

what did you find? In one, however pretty and
well arranged, however healthy and neat and
well-bired its occupant, a smell of bed-clothes,

Aquaria.
an

is

mend the adoption of such habits as shall secure
sleep; otherwise life will be short, and what
there is of it sadly imperfect.—S. 8. Workman.

all that he

and the Legal Tender act, and the weather,
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W
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But in heaven’s name what air, as Miss Nightously hungry.” Mr. Simpson followed his ad- ingale says,ean we breathe at night except night
vice, and calmly fell to sleep with a broad board - air? The choice lies Between pure night air
on top of him.
Under ordinary circumstances
from without and foul’ night air from within;
there would have been no trouble; but there
most people prefer the latter, is is true, but it is
was a Fat Merfs. ball in the lager-beer saloon night air all the same, though they may not be
next door that day, and thé two champion fut aware of the fact.
men got over the fence, and sat down with a jerk
Did you ever test these two kinds of night air
on top of Mr. Alexander Simpson’s upper board
by going early in the morning into the room of a
without knowing he was there. It squelched
person brought up to sleep with closed windows,
the breath out of him at the first blow. And the and immediately afterward into one where the
fat men, you understand, they sat and sat there, , sash has been lowered six inches from the top,
and discussed politics, and the Alabama claims, "and raised six inches from the bottom?
Well,

gencer.

‘Would you likg to have

hurry,

long-continuéd

_vous, and who

“ If a bilious man wants to

“study.” There’s us nice a bookcase as was in the

gal

in-

7. Avoidance of stimulants and narcotics.
For those who are overworked, haggard,

is not a medical puffin disguise :
Mr. Alexander Simpson, of Towanda, is dead.
He was bilious, Mr. Alexander Simpson was,
and
he saw the following paragraph from the

pen of Dr, Hall:

ge

6. A clear conscience.

Republican,

(Olive,

B..... 37 @.- BO

Sesesssnanne

whiskey~drinking, and tobacco-using. To break
up the habit are required :
1. A clean, good bed.
2. Bufficient exercise to produce weariness,
and pleasant occupation.
"8. Good air, and not too warm a room.
4. Freedom from too much care.
:
5. A clean stomach.

Cure.

Chicago

Java¥

duces the same effect, or hard study, or too little
exercise of the (muscular system, or tea and

Oe

The following, from

3 9 00

wee

COFFEE.

8t. Domingo... 20 @.. 22

which, if broken up for any length of time, is
not
y regained.
Often a severe
iliness,
treated by powerful drugs, soderanges the nervous system that slegp is never sweet . after it..

compress over the abdomen.

The

ih

n

overworked

The cure of sleeplessness, however,

It

such

Rito

easy, particularly in those who carry grave responsibilities. The habit of sleeping well is one

It may be used forten or | Or, perbaps,
longer

EH

41. 00..
Ginghimacs....00 @..

We

sedative for very
sleep

we

.

Canal.......
38 00

pepsia. Tt will relieve the languor and. prostration felt by consumptives. It will cure hypochon| co; tton Flannel. 12
dria. Itwill cure the blues. It willoure the head- Posten Fann a k
ache. It will cure the heartache. It will cure
neuralgia. Tt will cure a broken spirit, It will Mous.deLaines00
tings—
cure sorrow. Indeed, we -iiight make a long Cai
Lowell sup. $-ply’
list of nervous maladies that sleep will cure.
Extra Superfine...

of the agen-

many persons, preparing them for

an

MOLASSES,

COAL.

It will cure

It will restoreto vigor

.

particularly that variety known as nervous dys- |

cies is water. A tepid sitz bath, taken just before going to bed, of such a temperature as shall

;
oe
One night as the farmer and his wife sat alone,
the latter suddenly spoke: ‘‘Father, don’t you
at first was

A

ue, better for common daily use than all the
drugs in the world, which every person ean
learn to use without harm to himself, providing

er.

The

or

CANDLES.

best rest comes

per, peevishness, uneasimess.

advise no person to take poisonous drugs on his
own account, but there are agencies of great val-

provement in their condition. ‘The farmer loved
to look that wuy, when he was sitting on the
stoop in the surfer evenings, A stream beginning in the hills back of the house ran toward
them, and the line of green seemed to bind those

think we ‘had better improve P

ale, beer,

The

:

. For the week ending Fr», 31{ 1872,

Moulds. cuenes 19
@.
Sperm..........36
@.. 86

brain, Tt will build yp and make strong a wesry body, Jt'will do much to cure the dyspepsia,

gpt.

Markets,

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES,

4

loses the power to stop thinking when thie proper hour arrives for sleep, but keeps on,’ like the

do,

an im-

.

from sound sleep. Of two men, or women,
otherwise equal, the one who sleeps the best will
be most moral, healthy and efficient.
Steep will do muchto cure irritability of tem-

The Bnd ose
in the practice of economy
helping hand to effect the capture of the runa-{ cording to size. ‘‘Somebody” will whittle you i
way, Mitchell would busy himself with every thick square block of wood, aud make a hole in. is aknowledge of one’s income; and the man

Auscis for a meeting of an EcumenAn their dominions,

The London

its master

allow the

‘has asked the | WAAAY)ort

cal

three years ago

honor “of ‘While the family

uot what
wh attitude to assume toward »
2

thief, who

est house. Mitchell would take his coon about
the street in his aims, ostensibly for the purpose
of showing him off, and when in frout of a residence he wished to enter, he would let the coon
down. In an instant the well-trained animal
would scamper off toward the house, and its

once.

The Ameriesn legation and consulate in Paris
were decorated

a notorious

ground it would rum immediately into the near-

day.
The

nized as

carried on a novel method of robbery. He raised
a pet coon, and so trained the animal that whenever

Mon-

Y.

The trialof Mayor Hall began in N.

them,

After a year or so, any one might mark

Such

of the air in which the plants gre grown.

affairsof the Ocean Bank.
The retiring collector (Forney) of Philadelphia,
has accepted for March 8 a banquet, tendered by
merchants

or cistern

should be of about the same

has been indicted for making false refurns of the

the prominent

;

1n watering house plants, cold

1 and Haydn leading the list.

the

a valuable

umn which was intended for the decoration of
Solomon’s Temple, but which split while being

the blockade trains on the Union Pacific Railwi

Herald,

side the walls of Jerusalem. It'is a half completed monolith. The conjecture is thatit is a col"

accepted his election to the presidency of Brow n

So he bought

“The

oy

Sleep Will Cures

but it is harderto

heart, acting involuntarily. How can such people get sleep is one of the most important questions they can consider. Shall they resort to
chloral hydrate, morphine, tobacco, or, as some

houses to sleep'in for a year and then sell on the

relic of antiquity has been
discovered on the
grounds of the Russian’ Pilgrim’s monastery out-

The Japanese embassy ‘left Salt Lake City,
bound eastward, Thursday morning.
Rev. Dr. Robinsqp of Rochester, N. Y., has

icy

send.

re-

leading

Accordingto the Levant

The Pacific Railroad 1s now clear.

from

could

gold is secured

| tion or in any department of study and life.
MISCELLANEOUS.

offers

her girls

and inside it reminded one of days when people
had homes in which to live, and not merely

per cent. of mercury, which
metals so

study of life; and then
desirable that he should
But he has now a good
good standing place for

On Saturday ,the Sermate was not in session and

received

very

tions of the body as are not in the water well
covered with a blanket.
Still another agent, is a very short showerbath, or a hot foot-bath, or holding the hands, if
hot,in cold water; or if the hands are cool, holding them in hot water; or putting a tid, wet

by

culations regarding the statement of facts in figures as an important element in the business and

in committee of the whole, ~

has

and

¥

The cry for rest has always been .lopder. than
the cry for food. ‘Not that it is more fmportant,

rested |

it looked massive enough to last another century,

infinitesimal fineness

child to read understandingly, slowly, carefully,
for ideas; then teach him to use arithmetical cal

and was passed. The bill to re-imamendments
burse the College of William and Mary in Vir-

Tourjee

lady

Cer-

from morning to night. NO course could be
worse. If a man wishes to last a reasonable
number of years on this globe, and live in peace
and comfort, he should get rested every .
of
his life. Many resort to stimulants, when
had better
go to bed and to sleep. Sleep
not always come easily. The brain Sotto,

such

eral

the subject. No fiction was taken. In the House,
the diplomatic appropriation bill received some

Mr.

overworked, ill-at-ease, sick, never being

‘fifteen minutes, or even

s not in sest’ winding up by inquiring what would be done
, and Congreswas
sion.
with that
Wigfall if they should catch him.
On Friday, fa the senate, a bill was pact. to The soldiers replied that they
supposed they
the issue of notes or bills asa circulating would hang him. “ Yes, they would do exactly
prohibit
nmediam except.by banks. A number of bills right, and I would pull at one end of the rope!”
were introduced. The French arms resolution replied Wigfall, mounting his mule and trotiing
was taken up, and Senators Trumbull and Mor- off westward.
ton made speeches which had little to do with
First, says the Scientific American, teach a

University.
The first-class passengers and mails on

not

What

80 thoroughly rested once iii évery twenty-four
hours as to feel bright, fresh, active and - strong.
Many do net do this, but go on feeling tired, |

large, but it was well tilled, and the city was
not far away, with plenty of people ready to pay
good prices, and ta take all the eggs, butter or
flowers the old

\

certainly had an air of comfort about it. It had
been built nigh a hundred years ago. Outside

pure.
Itis related that when Wigfall was fleeing in
disguise from the country after Lee’s surrender
he crossed the Mississippi in company with a detachment of federal soldiers. Wishing to know,
if possible, how the wind blew, he began a gen-

)

i

was

Cp

though our next neighbors do have them; and
We must rein ourselves
to find some other way
of NVing.— Mrs. Stow,

the recently discovered process of Sepuryiog
gold by electro-galvanic dry amalgamation,is
working successfully, and amalgamating gold of

pels all baser

House, after thansacting some business of minor
importance,
was

around

quires twenty

begun the day before. Two amendments were
7 * adopted, and pending a motion to reconsider one

and afterward adjourned till Friday.

spoken

lected

was respmed,and Mr. Morton finished his speeeh

of thet, the Senate went into executive

comprehending

The San

all

covering

hardly

Not only Chicago,
Wiseonsin is rapidly
tation of fire. It is
Peshtigo has, within
months, been entirely
cupied.

followed by Mr. Morton of Indiana. No, vote
was tiken. In the House, the diplomatic approof
priation bill was considered in committee: the
whole. No “business of importance was trsnsacted.
On Wednesday, in the Senate, a bill repealing
amendments

Senate,

‘ Some day
English.”

souri made a long speech upon the French arms
resolution, in reply to Mr. Conkling, and he was

=== 2s

Et

On Tuesday, in the Sénate, the bill authorizing

yi

RTE

i I

the duty of salt, with

To he sure
the farm

y

b Now, thefe isa clear logic of proportion,

Every perso who would live well should a

" At last the farmer thought he might take in two
more fields. They were at some distance from
the house, it was true, but a farmer loves a good
field, and there was & chance that some of the
boys might settle down in a house which stood
Paragraphs.
on the property. These fields required’ some
Senator Carl Schurz, 18 years ago, some gossip tells, stood on the floor of the United States outlay, but there was money lying if the bank.

vot be accepted except by unanimous consent.
Pending discussion upon the matter, the House
-

Mistake.

the eye rested upon the fields he had cultivated
and the home in which he brought up his thriving family.

;

flourishes without them.— Scribner's Monthly," i thin things are evidently never to be thought of,

Farmer
Livingston was a prosperous man.
You knew that when, looking down the valley,

ures wouldbe taken to suppress any disorder
which might éccur. A heavy rainstorm later in
the day broke up the crowds, but only to collect
again at night, Sunday disturbances were anticipated, but none occurred,
.

of 163.to 88. The Ku-Klux committee’s reports
were presenied, but certain Janguage used in
that of the minority was considered to be unparliamentary, and the Speaker ruled that it could

adjourned.

the

disturbances were reissued a proclamation
‘
be. had for the
announcing that meas-

their value as scavengers is so great that no
ni tink

ER

‘The Togitimists are causing a great deal of ex-

ber of bills were introduced and reported. In

.

The Farmer’s

/
CF——
=

Getting Rested Every Day.

national treasury,

citement in Antwerp. The city is full of them
and on Friday 4ight their demonstrations were

28, 187 2.
EJ

Rural and Domestic.

indemnity for similar outrages, and by an empty

minority reports of the Ku-Klux investigating
committee were submitted. The French arms
resolution was taken up and’ Senator Conkling
made a long speech upqn the subject, A npum-
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